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Abstract 

My study is a cntical examination of Richard Rorty's account of the transition between 
19' ideaiism and what he calls 2oh century textualism. in particular, I examine the "aesthetics" of 
moral reflection offered in Rorty's more recent thought. According to Rorty, as well as some 
admirers of the "anti-theory" perspective hc advances, the historicist and pragnatist critique of 
foundations should lead us to "an alternative conception of moral agency," one that promises not 
only to lift us out of standard difficulties of moral theory, but that contributa "in the process ... to 
our understanding of how literature enhances moral reflection" (Furrow, 1995: 104). Against 
Rom, 1 juxtapose the unlikely figure of John Stuart Mill, who in the 1830s articulated a p ionee~g  
example of what is curnmonly known as the "expression" theory of art. His great devotion to 
Wordsworth and Coleridge establishes Mill as one of the earliest examples of an Enlightenment 
naturalist vicw that se& to accommodate the counter-thrust of romanticism. Mill prefigures 
Rorty's aims of forging an ethics of aesthetic existence and is an exemplary reference point for 
understandirig Rorty's own identification with "liberal hope" and the ideal of selfireation and 
perfection through art. The structure of Mill's liberalism is mnarkably sirnilx to Rorty's, both in 
the deployment of the notoriously unstable publidprivate distinction and in the common 
recognition of rornanticism as a d e m g  feature of the modem view. 

In Chapter One, 1 illustrate the striking degree to which Rorty and Mill share a common 
cntical task and a mutual spirit of historical sensibility and liberal utopianism, noting some 
challenges that artistic modemism raises for the project of uniting moral and aesthetic goals in their 
respective awunts of modem Uidividualisrn. The second chapter is a detailed examination of 
Mill's early poetic theory, i l lu~ating how he raises challenges for contemporary efforts to conjoin 
ethia and aathetics such as Rorty's. Chapter Three examines the core issues that b ~ g  Mill into 
genuine dialogue with thc present - namely, authentic individualism, expressive agency, and style. 
In the final chapter, 1 set out Rorty's postmodem altemative to moral agency govemed by a 
radically aesthetic sensibility. The conclusion summarizes Mill's romantic-Victorian liberalism 
and Rorty's romantic-postmodem liberalism by showhg how they converge on Our issue of 
aestheticized ethics and stylistic individualism. The thesis concludes by raising fùrther questions 
for the place of art in modern moral reflection. 
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Introduction 

What should WC make of the relation between the moral and the acsthetic? Two thescs corne 

to mind. The first asserts, following Schiller, that morality reaiizes part of us and only art and the 

fice-play of the aesthetic can make us whole. The vocabularies of duty and utility simply cannot 

capture the whole of moral li fe. S ince rornanticisrn, art has been the source of refineû moral ducat ion; 

it makes life more complete and fulfilling by adding substance to bare utility. Out of the aesthetic, the 

moral develops.' The second thesis holds the contrary view: art is potentidly dangerous; too much 

preoccupation with art brceds affectation, substitutes artificial feeling for genuine moral conccm. Out 

of the aesthetic, a selfdeceptive substitute for the moral develops. Thinkers fiom Aristotle to Martha 

Nussbaum dçfend the first thesis; thinkers as varied as Plato and Bentham hold the second. 

Posîmodem thought tries to supercede the dualisrn cxprased by these two theses and stakes itself 

instead on the very collripse of the moral-aesthetic distinction. How i s  this? 

This dissertation presents Richard Rorty's amtroversial clsirns as representative of the 

conternporary drive to articulate an aesthetic mon1 orientation. Our point of deparhire is his account 

of the transition nom 19* century idealisrn to the position he calls 20"' cenhiry "textualisrn". Rorty 

begins with the claim that "ail problerns, topics, and distinctions are Language-relative - the results of 

having chosen to use a certain vocabulary, to play a certain language-game" (1 982, 140). He argues 

that thinkers such as Wittgenstein and Heidegger have taught us above all that we are self-interpreting 

beings who must draw our self-image from the languages and vocabularies circulating in culture at 

large. Textualism insists rhat the language of sciencc is no more hindamental than everyday Iuiguage; 

there is no language that will bring us doser to the grounds of our existence or closer to reality; and, 

thus, no vocabulary will give us a bais for a '%mer, better" insight into reaiity than any other 

vocabulary. 

Given this lack of theoretical closure, Rorty portrays textualisrn as a reactionary romantic 

exaitation of the languages of art over those of science. Modemism in the arts seems to best capture 

' ~ n  philosophy, 'aesthetics' is commonly taken as the philosophicai study of art. But it should be 
obvious h t  art has no unique rclation to aesthetics and aesthetics has no necasuily special relation to 
a These distinctions will becorne clear in what follows. 



the spirit behind the leading textuakt point that we rcspond to texts, rathcr than h g s ,  and that we 

make rather h n  fïnd reality. Rorty clairns his own pragmatist-textualin position is a result of 

following a preference for playfil, ironic aesthetic modernism (in contrast to the sobcr-minded and 

perhaps painful realization that the scientific self-image does not, aAer all, have the privilegcd 

co~ection to reality that it was always assumed to have) (1982, 140) . 

Rorty is something of an e ~ g r n a  in contemporary Western philosophy. He is at once the 

subject of praise and derisim. Admiren of the so-called "anti-theory" position he advocates c l a h  that 

his historicist critique offoundation;llist epistemology brings beforc us "an alternative conception of 

moral agency," one that promises not ody to lift us out of standard difficultics of moral theory, but 

also contributes "in the process ... to our understanding of how literature enhances moral rcflection" 

(Furrow, 1995, 104). Some cntics argue, howevcr, that rather than undermining the tradition of 

epistemology, Rorty actually is the "crowning" culmination of that tradition (Ankersmit, 1996; Taylor, 

1990). ûthen have questioned the reactionary rornantic "impulse" behind the aesthetic life he 

advocates at the end of epistemology (Fraser, 1990; Wolterstorff, 1989). Still othen clah that 

Rorty's romanticisrn is not mercly a strategic (Le. pragmatic) move, but is actually a capital "P" 

philosophical detemination that we ought to challenge (Nevo, 1995). 

To ampli@ this critical orientation, 1 examine that cunsequence of pragrnatism expressed by 

Rorty's desire to dispense with the "moral-aesthetic" contrast (1989, 142) and the related program he 

charts out for an inàividualist ethics of the "acsthetic life" (1991 b, 15 1). Rorty's account of the role 

of modem literary art in moral reflection is an important aspect of his liberal utopianism; and, in a 

broad sense, this liberal utopia is corn& to his critique of metaphysics and episternology. 

However, Rorty is not merely advocating sentimental education, the view that hpassioned works of 

art are the best vehicles of moral progress, betîer at creating the right sort of moral sensitization than 

other genres. Without foundational or transcendenial rmurse to truth or reason, Rorty advocates a 

kind of moral refiection that explicitly recopizes creation rather than discovery, making rather than 

hdinjj, aestheticism rather than scientisrn: in short, a kind of moral perspective that becomes 



equivalent to an aenhetic perspective. This goes beyond sentimental ducation - the use of art as a 

twl for refining moral perception; althwgh this too is an important part of Rorty's thinking. It asserts 

that moral reflection itself is substantively creative; that creaîive linguistic innovation rather than 

rationalist-rninded systemisation is the best goal of moral life. 

1 will challenge tk cogency and progressiveness of Rorty's aesthcticism. To situate his 

specific claims and to show what is involved in the contanporary notion of acstheticized ethics, 1 shall 

establish a rathcr unlikely juxtaposition: 1 will set the Victorian liberalism of John Stuart Mill, with 

particular focus on his early theories of poetry, next to the postmodern liberalisrn of Rorty, with his 

view of ''poeticd culture" and aesthcticlled private moral reflection. The political wisdom of Mill, 

and the subtlety of his news in philosophical aesthetics, allows for a different level of critical 

. . 
examuiation. For one thing, we can by-pass the temptation to ascend from the socio-political to 

conclude that there must be some fktd flaw in Rorty's metaphilcsophical assault on tnith and reason. 

Rorty's profoundy conservative outlook is separable fiom and not dictated by his metaphilosophical 

commitments, as cri tics such as Nancy Fraser show us. htead, as  kindred liberals, Mill-as-modem 

and Rorty-as-postmodern will provide a contrast sufficient to show that Rorty's picture of the aesthetic 

life is not uniquely detemllned by what he understands as pragmatism. Another avenue of critique is 

therefore available. This consists in callhg hto question Rorty's decentring of the subject, a key to 

his claims about art, moraiity. etbics and aesthetics in the so-cakxi poshnodem world. In the 

remainder of this chapter, I will cast this apparentiy improbable pairing of Mill and Rorty into a 

cornmon frame and context. 

According to Rorty, literary modernisrn responds to a crisis in the individual morality of 

Vi-rian liberalisrn (1980, 1770. In the nineteenth centucy, moral authority becme tom behveen 

a scientific perspective it could not deny and a Christian perspective it could not give up. With the rise 

of "liberal secular moraliîy," "explici t and unmetaphysid secularists'' such as "Feuerbach, Arnold, 

Mill, [and] Zola" accommodate the replacement of reîigious spirituality with the "relatively unironical" 

moralizing literature of "seeular sociai hope and secular moral courage" characteristic of the Victorian 



novel. Literature assumes a vast role in self-formation, orienthg the moral subject by "co~ecting 

abstract precepts and ideals with particular occasions and lives" and sening as "the principal means 

of moral education, the place where the young can find self-descriptions" (1980, 179; cf. 1979, 

16811.6). The novelistic narration of particular liva replaces classic archetypes with autobiography 

and Bildungsroman . Narrational ordering of circumstances and detai 1s of particular lives su pply 

examples of how a self can negotiatc the contingencies of mdcm life to achievc a meaningful order. 

The novel has since been a prime technique in moral self-formation (cf. 1989, 14211.2). 

The apparent hamony of the Victorian subject, however, falls apart after the interventions 

of both Freud and Nietzsche. As Rorty sees it, it is the serenely pre-Fraidian unified self that sustains 

the possibility of a "secular liberai morality". Freud instigates a reflexive decentring of the self and 

a concomitant change in moral a h .  The competing perspectives of Victorian self-stability and 

Freudian decentring creatc a peculiar kind of indeterminacy, provoking "a sense of thc hiaoricity, 

transience, and general chanciness of al1 vocabularies" (1 980, 18 1). And this puts moral reflection 

in a state of Mrtual paralysis: "Neither the religious nor the secular and liberal morality seems 

possible, and no third alternative has emerged" (1980, 180). ModeMsm, as it turns ouf provides 

Rorty's story with just such an alternative, illustratirig in the process how an  provides a naturalist- 

ironisr mode1 of moral deliberation designed to b ~ g  the self in line with the recognition of its 

contingency . 

Relations among competing vocabularies or historical transitions frMn one to another leave 

philosophy with littie to say, shce philosophy on Rorty's view is an anempt to escape tirne and chance 

by plumbing ahistorical tniths. By abandonhg the perceived need to convert contingency to necessity, 

"textualisrn" is held to be beîter suite-û for playhg dissimilar texts and vocabularies against one 

another. At the same t h e ,  modernism in the arts expresses the basis for an ethics of crcativity based 

on Udividuals' powea of "redescnption". Rorty goes on to flesh out the aesthetic life as a diaindy 

private domain of the "ironist" aesthete, essentially insulated from the public and civic ethics of social 

life. Nonetheless, Rorty's romantic and textual image of the self has a distinctive ethico-political 
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context in his later writings. It is this subsequent development of liberal utopianism in Rorty's 

assiralllation of art into etfucal life that raises the unique (and to my knowledge, unexplorçd) 

opportunity to bring Rorty into dialogue with his Victorian counterpart: namely, John Stuart Mill. 

While it is John Dewey that is Rorty's most fâvoured icon of pragmatist authority, a iiberal 

exemplar who charnpioned both solidarity and aesthctic selfcreation, J. S. Mill's early thought 

prefipres both Dewey and Roriy with his proposed a mamage of Benthamite and Coleridgean "haIf- 

truths": an alliance of liberalism's faith in progress with romanticism's insistence on the sanctity of 

the individual and its ethically grounded fiaith in continuing hmony with nature (despite the 

disruptions wrought by libenlism's instrumentalucd and commodified progress). In the place of 

Coleridge and Bentham, Rorty offers us Foucault and Habermas (cf. 1989,8 5). His claim that these 

are neccssary if unwilling bedfellows proves somewhat unwittingly that we remain contemporaries of 

the Victorians more than we may bc aware. It is as a Victorian "contem porary " that the unlikely voicc 

of Mill prophetically anticipates current descriptions of our situation as resting behveen liberalism and 

romanticism, solidarity and sel f-creation. 

Rorty sees Mill as one of those M e r s  who is "honoured in the abstract but forgotten in the 

particular" (1989, 152). However, it is becoming more widely h o w n  that the young Mill gave 

traditional aesthetics a decisive statement of the "expression" theory of art. His great devotion to 

Wordsworth and Coleridge establishes Mill as one of the earliest prefigurations of the broadly Rortyan 

perspective: a fiindamentally Enlightenment mturalist view that driva to accommodate the counter- 

thma of romanticisrn. Through a series of false starts and transformations Mill can be seai as passing 

through a number of distinct stages thaî refiect different problems for his atiempt to infuse moral life 

with a vitality he found in romantic lyrical pœtq. To be sure, Mill does not appreciate Rorty's pst- 

Freudian "sense of the hidoricity, transience, and general chanciness of d l  vocabularies," yet Mill 

does have a broad sense of tragic irony about his own rationalkt ideals. His early entry into the 

English Romantics and lyrical poetxy was possible precisely because he was able to hoM up his ideals 

to ironic resewation. Just as Rorty takes Freud to have ironized secular liberal morality into 



obsolescence only to have it reconstituted in a richer aestheticisrn, Mill's defiance of Bentham with 

Coleridge, Wordsworth, and the English Romantics leads hun to a richer picture of moral life aihanccd 

by lyric expressivisrn. 

Mill's cthico-political vocabulary is, Rorty maintains, "pretty much the last word" on the 

liberal's sense of balance between individual expressions of frecdom and intersubjective justice. 

Western social and political thought rnay have had its "last conceptual revolution" with Mill. Therc 

is no shortage of critics who take remarks like these as evidence for a profoundly conservative and 

intellectually pacifying streak m i n g  through Rorty's thought. Rorty thinks liberal society "already 

contains the institutions for its own improvemen~" which occurs when we make new "discovcries 

about who is d e  to suffer" (1989,63). Note how Rorty's languagc of "suffering" suggests utility 

as  the basis of moral obligation. But, of course, he does not want to stop here. Moral life will not 

reduce to utility or any other theoretical produre. indeed, the oit-invoked notion of the poctic crcates 

an essential trope for Rorty's liberal utopia: a "poetic culture" consisting of both the "radically poetic 

charackr of individual lives" and "the merely poetic foundations of the 'we-consciousness' which lies 

behind out social institutions" (1989, 67-68). Miil is thus a "mere" poct (with emphasis on the 

"mere") who best articufated the "merely poetic foundations" behind fiberal institutions, but who falls 

short of articulating the kind of radical individuality Rorty likes to think of as "really" poetic. 

For Rorty, Mill's writings are socially usefùl, but Mill is not one who produces what Nabokov 

d l e d  "aesthetic bliss" (1 989, 158). Even so, the early Mill remains both instructive and exemplary, 

a comrnon reference to pragmatism's liberal hop  and to the textualist ideal of self-perfeaion through 

art and creative activity. The structure of Mill's liberalism is remarkably similar to Rorty's, both in 

the cornmon deployment of the notoriously unstable publidprivate distinction and in the common need 

to identie with rornanticisrn as an inescapable feahire of the modem perspective. Botb share in 

Enlightemt materialist nahiraiism whose evident partiality as a basis undergirding moral life is then 

supplemented by appeals to what they identi@ as romantic notions of creativity. Rornanticism allows 

both to ground their conviction that individual uniqueness is something like a moral duty. Moreover, 



both evolve through similar stages of hesitancy and confidence conceming how their innovations with 

respect to art and moral reflection support their b r d e r  goals. The wedding of romantic doctrines to 

a findamental naturalism is not seen in the Mill-Rorty perspective as conflicting in any fatal scnse, 

but there are clear signs of strain in this marriage. Their respective rnanner of coping with these 

stmins are su rprisingl y symmetrical. 

In the end, neither Rorty nor Mill think that a satisfactory synthesis can be achieved to uni@ 

selfcreation and intersubjective justice in theory. The threefold pressures of inacapable moral 

demands, the need for expressive au tonomy and authenticity, and the social contexts in which au thentic 

selves are expressed render the prospects of a cornprehensive account dim indeed. Yet even if there 

can be no cornprehensive theory of our expressive agency, both hold there are still practices of the 

self s expression fiom which we might leam. By sorting through some of the details in Mill's early 

thought on poetry and how he conceived of its nature and role in expressing and sustaining pcrsonhood, 

I h o p  to illustrate how. 

By presenting a diptych caisisting of Mill and Rorty, this thesis examines some aspects of the 

histoncal basis behind the antemporary effort to relhink the relationship between art and ethics with 

particular emphasis on the exprwsivist and stylistic dimensions of moral agency. Chapter One outlines 

thc cornmon criticaf task between Rorty and Mill that 1 hope will show thern to be not merely 

analogous nineteenth and twcntieth century counterparts, but "felllow citizens" that c m  be brought 

t@er in meanjnsfiil dialogue. The ensuing dialogue is necessarily partial and incomplete; and while 

it is certainly unlikely in many ways, such a dialogue is more, 1 hope, than simply a forced 

juxtaposition. My aim is to illustrate the emergence in the last century of the perspective Rorty inherits 

in order to better appreciate the difficulties he laves unresolved. Rorty's effort to rethink pragmatist 

ethics in the romantic-aesthetic terms of private irony and the utilitarian ternis of public solidarity is 

a twentiethcentury continuation of Mill's project. niis claim gives substance to Rorty's own 

assertion about the defhitiveness of Mill's vocabulary as "the last word" on harmonizing private 

perfection and social justice. Yet standing between Mill and Rorty loom the figures of Freud and 



Nietzsche. These are the intellechial sources guiding Rorty's view of the aesthetic life. They arc 

bcacons of postmodem enlightenment, guides to living wiihout transcendent tmth or reason. The 

question that penists is whether the postmodem rhetonc of irony and contingency adds to Our 

understanding of the role art plays for moral reflection within this matrix of modernity. 

In Chapter Two, 1 follow M.H. Abrarns in taking Mil1 as exemplary of an "expressivist" 

MW of poetry and art. Spccial attention is given to Mill's literary theory and its evolution into his 

mature moral and political thought. 1 examine Mill's view of the "anti-self-consciousness theory of 

Carlyle", the conflicting Muence of Wordsworth and Tennyson on Mill's early literary theory, and 

the ramifications of Mill's effoiu to locate the aesthetic dimension within his utilitarianism. Mill helps 

us appreciate the emergence early in the last cenniry of individualism as a cufegory of modem art. 1 

draw fiom recent re-readings of Mil1 and examine what has been vanously du b bed Mill's "thtrical" 

view of moral character and his individualist "ethics of style". 1 go on in Chapter Three to develop 

an argument that works elements of Mill's early poetic theory into his account of individuality in QIJ 

Liberh.. The result is a view of stylistic moral agency that defies the static antithesis between public 

and private spheres of intcrest central to Rorty's thought. k is on the topic of individual style and 

expressivist action, 1 argue, that Mill most forcefully speaks to the presumptions of Rorty's claims to 

the aesthetic life. Rorty's postmodem version of aestheticized ethics forms the topic of Chapter Four. 

Despite the sophistication of Rorty's view relative to Mill's - that is, despite Rorty's 

Nietzschean ironism and Freudian naniralism, Rorty 's pragmatist progress over his Victonan 

couterpart is marginal at best, if at dl .  Thus, I argue in Chapter Four that Rorty's sophisticated 

naturalism - what he calls "non-reductive naturalisrn" - and his decentred view of the self, do not 

findamentally alter the issues that penia wnceming the relation of literature to social and individual 

morality. The postmodem rhetonc of contingency, 1 conclude, simply fails to deliver on its promise 

to take the substantive issues conceming the collapse of the moral-aesthetic distinction and the 

expressivist dimension of moral agency to new ground. lrony and contingency rernain continuous with 

the Victonan context which spawned these concepts as tempting coordinates for an ethics of the 



aesthetic life; thcy do not reflect the sort of break Rorty envisions. 

Grouping together Mill and Rorty, the Victorian and the Postmodern, may appear 

idiosyncratic and out of step with contemporary efforts to conjoin ethics and aesthetics, but thc burdcn 

undertaken here is to dmw out how the problems of establishing languages of value for art and 

morality, aesthetics and ethics, are at once both more topical and more historical than might be 

supposçd. Thinkers such as Matthew Arnold, Lionel Trilling, and I.A. Richards al1 attempted to 

grapple with the ambiguities that modem art poses for modem moral lifc, the aspirations for 

individualism, and the demands of cornmunity (Stone 1997; Wellek 1968)'. in this thesis 1 bcgin to 

pay tribute to the endurance of John Stuart Mill's thought. 

1 agrec with Dan Bumstone that it is simply wrongheadcd to take Mill as a prophet of 

postmodern extravagances; he is not (1997,57). Yet, Mill speaks fÎankly and promisingly to Rorty's 

oversxtended effort to aestheticizc ethics while challenging the latter's conviction îhat his aspirations 

may be coherently rcalized without recourse to concepts Like tmth and reason. If so, sophisticated 

naturalism still Icaves Rorty vulnerable to standard complaints against naturalist-based accounts of 

moral adion such as Mill's. Thus, far from an uncritical defence of Mill against Rorty, 1 suggcst that 

they both d e r  fran a common inability to acknowledge their own determinations My central aim 

is to show that Mill challenges Rorty's historicist sense of where philosophy aiid modem art have taken 

moral refiection for modem subjects. The thesis concludes by rehiming to the place of art in ethical 

life. 

'D. Stone (1997 ch.V), for example, c o ~ c c t s  Amoldls thought to early pragmatisrn and its 
revisionist perspective offercd by Rorty. Matthew Arnold's attempt to work through his concept of 
"culture" with both the "love of private perfecLionn and the "affirmation of our ordinary selves", or Lioncl 
Trilling's sense of tension between the janing and unsettling insights of Proust, Joyce, Kafka, and Eliot 
(among others) and "the rationality of [his] political convictions" also chime with Rorty - in particular, 
his dicturn that no philosophy or theory will synthesize the "private" goal of selfcreation and perfdon 
with the public one of social solidarity (1989, xiii-xiv). Similarly, Rorty's defcncc of I.A. Richard's non- 
cognitive theory of the ~e~suffjciency of poctry for moral reflection and "mere self-fashioning" as his 
chief cornplaint against cognitive critiques, aiso invites fllrthcr inquiry (sce Rorty, 1994b, 20). Indeed, 
thete are filial lines that are now widely acknowledged linking Arnold and Pater of last century to 
Richards to Trilling in ours (Abrams, 1971) - and an interesthg future projezt might consist in adding 
Rorty to this genealogy. 



Chapter One: The Iast conceptuil revolution 

In this chapter, 1 explore the parallels between J. S. Mill and Richard Rorty mcntioned in the 

introduction. A brief anticipation of my approach would be to say that the maMer in which Mill 

rehcts his Bcnthcmitc intellechial origins through the medium of romanticisrn is roughly the manner 

in which Mill's liberalimi &if is later refracted through Freud and Nietzsche, the leading intellechal 

figures underpinning Rorty's view of modemism. Mill's intellechial transition fiom 18' century 

rationalism to 19' century romanticism culminates in his mature Victorian thought: a combination of 

the legislativc concem of Bentham together with its universal application and indifference to the 

idiosyncrasies of the individual, and an insisience on the primacy of individual character typical of 

Wordsworthian and Colendgean romanticism. These influcnccs and aspirations are in decp tension 

with one another, a situation that recalls the most ofi-rcpeated moral of Rorty's provocative 

Continaencv. Ironv. Solidariw : the claim that no theoretical perspective will harmonize the sets of 

tensions engendered by the attempt to combine a concern for private, romantic selfdevelopment and 

a concem for intersubjective justice and solidarity. Yet, as 1 argue, Rorty's account of the transition 

fiom 19' century rornantic idealism through aesthetic modemism to the critical stance of 20' cenhiry 

"tetexalism" takes us no further ahead than the original Millean position. That position poses, but 

by no rneans solves, the dilemma of seK and other-regarding action set out in On Liberty. 1s Rorty's 

postmdem alternative a progressive means of coping with this lack of moral-theoretic closure? Can 

textualism improve our ability to cope with the ambiguities of moral life that anse between the 

oonflicting nceds for expressive autonomy and individualistic self-development on the one hanci, and 

on the other, the expressive wiity (or 'solidarity') with a wider moral cornrnunity? Mill's attempt to 

balance utility as a common currency of moral evaluation with an aenhetic cuncem for irreducible 

stylistic ciifference reveals a breathtaking effort to articulate an expressivist Mew of moral agency that 

aims to balance these moral and aesthetic-expressive demands. First, let us examine sorne key points 

that are shared by Mill and Rorty. 



I l  

Rorty o h  invokcs Mill to characteriz pragmatism's comrnon-sense appeal. More and more, 

we approach a point that acknowledges no better expression of political aspiration than Mill (1983, 

3). This is because Mill's language has enjoyed wide circulation and has bewme a gooâ part of our 

inheritd normal discourse. Mill's social usefulness is a tunction of the lifelessness of his metaphors: 

the details of Mill's writings are largely buried under quotidian t e m  like "democracy", "culture", 

"liberty", "happiness", "fieedom", and "utility". We need no Fdncier theoretical notions to produce 

positive social change: "My hunch," Rorty says with reference to Mill, "is that Western social and 

political thought may have had the last conceprual revolution it needs" (1989, 63). Libcral society 

already has the "institutions for its own Mprovement" and, thcrcfore, there arc no conceptual or 

institutional obstacles to moral progress. Moral progress is a maüer of urging people to rnake use of 

rnechanisms a l r d y  available. There is no need, accordmg to Rorty to reinvent the wheel with bctter 

theones of moral reality. 

What is alive in Mill is thus honoured in the abstract (1 989, 1 52). What is dead in Mill is his 

shallow rationalism, his dogrnatic naturalism, and his scientism - his belief in a tmified determination 

of "logical space". For his part, Mill believed that social change is change primanly in beliefs and 

opinions of individuals. This was a theme he brought to his Svstem of Loaic (1 84 1) and as early as 

1831, Mill insisred on a historicist sensibility in order to appreciate the present (cf. 1962,28). Mill 

found support for this attitude in Carlyle and Coleridge, and this was certainly one point ofcontention 

with Bentham (1838). Moral progress for Mill rquired an undentandhg of the b r i c a l  and social 

reasom for changes in belief and opinion; progras depends on their malleability. Like Rorty, Mill 

ascnbes a primacy to understanding historical change as a requiremt for moral and political 

progress. Such was his motive in ccnducting the seven-volume Svstem: If a law of social change 

could bc discemecl, then we would better able to complete sociology and attend to the laws that govem 

social change with an a h  to political and moral improvement. 

This is at least the spirit in which those for whom philosophy and radical social theory are 

more than just means to "private perfection" continue their activity. in harmony with Mill, there 



remains a deep conviction today that theory and philosophy can illuminate our practices and 

rmmmend ways by which we may be ernancipated fiom their deficiencies. One difference here is 

Rorty's sound rejection of the importance accorded to social theory evident in Mill. Rorty wants to 

effect a replacement of mia l  and philosophical theones with various forms of narrative art as the 

principal vehicles of moral progress (1989, xvi). 

So while between Mill and Rorty a Eiith in liberal institutions appeaa undirnmcd, the means 

of triggering widcr, more inclusive applications of those institutions differ considerably. The 

pragrnatic role Rorty assigns to certain literary forms aicompasses a wide spectrum of writing 

Uicluding ethnography, journalism. and especially novels. These f o m  address crucial matters of 

importance for the public sphere and are thus key tnggers of moral reflection and motivation. We 

might contrast Rorty's upbeat assessrnent of the social role of certain f o m  of literature with Mill's 

more dismal picture of art and "the regeneration of the world". Mill writes: 

... Verse is Art applied to the language of words; it is speech made musical; the most flexible 
and precise expression of thoughts and feelings, thrown inta beautifid poems. Verse, 
thcrefore, 1 take to be eternal; but it ought, as well as every other attempt at public Arî, to be 
suspended at the present time. In a militant age, when those who have thoughts and feelings 
to Unpress upon the world have a great deal of hard work to do, and very little t h e  to do it 
in, and those who are to be impressed need to be told in the most direct and plainest way 
possible what those that address them are dnving at - otherwise they will not listen - it is 
foppeiy to waste time in studying beauty of form in the conveyance of meaning. The shortest 
and straightest way is best. The regeneration of the world in its present stage is a matter of 
business, and it would be as rational to kezp account or wri te invoices in verse as to attempt 
to do the work of human improvement in it (1962,350). 

'Ibis is a utilitarian preference conceming what form social sentimental manipulation should take 

toward 'human improvement". Social impressions on this view ought to be made with simple, direct 

statements targeting those who are to be "impressed" and telling them plainly what they "need to be 

told". This Mght be read as a plea for criticism to abandon the study of works fiom the point of view 

of formai beauty and deal more with what the artia that addresses them is actually "drivhg at". The 

expedient cntic would not waste time with a baroque interest in form, but rather get straight to the 

conveyance of meaning. Mill's taste for brevity and simplicity in meaning is an understandable prote 



analytic tendency, even if his impassioned way of putting things is not ideally clear itself. For it is not 

clear that the "shortest" route is always the "straightest". But his general point is quite clear: work 

on poetry should be suspendd, at least untii the urgent "business of hurnan refom" has gained 

sufficient ground. The required tmls for much needed reform are aIready at hand: they do not need 

sophistication or firther fine-tuning. Nor do wc need to invent radically new ways of summarizing 

social reality. Urgent needs, Mill is saying, are staring us in the face. Mill's daim, in short, is that 

art serves to divert our attention from real social and moral issues. The language of wild outsiders 

like Carlyle and Shelley is simply not suited to address the urgent need for social improvemcnt. Mill 

is decidedly impatient with what does not get to the point of human improvement head-on, with activity 

that privileges originality ovcr goals, purposes, and results. Poetry, beauty, form: these are 

backgrounded in fàvour the straight talk of "work" and "business". We might surmise that Mill would 

have soundly objccted to the lengthy novelistic form of, Say, Dickens, even though the latter was as 

moved as Mill by the urgent needs for social reform. 

As a view of the social role of art, this is dismal to say the least. It is perhaps a consequencc 

of taking art to be a sacrosanct withdrawal from what Mill rcferreû to as the "vulgar, outward and 

everyday world.  Here, art is pnvatired, made the domain of Uidividuals on their own time. An 

important homology betwan Mill and Rorty originates at this point. Both share the reformist sense 

of importance in getting straight to the point in addressing public maners concerning social progress. 

It is the valuation of the f o m  that are to perform this role of addressing k t  have changed. 

Eve-g Mill says above about public Art captures Roiry's amtude about theory. And the latter's 

rejeaion of theory as a hindrance io social progress brings about his parallel daim that it is the 

novelist, not the radical theorist, that will best accomplish the work of human irnprovement. 

Theorists, accordhg to Rorty, hist that we need to keep polishing our linguistic tools for better use. 

Rorty thînks WC should spend less t h e  refinuig old language or creating new and spend more t h e  with 

the practical descriptive political language already available. Literary art, then, is not a quest for a 

new political or moral language, but specializes insteaâ in moral psychology - the triggering of 



empathy and d o n  eoordinated around our already aàequate political and moral language of analysis. 

The role of literary art for individual moality is, as we shall see, quite anolher story. 

Similarly, Rorty shares the attitude witnessed above in Mill's diary that the public sphere 

of interest ought to be "untheorctical and sirnpleminded" in style (cf. 1989, 12 1). Political disunirsc 

nec& to be conductd in plain, simple t e m .  Mill's concem that social progress may be side-tracked 

and distracteci by 'public Art' is echoed in Richard Rorty 's anti-theory polemic. Theory for Rorty, 

like art for Mill, is not usefûl for provoking social progras. A Rortyan liberal hiturc hinges on 

individuals' ability to privatue theories and poetic visions. He sums up: "one of the most important 

changes for the better in recent centuries is our increasing willingness to see Our poets as edifjmg 

exarnples of how to be mcre human selfifashioners, rather than as people who open us up to sornething 

other than thernsefves, other than human" (1994a, 20). This poetic perspective on the human 

condition is valuable but it m o t  advance social and political goals. Poetry, and its chicf devices - 
irony and metaphor - are intrinsicaily private (1 989,87). 

Rorîy ottcn invoka ''the g~atest happiness of the greatest number7' to describe the differencc 

in aîtitude behween progressive "political" and self-absorbed philosophical views. Politically minded 

thinkers such as Dewey anirrn the greatest happiness pruiciple while ascetic theorists such as 

Heidegger are characteristically indifferent to this rnaxim as they carry out their obsessive rcsearches. 

Pragmatism takes this detached slogan as indicating the "priority of dernocracy ovcr philosophy", the 

direciion of social1 y and politically-mindeci philosophy . A minimalia ethic captu red in simple slogans 

will not gratify the deep need of thinken like Heidegger who want to see philosophy instead as a series 

of sublime "poetic achievements" (1 99 1 b, 17). The poetic perspective on post-founâationalist 

philosophy raises a mcem for Rony that "our pnvate obsessions, our pnvate fantasies of punty, 

novelty, and autonomy" will becorne proffered as "something larger than ourselves, ... something 

hidden and underlying which secretly detemines the course of hurnan flairs" (1991b' 74). The 

confusion of the private sphere of interest, where redescription is of great value, with the public sphere 

mnstitutes a totalitarian threat. Instead, Rorty thinks poetry and radical1 y innovaiive language 
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Facilitates "mere hurnan self-fashioning", where radical imovation is Iimitcd to the spherc of private 

interest. 

The crux of Rorty's recent proposais i s  to split the difference between Heideggerean-poetic 

and MiIlian-pragmatic orientations by prioritizing the poetic self-redescription in the privatc sphere 

of interest, while accepting the pragmatist emphasis on social utility insofar as public interests are 

concemd. Of course, this presupposes a distinction between public and private that is hard to sustain, 

as Nancy Fraser for one has argued ( 1 990). Nonetheless, Rorty finds support for this proposa1 in the 

liberal tradition, particularly in Mill. "J.S. Mill's suggestion that govcrnmcnts devote themselves to 

optimizing the balance betwecn leaving people's lives alone and preventing suffering seems to me 

pretty much thc last word (1989,63). Rorty's "hunch" is that philosophical theories of truth or d a p  

undedying structures will hinder rather than help progrcss. Indeeû, the ovemding theme of Rorty's 

recent work is the ironic lesson that moral ideals - aspirations to do and be g d  - can themselves 

bmme the source of moral fiilure, cmelty, and tragedy. Given this atmospherc of tragic irony in 

moral life, moral and political progress is best attained by m;iking better use of mechanisms already 

in place. 

The apparent ambiguity about the funaion of art in liberai daire becomes clanfied once we 

recall the way Rom maps out that culture. While poctry and theory are poorly suited for advancing 

social and moral progress, Rorty believes literature can do this by promoting a genuine sense of human 

solidarity. Specificaily, it is novelists such as OrwelI and Nabokov who succeed in awakening us to 

the cruelty of particular social practices and individual attitudes. Thus, a truly liberal culture would 

balance the pnvate, individual fieedom of the ironic philosophical perspective wi th the public pmject 

of human solidarity as it is engendereû through the insights and sensibilities of great writers. 

Social progress is threatened, according to Rorty, in a culture that conhises private and public 

morality in persistuig with vain attempts to unite them (1989, 68). Liberal institutions survive by 

keeping public discourse as simple and direct as possible (1989, 121). Sophistication and radical 

linguistic innovation ought to be restricted to projects of self-creation. These coordinates harken back 



to the passage frMn Mill: for public-minded progress, "the shortest and straightest way is k t " .  If 

public Art subverts that goal, then art has value in a "militant age", if at all, in its sewing private 

pucpo=. 

One, but ccrtainly not the ody, point of indeterminacy in Rorty's recent thought lies betwrzn 

"poetic" self-fashionlig as the happy result of utopia gained, and the novel as the premier genre of 

dcmocracy, "the genre most closely associateû with the stmggle for freedom and equality" ( 199 1 b, 68). 

The "poetic" has a shifting, uosteady place - between a self-~~nscious activity of '%thg" against 

or within a canonical set of references and pocms - and a fomi of experience associated with self- 

conscious contingency. 

"FJiterary intercsf" Rorty claims, "will always be parasitic on moral interest. In particular, 

you cannot crcate a memorable character without thereby making a suggestion about how your reader 

should act" (1989,167). The "merely poetic" nature of self-fashioning invokes his aestheticid ethic 

of pivate perfection -and the mark of a "just and free society" is one in which its citizens may be "as 

pnvatistic, 'inationalist,' and aestheticist as they please so long as they do it on their own tirne", so 

long as they are not, a s  Mill insiste4 causing h m  to others or squandering scarce resources or 

otherwise making nuisances of themselves (Rorty, 1989, xiv). Literanire, by contrast, c h e s  a 

moral message. NoveIs and memorable charactcrs are meant to be instructive, didactic. Thcy convey 

the insights and sensibilities of "great writers", fostering grrater solidarity. Thus, Rorty continues in 

a very old pragmatist tradition on the nature of art, known by its purposes, and defined long ago by 

Sir Philip Sidney: "to teach and delight". 

How tenable is this division between didactic, socially responsible litmature, and 

'irrationalistic' private poetic aesthet icisrn? And, given the fair1 y standard and straighthrward 

conception of the role of art in moral reflection, how does Rorty's proposal diEer or compare to earlier 

models? Rorty clearly privileges the aestheticked private ethic as giving real content to life, while 

liberalism merely provides the context in which such an ethic can flourish. The private life of the 

liberal aesthete is one of "private perfection" and "self-ereation" a life encoumged by the "desire to 



enlarge oneself," "the desire to embrace more and more possibilities" and escape the limitations of 

"mheritd descriptions" (1 99 1 b, 154 45) .  The good life is expressed by "the aesthetic search for 

novel experiencçs and novel language" (l99lb, 159; 1989, xiv, 29). Where does this stand in 

cornparison to standard conceptions of moral obligation? 

As Bernard Williams, Charles Taylor and others havc argued, moral obligation is denved by 

a prior procedure which is then made to apply to al1 respects concerning how one should live, what one 

should do, and what projects one ought to undertake. It widely acknowledged that the classic 

philosophical vocabularies of utility and duty fail to capture the wholc of moral life. Indced, the notion 

of "obligation", while inescapable (accordhg to Williams), is misunderstood if it is p l a d  at the corc 

of moral life or made to ovemile in every instance other considerations ansing in the course of live. 

Non-obligational choices, f o m  of devotion to fiends and family, style, or acsthetic prefcrenccs arc 

just a few of the many fàcton that often conflict with obligûtions deriving from notions duty or utility. 

Demoiing moral obligation to merely one factor in ethical orientation is certainly a step Rorty has 

taken in describing a g d  life as onc in which deliberation should be more like an aesthetic judgement 

than a un ive~ l ly  binding procedural deduction. 

Jun as standard moral theory aims for a core vocabulary that can provide an anchor for 

coping with conflictual differenas in moral Iife, the standard conceptions of modem literaturc 

similarly feed into an ideology of "right" and "proper" conduct. in particular, Victorian literature, 

especially the novel, depicts characters stniggling within easily identifiable contexts, succeeduig or 

failhg to becorne both fully rnoral and thereby fully actualized. Victorian literature is moral 

testirnony. Yet, "[clan anybody write as George Eliot or Henry James wrote once they have a 

Freudian vocabulary in the back of their minds?", Rorty asks (1980, 1'79). Our literature will "never 

be the same" after Freud (179). 

Rorty's advocacy of the aesthetic life as the prime means of ethical orientation builds on his 

conviction thai traditional moral theory and the Victorian sense of "mernorable" characters as morally- 

centered must be rejected on account of the presumption of a unified, or 'meta'-self that a11 moral 



agents supposedly possess as a comrnon essence. Victorian literature (espccially the novel) suffers a 

loss in credibility where, after Freud, it is increasingly difficult to believe in the integrity of ordinary 

charactea and their presurncd centerediiess. The moral value built up and invested into literature 

quickly evaporates as Freud's decentring of the self and Nietzsche's perspectivism gain increasing 

attention. (Joyce sardonically described himself and other early modemists as "Jung and Frcudened"). 

Rorty Uiterprct~ the Frcudian dccentring, multiplication, and mndomization of the self as having 

"opened up new possibilities for the aesthetic life" as the hilcrum of ethical existence (199 1 b, 155). 

Instead of "ordinary" moral characters gnppling with traditional moral ternptations, Rom 

advocatçs chat we see ourseIves as products of random contingcncies, concluding that we must c e  

ourse ive^ by sdf-e~ching d e t i c  redescription. ' Ihe rejection of the "Platonic" sarch for "punty" 

leads to an affirmation of "self-enlargement," "selfs~chrnent," and "self-crcation". Embracing the 

image of the self as a "centcrless web of hisroically conditioned beliefs and desires" irnplia giving 

up al1 attcmpts to speak of enduring values existing within or outside the self as a was& of t h e .  

Those who bat master these demands are represented by the character types of the "strong-poet," and 

thc "curious ironist". If values disappear f h m  idealist Victorian "literatu rem, they will later re-anerge 

in the aggressive self-cnlarging artirt. 

Rorty justifies Millian-like "experiments in living'" and a private aestheticism as the 

expression of freedom defined as "the recognition of mntingency" (1989,46). Private acstheticism, 

in hm, is dnven by "irony", once the fgvoured litenry instrw~nt of classic rhetoncians and 

(Sckgelian) romantics, now made into the chief moral instrument of the new, disenchanted thinker. 

The "ironic liberal" ernploys "'continuous and radical" irony so as to arrive at the "sufficiently 

h ~ s  is Mill's phase in "On Liberty," in Chapter In (1962, 185). where he adds ihat such 
experiments cultivate the ground on which "individuality should assert iîself'. Rorty's belief in 
"individual liberation" is wedded to his faith in liberal democracy as aording "experiments in 
cooperationn (1 99 la, 196). The cornmunitarian, "cooperativen thrust and the individuaikt streak femai n 
somewhat interchangeable for Rorty, thereby making "living" an ambiguous process lying somewhere 
between normal, communal discourse and transgressive, or revolutionaq individualising, novel uses of 
language. He Lakes us, as I will argue, roughly back to Mill but unlike Mill, Rom has no "arguments" to 
back up his various different conceptions of how these are to be brought into manageable or optimal 
Mance. 



historicist and nominalist" attitude requircd to realize the contingency of one's deepest convictions. 

Together, mtingency and irony lead Rom to celebrate an avant-guardist production, exemplificd in 

such luminaries as Michel Foucault. Rigorous individualism and a technical regimen of the 

"mechanization of moral motivation" underpin Rorty's aestheticized ethos. The "dehumanization of 

the springs of action" and the "mechanization" of moral motivation amplifies the sense of contingency, 

conceived as such, sui generis, pure fom. Rorty urges the Mew that this formaiistic, mturalistic, and 

decentrd view of the self enhances the "aesthetic life" of modem subjectivity, providing as well a 

mode1 of moral reflection. This is roughly the context in which Rorty rnakes his claim to dispense with 

the "moral-aesthetic distinction" (1 989, 14 1). 

However, recent scholars such as Michael Lwenson, Roger Shattuck, Meyer Abram, and 

Sadord Schwartz as well as Rorty's philosophical peer, Charles Taylor, have al1 noted persistent 

ambiguities in early (NietzscheanIFreudian) modemism. One important conflict is evident between 

the desire for autonomy of form in art - aimùig to render its b a t  manifest;itions pointless for moral 

reflection - and the daim that the root source and justification for art is individual expression. 

This observation helps account for the evident b a t h  in theory and criticisrn betwecn 'artist' 

and 'work' as the decisive grounding for value. (Now, the locus of value has shiW fully to the 

reader, replacing the romantic preoccupation with the author as the source of creative power). The 

focus on form seems to overtum some conventional associations of art and value, wtiile reinforcing 

othen. For example, one key daim of aesthetic modernism consists in rernapping art by locating its 

value in the work's technical properties; art is no longer obliged to rest its technical experirnents on 

the grounds of a greater realism. At the same time, modemism's movement away fiom empathetic 

representational depictions and toward an art of abstraction plays straight into the myth of art's 

autonomy and the presurned purity of great works. 

Because some dominant threads of modemism abandon the aim of weaving ontotogical 

anthropocentricity into its art - that is, casting morally self-centring value into its manifestations - 



philosophy is somewhat pressed to think of what takes its place.' indeed, a central question lingers 

around what modemist works do with older notions of human value. Of course, modernism is 

mmplex and multif'aceted; no one single analysis will cover i ts sweeping range. The part iah  aspect 

of the modemist self-understanding that stakes itself on the daim of the pointlessness of art for moral 

refledion is in one important sense strangely founter-intuitive: Art ofbn aspires to be morally- 

orienting; and we o h  say that we leam from art, or that it inspires, makes us take note of certain 

aspects ofthe world that are usually made recessive by entrenched modes ofperception. Even its rnost 

abstract manifatations strive toamplify aspects ofthe world (nccessities, possibilities, impossibilities, 

properties, actions, and kinds of states of affairs) that usually escape ordinary perception. Al1 of this 

is obvious once stateû. This is the substance of the first thesis rn out in the introâuction: the romantic 

Mcw of the aesthetic as source of mord education and art as lending power to our self-undentandhg 

and pradical action. 

On the other hand, as T.E.Huhe fiercely put it on behalf of a host of cuiy mcxkmists, art has 

(or shou Id have) nothing to do with hurndist concem. This brings out that thrcad in modernism that 

adopts the second of our two theses on an aesthetic moral orientation. For Hulrne, art does not bring 

human beings into a more intense, fuller relation to the world as such. The world that art reveds is 

not, or should not be, the romantic one in which we take delight in Our naiurally g d  talents for 

creativity and imagination. For Hulme, this anthropologicai myth must be rejecteû, dong with al1 

romantic myths, in iàvour of a view of humans as fofevcr cut off from the world, a world which thus 

stands to us as an awesome, yet "anti-vital" structure. We are creatures of deficiency and naxi to 

return to Classicist order and discipline so that ''somethg g d  might be go- out of [us]". Art does 

not disclose anythmg but this single moral, so it really is pointless for moral reflection. It is simply 

wong, not to mention wimpish, to use art as a means of channelling humanist sympathies and 

4 Proposais for modem, pst-anthropocentric art include: Wittgenstein's Troctarian sense of 
silent "mystical awc", G.E. Moore's eîhic of p d n g  beauty in people and things, A.J. Aycr's 
decomposition of aesthetidly conditioned propositions intopseudo-concepfs and 1. A. Richards' view of 
poelry as seIf-sufficient for the self-interpetive project of individual emotional characterizaiion, but 
requinng none of the cognitive commitments of forrnerly theistic or secularized liberal monlities. 



emotions. A strihg example that nicely illustrates Hulrne's view is given by his one-tirne disciple, 

T. S. Eliot, in "Portrait of a Lady". 

"Portrait of a iady" exhibits many of the attributes Rorty attaches to the novel genre. It 

confronts the themes of cruelty and aesthetic bliss that Rorty draws out through Nabokov (1 989. ch.7). 

The poern is a MRah've of a young man who is an artist and describes his awkward relationship with 

a sentimental older woman. The poem reveals Eliot in "dramatic monologue". It is rich in detail and 

creates two highly mernorable characters. However, the poem departs fiom Rorty's equation linking 

the memorableness of literary characters and the recomrnendaîions they are thought to ofer  for 

pradical action: Eliot does not give us any uncrete mrnmcndation for how to act. Indeed the point 

of the poem seems to bc just this region of indetennirwcy. A central theme of the pocm is a failure 

or avoidance of communication and recognition, an avoidance of fiiendship and love. Eliot manages 

to depict both of the opposing theses that introduced our topic: the older woman holds to a rather 

overdone romantic view of art's ability to educaie, refine, and heighten life; Eliot, the young and 

promising modernist, despises this Mew. The woman l istens to the romantic Chopin and bvirls the 

stem of a lilac, like a dowser's wand, to 'Transmit the Preludes". Shc taks of Chopin's sou1 whiie 

he musa privately that "hair and fingertips" mnduct and charme1 Chopin's music. She surrounds 

herself with prcdictable synbols of bourgeois beauîy; he would rather be reading comics and the 

sprting pages in the park. 

Eliot., despite his muted contempt for his older friend, nevenheless shares with her a 

compulsion to art. Eliot is, after dl, an aspiring artist - made evident in the poem - and he tu rns to 

poetic portraiture to express their failure to mmmunicate candidly. Yet the narrator - the artist who 

in fict is creating the portraiture - bas, for al1 his remarkable and mernorable concreteness, nothing 

in the way of recommendations for how his readers might act. Richard Schusterman remarks that 

Eliot's namtor remains "morally savage by being aesthetically refined" (Schusterman, 1988, 165; cf. 

Taylor, 1989,45 9). He is incapable of assuming a stance of reciprocal caring and mutual recognition 

in his relation with this older, "dyuig" lady on account of his superior aesthetic sense. Her artificial 



moral feelings, nounshed on Chopin and exotic flowen, wnstitute a poleMc within the poem against 

the romantic Mew of aesthetic education. The pet-narrator cven fin& hMself smiling at the cvent of 

her death as the pocm winds dom, the death of a li fe propped up on the illusion of "hi& art" and 

deep feeling. The modemia is wiser than this; as the "lady" dies, so does any connection behveen art 

and moral feeling. indecd, this is the moral the poem attempts to comrnwiicate, shrouded in the irony 

of its selfdcsigiation as a "portrait", a fonn clearly belonging to the tradition of hi@ art the young 

Eliot mocks. 

There is much that could be said about modem irony, then, in Eliot's "Portrait of a Lady". 

But it is not clear that it is a Freudian vocabulary rathcr than a contempt for bourgeois values and the 

se= of refinod aesthetic-moral feeling, that moves Eliot. Such contempt, rather than an awareness 

of the complexities of the unconscious, moves the nanator to escape the artificial setting of his lady's 

world to go off to the park and read comics and news scandais. This poem challenges Roriy's critical 

ternis, since it is at once truc that the poem has much to feed moral reflection, yet it is not at al1 clear 

how to be pragmatic about its moral, not clear how it is relevant to our sense of what we should do 

with ourselves. There is something very unpragmatic about this poem, despite its ability to provoke 

moral reflection. It manages to depict a tragic result of the narrator's m e r  of screening his private 

thoughts fiom his public demeanor, challenging the ease wilh which Rorty upholds that distinction. 

Ar 1 argue in the next chapter, Te~yson's "Mariana" manages to cunfound the critical ternis Rorty 

sets out for us in strangely similar ways as Eliot's "Portrait", despite al1 their evident surface 

ciifferences (cf Langbawn l963,g 1-93). 

The ironic is the chief characteristic Rorty fin& basic to modemism. Formerly a fàvoured 

device among rhetoricians and pets, irony is now a kind of moral aim in itself for Rorty. Indeed, 

irony is dislodged h m  its regional status in figurative wvriting and made the core of free self- 

detennination. Iroay works by asserting the self's excess beyond any adventitious or conthgent 

content. To be fiee is to be perpetually more than any descriptive content. The self s fieedorn is 

asserted by its disengagement fiom content, by its "continual and radical" nepiion of al1 descriptions 



and al1 vocabularies by which the self situates itself among others. Irony is in Rorty's hands a kind 

of wheel that turns though nothing in particular, yet everyhng and anythmg whatevcr, moves it. It 

is a wheel for which any gear will suffice to tum it. We will have more to say about this in the final 

There is, howcver, something problernatic about Rorty's reduction of modemism in al1 its rich 

variety to instances of irony. On the one hand, Rorty wants to say with common sense that art does 

provide a channel for moral feeling, can heighten Our sense of the "suffering of others", or galvanize 

our sympathies to unexplorexi terrain. On the other hand, a thorough-going aesthetic education can 

lave one with a smug sense of superiority, an uncaring attitude toward those 0 t h  suckers who are 

moved by standard emotions and tnditional moral impulses. Consider Rorty's claim: 

Thc opposite of irony is common sense. .. . [. ..] . .. Ironism . .. rcsults ftom awareness of the 
power of redescription. But most people do not want to be redescribed. They want to be 
taken on thcir own t c m  - taken senously just as they are and just as they talk. The ironist 
tells them that the language they speak is up for grabs by her and her kind. There is 
something potentially very cruel about that claim. For the best way to cause people long- 
lasting pain is to humiliate them by making the things that s~erned most important to them 
look fiitile, obsolete, and powerlcss (1989, 74; 89. cf. 150, 152). 

The worry Rorty addresses concem the condemation of the ironist as needlessly rebellious 

and disniptive (cf. Mill, 1962, 186). People don? like to be tedescribal (especially in unfiamring 

terms); thhgs are fine as they are. The activity of redescription is selfsmpowe~g; but it can also 

lead to the disempowement of those redescribed. l i s ,  in tum, becornes a wony for Rorty, since the 

hallmivk of a free hcalthy society is one in which irony is a value held in common among its individual 

c i t h .  Irony is esscntially private and individual, not public and social; it is a ''cornon selfish 

hope" rathcr than an objectively and intersubjectively binding truth. Straightlaced liberal 

metaphysicians require ody what Mill called "ape-like imitation", not perpetual and seif-wrought irony 

and redescnption (1962, 187). Both Mill and Rorty look upon the herd-like as vainly taking refuge 

in necessities, pasting over their own inability for thought and selfdetemiination with a sedated 

satisfktion with things "as they are now" (1962, 185). 



hprobably, Rorty dates that some people are not ironists, those "people who have never had 

any doubts about the final vocabulary they employ" (1989, 144). Mill expresseci this problem in Q~J 

Liberty, when he despaired for the "inclifference of penons in general to the end itself [of individual 

1; berty 1.. . . the evil is, that individual spontaneity is hardl y recognized b y the common modes of thinking 

as having any intrinsic worth" (1962, 185). This is for Mill the mmt significant obstacle to progress 

- the unwillingness of individuals to hold tieir beliefs up to scrutiny and critical cxamuiation. 

The antidote for Mill, and the analogue to Rorty's irony, was a perpetual process of a skihl 

and doubt-inducing devil's advocacy regarding opinion and belief, or what Rorty calls "final 

vocabularies" (1962, 164). In her Mernories of Old Fncnds, Caroline Fox describes On Liberty as 

"... so clear, and cairn, and wld: He lays it on one as a trcmcndous duty to get one's self well 

contradicted, and admit always a devil's advocate into the presence of your dearest, most sacrcd tniths, 

as they are apt to grow windy and worthless without such tests, if indced they can stand the shock of 

argument at all" (quoted in S korupski, 3 3 7). There is a trernendous di Rerence, however, in what they 

take the point of this to be. Mill argued that skiiful devil's advocacy was healthy for the public realm 

and the ideal of a society of fully and variously developed participants. Rorty's irony, as we have 

s n ,  is "inherently private". Not only is Rorty 's irony a metaphorical re-tooling of the manhg of 

freedom - the literalised meaning of Mill's that conhua to organize liberal public discourse - but 

Rom's advocacy of irony in pnvate moral reflection cm be criticaiiy contrasted against Mill's defence 

of W o m  in On Libertv. The following chapten will chart Mill's view of poetic luiguage and 

suggest how that discourse merges with his insistence in On Liberty on experimenî, idiosyncrasy, and 

individual ciifference. However, Mill's thought bds a way of resisting the univocal alignment of 

individuality with nanowiy personal uniqueness and idiosyncrasy. Whereas for Rorty, linguistic style 

is the means of self-transformation and perfection in private moral life, Mill's sense of moral agency 

breaks the static antithesis of pnvate and public by makuig individual style, under the right conditions, 

the ernbodiment of desired moral traits that  have a tangible life beyond the narrowly personal and the 

personally peculiar. 



On Libertv is one of the great statements on modem individudism. There, Mill rigbtly insists 

that individualism requires that a life be chosen and not merely given: "If a person possesses any 

tolerable amount of comrnon sense and experience, his own mode of laying out his existence is the bcst, 

not because it is the best in itself but because it is his own mode" (1858, v.X, p.x; 1962, 197). The 

defence of individuality as one of the bbelements of well-being" b ~ g s  togcther two powerfid strands 

in Mill's thought. He defends the negative enlightcnment conception of liberty as ficedom from 

intenerence precisely in t e m  of the positive rornantic conception of self-realization. 

Mill emphasizes the subjective basis of persona1 cornmitment and implies that in the end, a 

choice has worth and value not because it amounts to an objective discovery, but because it has the 

quality and structure of king "right for me". Mill is acutely sensitive to the imperative for self- 

creation as it becornes ever more firmly implantcd with the rise of romantic ideals of the sanctity of 

the individual. In such a culture, a sense of inwardness predominates. The self is seen as bound up 

within stylized practices, "modes" of ''layhg out existence"; and it is also understood as having 

various possibilities of expressing itself. Both a fact of modem cultural life and a source of deep 

value, autonomy and the expression of subjectivity are among Our most cherished values. 

A qualitative contrast can be drawn behvea a WC of selfcreation through expression and the 

life of conformity to convention. Mill's notion of character held up the former as incomparably more 

central to the lifc worth living than confomiism (1 962, 186; 189). Yet, at the same tirne, and as 

countless critics have rernarkeû, Mill's mature utilitarianism takes it as a foregone conclusion that, at 

bottom, human agency is govemed by nothing more than an amoral egoism rooted in self'-interest. The 

romantic notion of our unity with nature and humuikuid as the subject of interesthg and morally- 

orienting expression of feeling is abandoned in favour of a neutral doctrine of our amoral nature. 

The sanctity of the individual is clearly enshrined in On Libertv published in 1859, but its 

evolution in Mill's early thought fiom Romantic d o c t ~ e s  of expression are less widely understood. 

Mill's early thought - taken up in detail in the next chapter - reflects a concem for what he felt was 

the exprasivedeadness ofeighteenth-century utilitarian rationality. Hs work through the early 1830's 



contains intimations of a unique kind of engagement with language and self. Yet this creates some 

important tensions (symbolic, 1 would claim, of modemity in general) between Mill's philosophical 

adherence to utility and his practid recognition ofdivergent expressivist values, first among them the 

need for autonomy and self-creation. 

While there are passages in Mill's works, such as his diary entry quoted earlier, that show 

leanings toward a rejection of his youthful venture into romantic pluloqhy and poetry, we should not 

read them as final. Representations of Mill's thought naturally, and not always self£onsciously, 

adopt the Victorian trope of progress following Mill's own autobiographical narrative of self- 

developmcnt. As a resulc Mill's early wntings on art are not deemed in any sense central to his 

thought and his philosophical legacy is not takcn to include philosophical açsthetics. Although 

Libertv (published in 1859) makes cautiously suggestive analogies between works of art and strong 

individua:istic character, its evolution from romantic doctrines of expression is not regardeû as 

important or illurninating. However, it is best not to assume that the yowig Mill amved at a definitive 

view on expression and its relation to individual character and morality, beauty and social 

responsibifity, only to reject it. Rather, the young Mill is bcst read as holding in creative tension a 

number of elements of modem expressivism, tensions moreover that penist in his later work. Mill can 

be read as working through issues that will remain central, so 1 claim, to his later thought on ethics 

and liberty. Expressivism in art and life raises philosophical thunes that are not confined to his early 

essays. Indeed, the variety of uacertainties in his thought continues to speak W y  to contemporary 

philosophical discourses aiming to conjoin ethics and aesthetics.' 

%'hc inevitably biographid nature of any examination of Mill's philosophy, especially his arly 
litcmy theory, should already indicate a bias for supposing that Mill naturally evolves into a fitter, more 
coherent pictwe in his mqture thought, for example, in On Utilitarianisrn and On Libertv. Mer his 
Svstem of Lonic (7 vols., 1841), Mill made no M e r  attempt to wotk out his poetic theory, but there is 
littie to show that Mill had actually resolved or settied any of the issues we are now canvassing. As 
systematic as he was, Mill's insights over his life are not exactly "systematicw. None of the probterns 
r a i d  in our anaiysis disappear altogether in these later works, and the precise issue of Mill's 
individualism is made more perspicuous if we rethink the mattcr in terms of conflicting acsthetic 
imperatives that s t d  as the real problerns of his early essays. hloreover, the fact îhat MiU's own 
autobiography concisely underlines his early insights within bis own narrative of seifdevelopment makes 
it tempting to think that the absence of a concern for poeûy in the later Mill meant that he had not just 



Chapter Two: J.S. Mill, Expressivism, Authenticity, and Aesthetic Individualism. 

Mill recalls in his Autobioaraphy how, "in a dull statc of nerves," he considered his received 

Benthamite radicalism and asked: "Suppose that al1 your objects in life were realizeû; that al1 the 

changes in institutions and opinions which you are looking forward to, could be completcly effected 

at this very instant: would this bc a great joy and happiness to you?" Realizing h k  answer, 'Wo!", he 

recalls, "my heart sank ... 1 seemed to have nothing to live for." (Mill, v.1, 137).' in the throes of his 

youffil "cnsis" Mill manage- to cal1 into doubt his most chenshed final vocabulaly, tuming the 

generd happiness principle into its stark, depressing opposite. Rmvcring from his "dull statc", Mili 

sought to work out a new foundation for utilitarianism. As h o u s l y  recounted in Chapter V of his 

Autobioaraohv, Mill's eventual recovery fiom despair was to a signifiant degrce attributed to his 

discovecy of the English Romantic poets. From Wordsworth, Mill clairned that poctry is "the 

expression and uttering forth of feeling." (VI, 348). Mill's concise formulation expresses a 

fundamental distinction between poetry and " m m  eloquence": 

Poctry and eloquence are both alike the expression or uüerance of feeling. But if we may be 
excuscd the seerning dTcction of the antithais, we should say that eloquence is heard, podry 
is owrheard. Eloquence supposes an audience; the peculiarity of poetry appears to us to lie 
in the p t ' s  utter unconsciousness of a listener. Poctr): is fccling confçssing itself to itself, 
in moments of solitude, and bodyhg itself forth in symbols whkh are the nearest possible 
representations of the feeling in the exact shape in which it exists in the poet's mind. 
Eloquence is feeling pouring itself forth to other min& courting their sympathy, or 

arlicuiated a problem of modern "poetic" individualism but had also somchow solved iî, and thus lud no 
nced to give it fiuther thought. Mill's account of his m v e r y  from his y o u W  despair makes it nearly 
irresistiblc to adopt a "progfessivist" mode1 of ail of Mili's thought. But this assumption is not a given. 

6All references to Mill are indexed to nie Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, general editor 
John M. Robson, 33 vols. (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 196391991). Al1 quoîations from the 
collecteci works are identifiai by volumc and page number. Ail other quocalions cite collections in 
Wamock (1962) and Schneewind (1 965). The key sowccs for Mill's early critical theory are his 
unrevised articles, "What is Poetq" (i) and "The Two Kin& of Poetry" (ii) ùoth published in 1833. Thesc 
two essays werc later combined in a single picce entitlcd "Thoughts on Poetry and its Varieties" which 
appeared in the first volume of Mill's Dissertations and Discussions (1859, Zvols.). References made to 
the origind and unrevised essays cite Mill's Essavs on Literaturc and Societv, ed. J. B. Schneewind (New 
York: Collier, 1965) (i) pp. 102- 1 17; (ii) pp. 1 17- 130; (iii) "Tennyson's Poems", pp. 132- 147. 



cndeavouring to influence their belief, or to move them to passion or to action (v.1'348). 

From our contemponry perspective, these remarks came across as rather quaint, suggesting 

an almost Cartesian-like self-transparency. Thought and emotion "exist" in the "mind" of the poet, 

and are givcn stylisai expression in "symbols" that "represcnt" these states. Pure and imrnediate, such 

symbols are made in private, solitary wntexts - a self-"'confession". Mill's language makes it 

tcrnpting to attribute an antiquated and unbelievable notion of "rcpresentation" into his Mew of poetic 

expression. His scerningly naive fixation on the "emotional state of mind" of the artist could be taken 

as ready evidence of the influence of early romantic (and nearly elegiac) sentimentalism, typical of the 

German Storm and Stress movement which exerteâ considerable influence on Mill. Most phiIosophcrs 

today are highly suspicious of any taUr of "the nature of poctry," or the "essence of the poetic 

temperament," and Mill's style here might bc taken as sufficient grounds for dismissirtg this early stage 

in  his thought altogether. niat judgement would be over-hasty, howver. Mill's notion of expression 

is not e d y  a simple one; and given the myriad of distinctions he dwelops, it is of sorne Mportancc 

to appreciate Mill's atternpt to rethink art in expressivist ternis.' 

In the 'PreFace' to the Lvrical Ballads (1798, 1800), Wordsworth twice daims that "poeiry 

is thc spontanmus ovcrflow of feelings" and this -ternent is the comentone of Mill's own theory. 

Poetry is not distinguished from science or prose, nor is it distinguished by genre. For Mill, poetry 

as emotive scpression inheres in non-literary arts as well - in music, painting, architecture, as well as 

in oher fonns of verse and prose such as the novel. (1965, 1 10-1 16). Even in the ordinary, non- 

artistic expression of emotion, or perhaps most of al1 there, Mill allows for the possibility of "genuine 

poefry": "One may write genuine poeûy, and not be a poet; for whosoever wites out tmly any one 

'The residual mimetic metaphors of "ccpreseniation" need not be faken in a traditional "mirror of 
naturen sense - at lem in the sense that the combined force of Aristotelian and eightcenth ccntury 
classicism madc as the dominant image of high art. Poctic symbols are expresseci; and yet, while thcy are 
said by Mill to "represent" the "state of mind" of the dst ,  their mimetic fidelity is not a sign of the 
artist's skiil or choosing any more than spotanmus emotion and feeling are skilhilly chosen or crafted. 
As we shall see, the development Mill undergoes led him to clairn that poeuy did not in faa interfcre with 
"correctn description; rather, it was merely an alternative form of repmntation (1963, 116). 



h m  feelmg, writes poetry. All penons, even the most imaginative, in moments of strong emotion, 

speak poetry..." (1965ii, 11 8). Mill then reorders the poetic genres on the basis of the kinds of feeling 

expressed, placing lyric as the form of spontaneoudy expresscd feeling. 

On related grounds, Mill proposes a hdamental distinction between "poets by nature" and 

"poets by culture". As he draws this distinction, Mi11 criticizes Wordsworth for, of al1 things, not 

king sufficiently Wordswortbian.%ill felt that Wordsworth over-intellectualized his compositions, 

giving too much weight to restraint and judgernent. Conscious stylistic choice afEorded by intellectual 

culture resulted in a forced style, a flattening of the natural spontaneiiy which, undistorted, was (O 

simply body itself forth in feeling ("overflow", as Wordsworth hunself put it), uncoerced by 

ratiocination. In contra* Mill looked on Shelley as a "natural poet" and praised his "unrepressed . . . 

exuberanceof Magery". Wordsworth struck Mill instead as a p e t  "by culture" whom for Mill unduly 

"economizcd" his imagery (1965ii, 124-5). Mill's initial literary theory, then, expounds a view he 

considerd genuinely ' Wordsworthian". 

On such a view, Mill contai& that "pure" experience of the poetic, as self-directed expression 

of emotion, should constitute the "end in itself' of art and ariistic practicc. He draws the distinction 

betwem poetry and eloquence we saw above: 'When the act of utterance is not an end in itself, but as 

a means to an end," for ewmple, the desirc to makc "an impression on another mind . .. to work upon 

the belief, or the will of another," thcn the utterance is not pure poetry, but "mere eloquence" (1,349). 

As soon as a public effed is 'bdculated" or anticipated, the inthsic seydirected nature of unrefiected 

expression becornes ccmnomi z e d  and worked over into excessive, sel fdefeating "contemplation". 

'Narrative," "description," "incident" are seen by Mill as mere technical dences deploycd for an 

audience's gratification, but which cheapen the purity ofthe workfpoem itself (v.I,347-8). "Al poetry 

is the nature of soliloquy," for Mill, and "accordingly, is the natural fhit  of solitude and meditation; 

eloquence, of intercoune with the world" (v.1, 349). Private soliloquy is closed off from the 

consensus-fodg resources necessary for utilitarianisrn to work; expressive needs can be optimally 

8 See dso Mill's Iciter to John Sterling of 183 1 (1965, p.79f). 



satisficd only while marking thcm off from their search for public cuntexts: 

But when [the poct] tums around and addresses himself to another pcrson; when the act of 
utterance is not itself the end, but a means to an end - viz., by the feelings he himself 
expresses to work upon the feelings, or upon the belief or d l  of another - when the 
expression of his emotions or of his thoughts, tinged by his emotions is also tinged by that 
purpose, by that desire of makil~g an impression upon another mind, then it ceases to be 
poetry, and becornes eloqueiice (v.1,349). 

Noteworthy herc is the strikingly anti-utilitarian stance these rernarks refiect. Mill's 

Wordswoithian theory reveals his desire to protest against what he perceived to be an u~ecessarily 

hanh and extreme evaluation of poetry along the pragmatic and utilitarian lines of classic utilitarian 

rationalism. In his Autobioaraphy, Mill recounts how Bentham shared with earlier phlosophers a 

distrust of rhetoric as a method for marshallhg the passions against reason, a Mew which led to a 

dima of al1 literary uses of language. Bentham accepteci the Mew, typical of eighteenthcentury 

rationalism, that art was conscientiously directed to an audience by mirnetic and pragmatic means. 

Art represents things in the world they mirror (as in the reigning Anstotelian view ihat "Art holds a 

mirror up to nature'), whilc works also influence their audiences pragmaticallly (as with Sir Philip 

Sidney's claim that art aims to "teach and delight"). 

The basic neoclassical frame of reference held that lanpage is the "dress" of thought: 

figurative expressions are the "omaments" of language (Abram 1 97 1, 1 1 1 - 1 1 2). Bentham's attitude 

is a response to 18th century poetry seen in ternis of such characteristic rhetoncal devices as 

"nanative," "imagination," "personification," and "figuration". Such "poetic figuration" could be 

taken, as indeed Bentham diâ, as always a "misrepresentation" of truth. Bentham held al1 things 

figurative Li suspicion and denound poetry's special status on account of the false claims represented 

in its irnagery. Rocks and trees are not (in a relevant sense) alive, and Bentham felt it irresponsible 

to intirnate poetically that they were, even in a figurative sense. On the other hand, taking utility as 

poetry7s warrant, Bentham notoriously trivialized the aims of poetry. Bentham engaged a unifonn 

levelling of intrinsic value to mere effect: fiom the perspective of utility, "pushpin is as good as 

poetry," as he is said to have put it (Mill, v. X, 1 13). indeed, while pushpin was almost always an 



innocent and hamiless activity anyone could enjoy, poctry for Bentham was nccessarily deceptive and 

very much the undertaking of a magisterial few. 

Bentham sought to purge language of al1 metaphoncal, poetic, and figurative fom as mere 

"fictions" which had no place in moral and political thought. But the &ort to purify Ianguage merely 

led to confirming the ubiquity of the figurative, a point Mill delighted in ridi~uling.~ Mill takes it as 

a reductio that Bentham's radical linguistic reformism in the name of clarity resulted at tirncs in the 

very "utter unrdableness" Bentham often attributed to poetry (1  15). A more forccful critical 

departure is Mill's adoption of th<: "incaniational" view of language taken over from Wordsworth. 

Ag- the notion of style as mere ''dress" or "separable ornament", Wordsworth's secs style as the 

"incarnation of îboughts" (cf. Abrams, 291). Thus, Mill's expression theory of poetry insists on an 

non-instrumental view of pure expressive poetry - a forcehl break fiom Benthun's conviction that 

the poetic is trivial and even pemicious because fundamentaIy built on "misrepresentation". Mill, in 

eff- rejects these two assumptions that poeby is a v$iicle of tmth or utility. Poetry is an expression 

of feeling not to provoke somc belief or action, but as an end in itself. Poetry is not fùndamentally 

about tmth; rathçr, it is relatcd to the "state of mind" in which tmth could bc mnsidered or pursued 

(1965, i, 107). The Wordsworihian formulation dcparts further from classic utilitananisrn in 

actempting to draw a qualitative distinction behveen kinds of experience. Recurring phrases such as 

"state of feelinglrnind" u s d  to characterize the poetic temperament indicate this effort. As will 

becorne apparent in the next chapter, Mill takes poetry as a necessary mode for the exploration and 

cultivation of personal character and thus is given a unique value for individual rnorality. Put anothcr 

way, the cultivation, articulation, and refinement of individual character is "poetic" in that it resuits 

in unique and individual "incarnations" ofprivate moral thought. M.H. Abrams draws just h s  point 

fiom Mill to illustrate the changing conceptions of romantic art. He makes the case that Mill's poetic 

writes: "Did Bentham really suppose that it ,vas in pae(iy only that proposilions cannot be 
exactly tnie, c m o t  contain in themsclves al1 the limitations and qualifications with which they require to 
be taken when applicd to practicc? We have secn how far his own prose propositions are from rcalizing 
this Utopia ..." ( v.X, 114). 



thcory is a radical reduction of the critical and acsthetic value of art to individual differences in 

charactcr or "cultivated feeling". The expression of character results in unique, irreducible stylistic 

f o m  to which no substitute can do full justice. 

Wordsworth denied that the warrant for poetic figurations could be adequately grounded in 

either rhetoric or utility. The cxperiences that Icd him poetically to animate the world around h m  

gained value fiom the creative imagination. Ab rams sums up: 'The genetic re:erence to the poet's own 

affective state, together with that to the creative operations of the poet's rnind, are now the sole warrant 

for al1 valid poetic figures of speech." (1971: 293). Even within this orientation, Mill could have 

concedeci Bentham's point that such poetic deMces were necessarily manipulativc and potentially 

deceptive, given that works of art invariably end up acting on the "mincis of others". In critical 

contrast to Bentham, who tended toward a pragmatic Mew of criticism that relatai a poedwork to the 

perloaitionary effects elicited fiom an audience, Mill's rehabilitation of poetry on expressivist grounds 

reflects a unique condition for the produdion of romantic poctry. For Mill, the poem refers chiefly 

to the individual artist, and not as Bentham saw it, to the audience that the poet putatively addresses. 

In short, individualisrn is available to Mill, but not to Bentham, as a cafegory of art. 

Mill aspires for a poetry that is both natural and unconventional. in joining the comrnanding 

romantic desire to usurp classic hierarchies and genres, Mill also adopted the desire to bring poetry 

closer to the condition of music (a condition Walter Pater would later claim that al1 art aspires to. cf 

Rosen et al 1984, Ch. 1). On this view of poetry, the creative products of the artist appear to be abovc 

suspicion only when a qua& of inunediacy and transparency has been achieved. That is, if the poetic 

creation is forced, contrived, cdculated, or othedse insincere, the worth of the creation qua creation 

is compromised. For Mill, the case where transparency could always be guaranfeed is in private 

moments of"soli1oquy". In such moments, the tension between emotio~l  expression and speculation 

about how such expression might be received or interpreted by others is abandoned. Genuine poetry 

has individual and solitary origins, as against social contexts of expression (cf. Langabum 1963, 

p. 160). 



Mill quickly came to see an untenability in his sûict opposition between feeling and reflection 

in poctic selfsxpression. Wanting to affirm more of the actual cultural production of poetry than 

simply the non-instrumental "utterance of feeling", the ternis of his original expressivisrn proved 

limiting. Surely there is a great dcal of poetq that Mill would have to chancterize as "men 

eloquence" but which nonetheless holds great literary and aesthetic value or moral insight. In 1834, 

Mill published a revicw of Tennyson's poetry in the London Review (1 965iii, pp. 132- 147). Mill's 

critical and rhetorical aims fell in line with the editorial vision of the journal, directed as it was to a 

Benthamite audience, and Mill set out to convince classic utilitarim of the unique social merits of 

poetry. With his utilitarian readers in clear view, Mill significantly refomed his Wordsworthian 

position. Now, it is the poet's "habitua1 association" and the "growth and perfkction of his thuiking 

fâculty" that are essential to poetry which, in the revision, finds expression in public contexts. 

Solitary, self-reflexive expression no longer canflicts with its public cootexts in respect of the value 

of poetry now undentmi as an "intellectual punuit" whose "noblest ais' is "îhat of acting upon the 

desires and characters of mankind through their emotions, to raise them towards the perfection of their 

noturc'' (1965iii, 14 1). This goal is now unproblematically identified with the classic doctrine of 

utility: "This, like every other adaptation of means to en4 is the work of cultivateû reaxin; and the 

poet's success in it will be in proportion to the intrinsic value of  his thoughts, and to the command 

which he has acquired over the matenals of his imagination" (1965iii, 141). A striking transformation 

has taken place. 

Without departing entirely fiorn his kirlier view that private emotio~l  life characterizes a 

non-utilitarian realm of independent value, Mill nonetheless effects a drarnatic shifl in the nature of 

"intrinsic" valuation. It is as if in the two years that transpired since his  initial Wordnvorthian 

position, Mill had corne to sec that private expression only in relation to the effort made at public 

expression. It is the "acquired command" of the 'ihinking faculty", and not spontaneously expressed 

emotion, that is central to the value of poetry. With apparent ease, Mill includes practical means 

alongside the non-instrumental utterance of feeling. Where he fomerly prized emotional punty 



(uncommanded, uneconornized) and spontaneity, imagination and emotion are now raw matcrial to bc 

cornmanded by the "great poet" who "is necessarily a great thinker". In contrast, though his 

Wordsworthian formulation did not altogether neglect the intellectual and contanplative characteristics 

of expression, these are clearly subordinated to spontaneous and unreheaned expression of ernotion 

(se. Mill, 1 Wi i ,  128). 

We can briefly surnmarirc Mill's shifl in critical orientation. HaWig formerly distinguished 

poetry fiom eloquence, Mill's analysis of Tennyson seems to attribute to him al1 of the features that 

faIl on the side of "rnere eloquence" (and thus, of failed pœtry). The Tennyson revicw shows Mill 

ptizing social stability, mon1 consensus, and intellechial rcflcction as the mark of good poetry. An 

altogether distinct critical position takcs shape with the idea that genuine poets will contribute to 

overail happiness by somehow laying bare "human nature" and its ideal "perfection" for an 

appreciative audience. The poet in the Tennysonian frame clearly acts on "the desires and characters 

of mankind through their emotions," the precise opposiie of Mill's former insistence that there should 

be nothing in the poem to indicate any intent to act on7 court favour, or otherwisc manipulate the 

desires of othen (1965 i, 109; ii, 12 1). In urging that poetry does in fact facilitate social utility, Mill 

abandons one crucial part of his former anti-Benthamite t h e q  only to facc Bentham's objection 

against poetry's special stahis: for if pocüy is Uideed about social utility, it is not therefore a special 

pursuit. Of course, Mill wants poetry to k thought ofas somehow unique among f o m  of expression; 

but in bat case, he is then wlnerable to Bentham's critique of the rhctorical power of poetry to act on 

and manipulate othen. This is, we recall, the Unpetus behind Bentham's c l a h  îhat not only was 

poetry trivial, but potentially dangerous also. 

Clearly, Mill has evolved beyond his initial expressivisrn. The union of "practical ends" with 

the non-instrumental "utterance offeeling" blun the distinction between self-regardhg "solilquy" and 

other-regarding "eloquence" that was the very basis of his Wordsworthian reflections on poetry and 

expression. Since, as Mill believes, Tennyson communicates powerful, affective hgery,  he must in 

sonic way have a refined understanding of the contemporary audience he addresses, a mark of 



eloquence Mill wodd have fonnerly rejected as proper to genuine poetry. Ought we to conclude that 

Mill had readied a lhit  with his original cntical terms? Or is the review of T ~ M Y S O ~  shply a 

rhetorical piece, designed only to persuade utilitarians of the social and progressive utility of poetry? 

Or, as 1 would argue, does this realignment of critical orientation reflect a response to an anxiety that 

Mill could not help but address? 

Let us take up one consequenceof Mill's shift in critiwl orientation. This has to do with what 

we can cal1 the tension b e e n  poetic uniqueness and affiliation. If the fundamcntal grounding of 

poetry in the expression of feeling provides the basis for Mill's Wordsworthian theory, the new 

Tc~ysonian perspective distances itself fkom the risk of excessive sentimentalism and a naive fixation 

on inner crnotional ne&. While Wordsworthian spontaneity (best illustrated by Shelley's 

"unrepressed" mode of natutal expression) was meant to exclude what Carlyle called the "spasrnatic" 

- utterly uncontrolled expressive outbursts - the value of spontaneity that marked poets "by nature" 

is potentially at odds with the value of king understood by others: 

Where the poetic temperament exists in its greatest degree, whilc the systernatic culture of the 
intellect has been neglectd, we rnay expect to find ... vivid represcntations . . . fitted to give 
extreme plmsurc to pesons of similar organization to the poet, but not likely to bc 
sympathid in, because not understood, by others" (l965iii, 141). 

The worry Mill expresses here is of a poetic intelligibility that is reduced to at most one person: the 

poet. The poetic temperament that placed Shelley as a nufural p e t  above Wordsworth as a poet by 

culture is now face. with the threat of a kind of uncomprehending solitude - the soiitude engendered 

by not being understood before others. ( R e d  the narrator's solitude in Eliot's "Portrait'?. There is, 

then, no easy cquation between a meaningfbl and workable individualism and unique feeling. Where 

Tennyson is an "insider" who articulatcs a ccmmon moral consciousness, Shelley, we might Say, is 

for Mill a wild b'outsider", who risks dienation from the ordinary sensus cornmunis of moral feeling. 

For Mill, individualism both requins solitude and is threatened by it. Solitude is a prerequisite for 

both poetic expression and the cultivation of individual authenticity; yet, authenticity faces the threat 

of an impoverished subjectivity owing to the absence of cornmon understanding and rnutuality of 
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recognition required for individualism to aquirc more than a merely subjective sigiificance. Let us 

examine some moments where this tension becomes evident in Mill. 

One reason why Mill thought Tennyson succecded, where he did, was because he created 

impassioned scenes that elicit ready and widespread appreciation. Tennyson's poems for Mill were 

highly conducive to strong liberal affiliation: "Simple, genuine pathos, arising out of the situations 

and feelings cornmon to mankind generally, is of kinds of poetic beauty that which can be most 

universally appreciated." (1965 iii, 136). Elsewhere in this review, Mill says of Tennyson's best 

poerns that they arc not just "picturcsque", but cbstatuesquc" (ibid.,135,137). This suggests something 

like monumental art, open to cornmon and public appreciation, like mernorial statues. The bronze 

soldiers in Arlington Park, for example, clearly make plain what we are supposed to feel - it is plain, 

in other words, what the hc t ion  of the work is. Mill's remarks may strike us as a point of minor 

significance, a thin fonn of critical praise. Yct the discourses of poetry at the tirne of Mill's writing 

reveal a particular controversy concerning the popular reception of poetry. For instance, Keats 

cornplaineci that Wordsworth took poetry in a dangerous direction of subjectivity and padicuiarity. 

The anxiety Keats bced is that the poet's fomerly unproblematic position as a "magisterial" public 

figure (Milton or Pope) was an obsolete p s t ,  no longer available in modem culture. Unable to retum 

to the station afforded by the older intellechial world, and f a d  with the ncw dernands for originaiity, 

a Wordswrthian hun to subjectivity and particularity seemed the unavoidable destiny of the modem 

romantic poet. Within this critical context, Mill responds by raising Tennyson to the status of the 

"Great Figure", as Madox Ford would kter put it, a syrnbol of Victorian stability where the poei could 

express values on behalf of an appreciative public. Identiwg the good poet with the moral mode1 of 

liberal citizenship, Mill idealizes the work of poets, like Tennyson, whose selfsxpression becomes 

emblematic of the socially held values Mill endorses. Tennyson's is a socially responsible poetry, a 

poetry that speaks to genuine human concem that are easily appreciaîed by all. Poetry, it tums out, 

bas a defitively progressive role to play in modem culture, even if it could no longer clah its former 

magisterial statu. This perspective dernotes and undermines the spccific relation to pnvate character 



Mill had envisaged for aesthetic experience, a relation that capitalized on indiw'àhlirm as a category 

of modem art. 

Next to (his, consider an image of Tennyson's that Mill found particularly inspiring: The 

theme of modern solitude. Wc have alrcady seen the importance of individualistic solitude in Mill's 

original poetic theory. His rernarks in the Tennyson review are signifiant because they dramatizc an 

evidcnt amieV that is r a i d  alongside Mill's valuation of solitude. Of his "Mariana," a poem Mill 

points to as ihs t ra thg Tennyson's suecess, Mill writes that T e ~ y s o n  invokes a "physical and 

spiritual d r e a ~ e s s :  and not drearinas alone - for that might be felt under many other circumstances 

of solitude - but dreariness which speaks not mer+ of being far fiom human converse and sympathy, 

but of king deserfed by it." ( 1965 iii, 13 5). 'Ihae provocative rernarks not only invoke onc of the 

Mplicit themes of our present discussion - the tension between individual vision and social solidarity 

- but they also mise the issue of solitude, fomerly heralded as the tme mark of poetic expression, only 

now in the form of a modem anxiety. 

Some clanfymg points will help rnakc sense of Mill's high estimation of this p m .  For 

example, it aims to accornplish a particular kind of epiphanic moment where the content tnggering the 

insight is not strictly relevant for what the work atternpts to reveal. Thus, we do not necd to focus on 

the central figure in order to glean the feeling of modem solihide - of king abandoned by the 

conversation of humankind - fiorn the work (cf. Mill, 143).1° In other words, the love drania/tragedy 

cfepicted in the poem's story has nothuig to do with the realization Mill fin& Tennyson bringing about 

for us with the F m .  n i e  poem helps us accas a kind of realjzation for sotnethhg ody d d y  felt, 

' h i 1  ~ggests chat we forget ihe Mariana of Shakespeare's Measure for Meanire and focuc 
instead on the soliîary figure, forgotten by humanity, in the "mmted grangen. The suggestion works as 
well with other of Tennyson's poems. for example "Ulysses", where our interest is less with the imrnortal 
literaq figure of Homer and directed instead at the mortal, less heroic (but no less important or worthy) 
stmggles of ordinary contemporaries. ("We are not now that strength which in old dayfloved earth and 
heaven.. ."). In Lhis way, Tennyson seems to be using litemy icons gteaned from the canonical tradition 
as the initiating occasion for expressing matters chat fa11 out of the ambit for which the axasionhg work 
was properly (or at least initially) anchored on. This is one thing that imptesses Miii, and we ought to 
agree with him that thc Mariana of Measure for Measure is probably not the best source for explonng the 
theme of modem solitude, though it does well to raise and provoke the berne. 



and thereby we might be able to gain more articulacy, more semantic authority to meet with our 

emotional awareness; we may begin to forge a new lanyage for modem mon1 experience that will 

includc this experience of this form of solitude. 

The 'bphysical and spiritual" desertion that Te~yson's "Mariana" provokes denotes for Mill 

not individual idiosyncrasy, not the authentic deepening of character by udividualistic Wordsworthian 

exprcssivism with its characteristic disregard for the audience; hstead, Mill emphasises how Tennyson 

creates a "scene" (in Mill's ternis) and thereby plots a perspcctive in which a "common feeling", one 

dirnly understd and oniy meekly articulatible, might be recogmzed. So recognized, it might become 

genuinely shared and thus something that may be worked into Our moral perception rather than 

remaining awnmaily, but contingently and inarticulately felt. The Wordsworthian pnvate poetics of 

sditary soliloquy are transformed in Tennyson into a scenic description of a common experiaice: the 

experience of modem solitude. In emphasising the comrnon experience - indeai, (paradoxically) the 

socid basis of solihide, we can see how Mill struggles to address the anxiety that attends rdiPng the 

ideal of genuinely expressivc individuaiism, for attaining that ideal can bring with it an unintelligible 

and alienating state of detachment and misunderstanding among others, a fonn of solitude not 

courageously and fieely chosen, but rather suffered as dienation fiom human conversation. " 

The realignment in critical position from Wordsworth to T e ~ y s o n  allows Mill to begin to 

address this anxiety as it emerges dialectically fkom his earlier valuation of solitude as the condition 

of tme poetry. Tennyson represents a means of recognizing '%omrnon feeling" and mord 

consciousness. Mill clearly wanted to affirm poetry as belring social value; but the pcxtic frammg 

of moral feelings that we dimly feel but do not have adequate expressions for is not obviously an 

imtmrnenîal value. Corning to see w b t  Tennyson's poem can convey marks for Mill a new fom of 

semantic authority over inarticulate emotional feeluig. n ie  emotional responses Mill fin& this poem 

''~here is somelhing paradoxical about invoking the subjective and individual feeling of 
'solitude' as something that might be appreciated in intersubjective understanding. Mill's treatment of 
"individual good taken as a wholew raises similar questions about the very idea of "social fkelings" which 
are so fiuidamental to the 'sanctions' of the principle of utility (cf. Mill 1962,284î; 287). 
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eliciting are clearly notfunctional as are, Say, the public monument or statues of religious figures. In 

such cases, the feelings that the work attempts to trigger serve a function - patriotism, or spiritual 

reverence. The way Mill amunts for this poem and its role is quite di fferent. It is more on the ordcr 

of discovery. By reconstructing sets of older canonical references, which index to a definitc situation 

(i.e. the abandone. lover in Measun: for Measure), Mill h d s  ' ï e~yson  performing thc role of 

painting something out to us, something about aspects of our present circumsbnces, or rerninding us 

about w b t  WC commonly experience but have no aâequate common langage with which to express 

it. 

"Mariana" on Mill's own account is hard to shore up as just another adaptation of means to 

ends; for it is hard to s a ,  afler the realization Mill thinks it provokes, what further end the poan could 

serve. Solitude relaùis its role as an aspect of modem individualism and a key condition of 

expressivism; but it is best seen as a value distinct fiom the utilitarian mould Mill forces it through. 

On the argument 1 shall pursue, solitude clearly merges with the "individuality" of On Libcrtv as a 

prLed ethicai trait. The succcssful attainment of  individuality, however, depends on the absence of 

a seW-iws scrutiny bent on that attainment as an explicit goal. What's more - and the main point 

I want to make - is that solitude, so valued as a Wordsworthian condition for the production of poetic 

utterances, is now poised as a perrnanently possible threat to actively punued indivîdualism. 

Stnichired by pnor intentions, the pursuit of individuality can actually rpsult in the defeat of that ideal. 

in other words, solitude can bc a healthy precondition for authentically expressed individualism; but 

it can aiso be the unwanted tragic outcome when that trait is made a principal object for which 

strategic, instnunental structures of intentions are the explicit means. 



Chapter Three: Theatncdity and Style in Mord Agency. 

At different stages in Mill's arly thought, authenticity and the integrity of individualism corne 

under threat by different forces. The Wordsworthian distinction between poetry and eioquence puts 

genuine expression vulnerable to the self s attention to, or awareness of others. Moral reflection (and 

poctic expression) is to be "pure", unaffécted by the voices of others with whom WC engage in 

conversation. Moral reflection ~ a ç e s  to have the requisite poetic-aesthetic aspect and degencrates into 

mere eloquence if the "selfconfession" mode1 becornes tainted by the p m c e  of the voices of others. 

We must not respond to the cal1 of others or conspire to make othen respond to us, even in pnvatc 

moments of reflection, if our moral imagination is to be genuinely poctic. Autonomy is the undisputed 

d u e  asserted here. Its achievement rests on some form of voluniary or natunl withdrawal fnwn the 

"vulgar, everyday" world. It is the freedom to be alone with ourselvcs, free in our "spontaneity of 

c~nsciousnçss" fiom thc burdens and demands irnposed by others. 

In Miil's Te~ysonian view, in contrast, the threat Co individualism now appears as isolation, 

of desertion and of abandonment from the conversation of humaniund. This modem experience reflects 

a new condition for the production of lyricist poetry, namely its nûnire as soliloquy. Solitude, so 

valued in Mill's initial poetic iheoiy, is in other contexts a threat to the integrity of individualism and 

autonomy. Individualism and autonomy rnay be attained, but if in the process one remains dztached 

h social conversation; if expression gives nse to misunderstanding, one is left alone with oneself 

- but not in the selfdetermined and courageous mariner described above. Here, solitude means 

abandonment, dejection, misunderstanding - "desertion" from human interaction. The value implicit 

here is that of expressive unity and integriiy. So while poetic language is a means to fuifilment of a 

new aspiration to authenticity and originality, a demanci not simply of works of art but of individuals 

as well, it carries with it at the same t h e  the threat of Edilure and defeat. 

Mill does not resolve the confiict implied by these opposing tendencies. indeed, the residue 

of such a conflict arguably suMves in On Libertv 4 t h  its explicit effort to reconcle the public 

language of utility with the private language of poetic expression. We ought to resist, however, over- 



schernatized correlations between "soliloquy" and "self-regarding" action, "eloquence" and "other- 

regarding" action, behveen private '6poetry" and public "eloquence". Mill's work fin& a way of 

e ~ c h i n g  the static antithesis between public and private that On Libertv is commody thought to 

sustain. 

Mill's own exprcssivism problematises any simple imposition of the publidpnvate divide. 

The apparent stability of such a distinction undermines itself. Take the privateness of seffdirected 

expression: soliloquy, "feeling confessing itself to itself, in moments of solitude". Mill's 

Worâsworthian notion of pnvate character, which ties poetic expression to feeling, naturally assumes 

a public aspect. Poetry as the solitary act of selfdirected utterance is supposai to contrast with its 

public expression as "mere eloquence". But it is by no means clear that genuine poctry cannot have 

a public context. Returning again to Mill's formulation, "eloquencc is heard, poetry is overheord' 

(v.1, 348). Clearly, both kinds of case require audiences. in the w e  of poetic expression, it is the 

transparent, because uncontrivcd, connection between thought, feeling, and utterance that maka the 

difference. Poetic expression m u r s  when we are unuware of our own emotional transparency, when 

"faling declara itself by such signs as escape fiom us when we are unconscious of being seen"(v.1, 

352). It is to this last c l a h  that Mill associates persona1 character defined as "only a certain state of 

feeling grown habituai" (v.1,348). Poetic expression is meant to enrich, if not to define, this process 

of character development. Most importantly, the public and the private are intertwined in a way that 

renders any simple distinction unstable and misleadhg . 

More familiar is the conflict engendered by a c o h b n e n t  to the philosophicai language of 

utility as a means of p i h g  down cornmon meaning amidst stylistic diveaity on the one hand, and 

Mill's e v i b t  endorsement of the incamational view of poetic language on the other. "1 regard utility," 

Mill writes Mme twenty yean later in On Liberty, "as the ultimate appeal on al1 ethical questions" 

(v.W, ... 1962, 136). The Benthamite sense of utility is significantly modified, now undentood ''in 

the largest sense," expanded by a continuhg commibnent to the Wordsworthian a h  of the deliberaie 

"cultivation of feelings" in his philosophical creed. Since utility continues to be the "ultimate appeal" 



even in its expanded "largest sense'" Mill arguably reverts to his classic utilitanan strictures. His faith 

in the principle of utility can bc seen as an attempt to provide an anchor for diversity in linguistic 

expression. But, as we have seen, finding a wmmon currency for expressive diversity confiicts with 

the Wordmvorthian view of poetic tanguage which holds that there is a nafural relation between 

meaning and expression. As Carlyle put it, glossing Wordnvorth's notion of poetic language as an 

"incarnation of thought," "Language is called the Gannent of Thought: however, it should rathcr be 

Language is the FleshGarment, the Body of 'Iho~ght."'~ As we icnow, this is key to Mill's felt nced 

to challenge Bentham's expressively dead picture. Po- for Miil attaches to character as the natural 

expression of ernotion; but the implication of irreducible diversity in stylistic expression is unavoidable 

iu th? ever present arnbiguity in interpretation. On the other hanci, an ovemding cornmitment to utility 

seerns to mitigate against the opacity that expressive diversity imposes on moral evaluation. Indced, 

this is often taken to be an advantage of a n c h o ~ g  moral evaluation to the common denominator of 

utility - narnely, the elhination of opacity implied in such expressive divenity. 

This conflict - between the common cumcy afforded by utility and the cornmitment to an 

expressive diversity that seems to elude such anchoring - is al1 the more urgent in On Liberty For 

although Mill shows less and less concem with poetry as such, the ünk between poetic expression and 

moral character is f i d y  established and cannot be reiracted so long a s  individualism is considered 

a category of poetic art. Moreover, we have exarnined how expression involves an unavoidable public 

aspect that gives individual expression a different tone fiom the sorts of fieedoms of thought, 

discussion, and opinion taken up in On Libertv. To be sure, On Libertv defends selfexpression as a 

public good thai helps promote the best setting for tmth by creating variable conte% for the 

argumentative pro and con of public discoune. But autonomy must be seen in Light of our discussion 

of poetic-expression as a categorical value, mrdinate with utility but distinct from it.13 Wc need not 

''sec Wordnvorth's "Style" in Collected Writinps, v.X, 229-230.; Carlyle. Worlts, v.1, 57. 
Quotcd in Abram, 385. 

"~koru~ski  makes the critical point of undersiandhg autonomy as a "categoricai goal. co- 
ordinate with, and not simply a part of, happiness", but he fin& no reason to see Mill's early ihoughts on 



foltow Mill's urge for the reduction of values to a single measure and his early essays on poetry 

suggest how. 

Mill's ideal of poetry rests on the achievement of a transparent relation betwcen motion and 

thought and its observable expression. But moral action, as is plady obvious, takes agents fiom 

private motives to public contacts. What can Mill's thought can tell us when the transparency of 

poetic expression is extendcd to expressive action within his framework? 

The contemporary observation that in Mill's early poeric theories, the work of art (at least 

its aesthetic and critical aspects) shrinks to sufiace idiosyncrasies in the behaviour and utterances of 

individuals is primariIy owing to M.H.Abrams's seminal study of English romanticism (Abrarns 

197 1). In this classic work, Abrams characterizes Mill and cxpressivisrn more generally by making 

this observation about the work of art: "The work ceases . . . to be regarded primarily a reflection of 

nature, actual or irnproved; the mirror held up to nature becornes transparent and yields the reader 

insights into the mind and heart of the poet himsel f. . . . i t is the inevitable consequence of the express ive 

point of view" (1971, 23). Not altogether consistently, Abnms goes on to state that in Mill, the 

"audience is reduced to a single member, consisting of the poet hirnself' (25). The glaring 

inoonsistency - between the work as bearing evidence to an audience of an artist's displayed character, 

and the shultaneous disappearance of that very audience - is not only Abram's, but Mill's as well. 

More m n t  attempts to describe this mixed orientation with respect to expression and art invokc the 

suggestive concepts of Mill's "theatrical" view of character (Gould, 1993) and his individualistic 

"ethics of style" (Bumstone 1997). These are alternative ways of characterizing what Mill calls the 

"anti-selfconsciousness h r y  of Carlyle" (v.1, 145). This phrase clearly marries with a related 

daim made in the same place, where Mill declares that happiness cannot be made into a self-oonscious 

goal : 

1 never ... wavered in the conviction that happiness is the test of al1 rules of conduct, and the 

poetic expression as helping to facilitate this point. 1 am in agreement with Skorupski's substantive point, 
but cliffer in finding the early essays of Mill's we have been examining as having sornething important to 
teach us about how we can read hls later work, in particular the third chapter in On Liberty. 



end of life. But 1 now [aAer his crisis] thought that this end was only to be attained by not 
making it the direct end. Those only are happy (1 thought) who have their minds fixcd on 
Mme object other than their own happiness ... Aimhg thus at something else, they find 
happiness by the way (v.1, 145-6). 

Here Mill imparts a sense in which spontanei ty in action, like happiness, c a ~ o t  bc a perspimous goal, 

but must bc attained as a byproduct of less explicitly selfanscious activity. We admire the trait of 

spontaneity - as Mill himself did. But if we d e  this a self-avowed ah, the results are o k n  self- 

defeating. The injunction, 'Be spontaneous!"cannot bcrnaâean explicit goal. As Mill insisied for 

poetry, the self-conscious pursuit of beautiful expression often rcsults in a gratuitous effort and overt 

contnvance, and plainly shows inauthenticity at work. 

The p e r f o d v e  aspect in Mill's poetic theory has been recently characterized in t e m  of the 

"innocent performance of qualitics of character," in a distinctIy Millian theory of style. Dm Burnstone 

concludes: "Involuntary indications ofcharacter bypass îhe histrionic potential of voluntary acts. They 

are a transitive form ofthe intransitive and authentic activity which cames no dçsigns. Stylist activity 

rnight here be contradistinguishcd fiom deliberaie stylistic acts, as the unselfconscious mode of king 

'in character"' (Burnstone 1997, 55). Similarly, Timothy Gould has explored Mill's notion of 

eloguence in tenns of 'Vieatricality", arguhg that as Mill asseris an antagonism between poetry and 

eloquence, he cornes to focus on the latter as a form of theatricalised selfansciousncss. Gould 

explores a sense in which poetry for Mill is to be understd as a fom of "genuine solitude", a fom 

of protected aloneness that is forever threatened by the tum of thought toward the "vulgar, everyday 

world" of strategic eloquence and means-end thinking. This kind of solitudc is a non-theatrical state 

of individual authenticity; it is clearly performative, yet not in any sense "staged" or conscientiously 

scripte.. 

nie idea that there are contexts of expressive acts, poetic or other, in which we are unaware 

of the passible notice othea may take in us, oblivious of an audience, may take us beyond ihe nanowly 

poetic-expressive. Homely examples readily corne to mind: Think of watching sorneone groove to 

headphone music, or of children absorbed in imaginative play, or of someone t a h g  or whistling to 



themselves. in such ordinary cases, there is a fundamental lack of awarencss or an ignorance about 

the attention others are giving to these most natu r d  and o rd i~ ry  actions. Then: is a basic discrepancy, 

then, between our self-perception and how we comc across to others. Obsessive traits and 

idiosyncrasies suggest countless mundane examples that illustrate such self-absorption which, from 

an observer's perspective, exhibits a kind of natural theatricality. If we arc to follow Mill's cue 

beyond the narrowly poetic-expressive, it would be disappointing, however, to end up rnerely with the 

nwrowly personai and idiosyncratic (an identification that plagues Rorty's thought). More gcrrnane 

for our purposes are expressive fonns of activity that rcveal or betray the possession or absence of 

somc virhic. 

As WC have seen, the significance of Mill's review of Tennyson amounts to a biurring of the 

poetry/eIoquence distinction that sustained his Wordsworthian view of poetic expression. He 

unassumingly brings together stratesic "meansend" thinking typical of eloquence with the non- 

instnimental "utterance of feeling". His review of "Tennyson's Poems" opens up with a reflection 

on two other critical pieces on the relatively unknown young Tennyson: One in the Blackwood's 

Magazine and one in the Quafierlv Review. These, the only reviews of Tennyson Mill is aware of, are 

both highly critical. Mill feels this is not entircly without warrant; but the mode in which the two 

reviewen issue their critiques are revealing. Set next to each other, they fom "a contrast, 

characteristic of the two journals" (1965, 133). The former journal exhibits traits of "the usual 

flippancy and Ievity" and its review in particular contains "a strain of mocking exaggeration", an 

"audacious sporting" with the reader (1 32). Even still, despite these traits displayed in Blackwd's, 

"it is impossible to deny to its principal writers (or writer) a certain susceptibilig of sense, a geniality 

of tempement. Their mode of writing about works of genius is that of a penon who derives much 

enjoyment fiom them, and is gratefùl for it." Though Blackwood's may mock or make light of a 

subject, undemeath it is, Mill says, a "response and recognition" of the subject's meriting a review 

(1 33). The Quarteriv ReMew, on the other band, displays qualitis "diredy the reverse of these". For 

Mill, its editorial choice of review materiai is governed by a more suspect motive: "mhe critic (as we 
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figure him to ourselves) takirig up the book, in tmsting anticipahon of pleasure, not fiom the book, but 

fiom the umtemplation of his own clevemess in m a h g  it contemptible. He has not missed the 

opportunity of admiring l k l f  at the expense of Mr. Tennyson". (133). Both reviewcrs d e  

Tennyson over the cuals, as it were. But in the one unredeeming case, there is an evident intentional 

stnicture - a desin: on the cntic's part for opportunistic self-aggrandisement. The critic assumes a 

style made an end in itsclf. in the other case, even despite the "flippancy" and "mocking 

exaggeration", there is a transparency evident in the practice of criticism that i s  a genuine expression 

of "enjoymcnt," "recognition" and "raponse" in confronting Tennyson as a fit subject for critique. 

in the one case, the "enjoyrnent" and gratitude is  not announced or intentionally displayed in the 

criticism - the enjoyment is spontanmusly mbodied in the rcview; in the other, the motive of reducing 

Tennyson to ridicule is evident as an intentional performance. 

More important cases of cornmitment and value in li fe can be seen in an analogous way . The 

successhil embodiment of prized values or traits reveals a surplus of character that cannot be 

contained simply by an individual's prior intention to aquire these traits. While Our ficedom may be 

refleaed in Our choices and intentions, Our capacity for autonomy is realized derivatively, the result 

of succasfully integrating commitrnents and values in life. The paradox of hedonism that Mill 

discovered (narnely : that the goal of happiness is rendered selfdefeating if woven into a structure of 

pnor cxplicit intentions, that happiness must be attained "by the way" as a development of other 

activity) can just as well apply to autonorny . Autonorny, like happiness, is achiwed '%y the way " aii 

the transparent manifestation of a life conducd in accordance with one's "own mode of laying out 

[one's] existence". 

Chatacter and motives can be made transparent in stylistic action in the same way that 

emotion and thought can be made transparent in poetic expression. It is the "capacity for strong 

feeling" that is the "matenal out of which al1 motives [and by extension, character] are made" (1965ii, 

128). If the capacity for strong feeling is the matenal of motives, the poetic expression of feeling 

renden those motives transparent. This innocent and transparent view of expressive soliloquy can be 



extended to moral agency, reflected by the parenthetical addition in the foregoing quote. The result 

is that moral character acquira a public aspect that is realized in an individual's unique mode of 

unselfconscious cornportment in action. As with genuine poetry, authentic individual character 

W e s t s  itself before an audience or a comrnunity for whom the agent is oblivious or otherwise 

successfiilly manages to suppress awareness of. Authcnticity in character can be witnessed by an 

audience or an observer as a kind of eavesdropping; indeed the condition for the manifestation of 

gaiuine character seerns to be the natural, straightfonvard performances of agency, unaffected by the 

knowledge of the presence ofothers as auditon of behaviour. in this way, hurnan lives corne to be 

appreciated as stylizeâ and artistic. What would detract from this appreciation is evidence of a 

structure of htent to display one's motives in action, as was the case Mill made a g a k t  the article in 

the Ouartcrlv Review. 

The ever present ambiguity of self-interpretation can be illustrated with a fact about modem 

literary art in general: namely, its capacity for tclling several stories at once. The ambiguity evidcnt 

in Mill wncerns the possibility ofat least two ways of saying what is going on in poetic expression 

(OUT own, or others '). The desire to bring divergent stories or accoun ts into hamony is characteristic 

of the disengaged particular self (Taylor 1989,289). Such a self finds orientation through discipline 

and rational self-mastery. Mill's attempt to safeguard authenticity and solidarity by ironically 

deepening the instrumentai view of the self are endent in two subsequent distinctions Mill draws, each 

with a lasting and mutually unsteady place in his mature thought. niese distinctions should be 

interpreted as Mill's tacit effort to hannonite the tensions ansing between his Wordswonhian and 

'ïemysonian dernands. The first distinction divides "morality" into "two coequal parts": 

One of these is self-education; the ûaming, by the human being himself, of his affiections and 
will. niat department is a blank in Bentham's system. The other and co-equal part, the 
regulation of bis outward actions, must be altogether halting and imperfect without the first; 
for how can we judge in what rnanner many an action will affect even the worldly interesü of 
ounelves or others, unless we take in, as part of the question, its influence on the regulation 
of our, or their affections and desires? (1962, 1034). 

Mill makes an impressive c l a h  for sentimental education. We need to understand the interaction of 



action and moral motivation, and how selfeducation is irnplicated in the way we conduct ourselvcs. 

Inâividuals cultivate through the self-wrought practice ofsolitary poetic expression thcir own authentic 

"habit of feeling," their own character. This belongs to the "fint" of two parts of rnorality: namely, 

"the training, by the human being hirnself" which according to Mill's critique, is totally lost on 

Bentham (v.X, 98). The second, "'CO-equal" part of morality is the "regdation of outward actions." 

Importantly, Mill rnakes "self-training" a nccessary condition for the full development of rcgulated 

outward actions. The punctual nature of the expressive selfcultivation of character and feeling is 

made paradoxically evident in Mill's disciplinary tenninology (education, training). These disciplinary 

ternis suggest a self-consciousness that is at odds with the romantic notion of expressive self- 

abandoment, in for instance, the "spontaiieous overflow of feeling". If we r d  the disciplinary 

tenninology of selfeducation and self-training together with Mill's eariier view of self-expression 

(spontaneous overflow of feeling), we get a strangely instrumentalist view of selfexpression. 

Expression becanes a principal means of "selfitraining", a first step in conditioning dcsire and resolve 

in outward conduct. Selfexpression becornes a moral practice, a cultivation of feeling. By insisting 

on two parts to moral conduct, and on the importance of genuinely expressed feeling, Mill can be 

interpreted as combining the aesthetic, defined as a conditioning of &t and desirc through 

expression, with morality - as a pan of it. Selfcreation. the cultivation of character via pwtic 

expression, is only apparently antiihetical to the self-disciplining c'training" and 'Mucation". Indeed, 

somethg like this collusion of self-abstncting instrumentalism and a conception of creativity 

optimally guided by its dictates suMves well into the artistic aims of this century. But Mill's notion 

is more geared to a fom of sentimental education fixed on conditioning desire and regulating action. 

.riUs "morality in hvo-parts" distinction resurfaces some thirty years later in On Utilitarianisrn 

as one way he addresses the myriad of objections considered on behalf of his doctrinal "assailan ts". 

One of the most important aims of the selfs "cultivation of feeling" is the indoctrination "in the mind 

of every individual [ofl an Uidissoluble association between his own happiness and the good of the 

whole" so that "a direct impulse to promote the general good rnay be in every individual one of the 
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habitua1 motives of action." (1962,269). The regulrrtive social role for the arts as a technology of self- 

fomiation suggests a correlative conception of the "ideal" engagement with works of art, as they givc 

impetus to moral reflection: Genuine moral reflection is a fonn of self-cultivation; it is itself a fonn 

of lgcal  self+xpression. indeed, a poem may well be the impetus for moral reflection, but that is 

not the most interesthg or novel point. We on Say fùrther that moral reflection, genuinely expressed, 

is itself substantively a form of poetry. For Mill, poetic expression is a display of moral motivation. 

The second, more faniiliar distinaion involves a tripartite analysis of actions into thçir moral, 

aesthetic, and sympathetic aspects. As Mill outlines his view of moral character in "On Benthun" 

utility in the "iargest saise" applies oniy the one "aspect" of'action - the moral aspect. Actions, Mill 

explains, have "three aspects": the moral, which concerns the rightness or wrongness of condua; the 

aesthetic, which conccrns grace and beauty in action; and the sympathetic, which cuncems the 

loveablcness of character. Agah in On Utilitarianism Mill h o u s l y  asserts that Utilitarianism 

dcmands prcxisely what its critics o h  cornplain about: narncly, a strict separation between the 

evaluation of actions and the estimation of character, bctwcen motives and consquences (v.X, 2 19f.). 

Thus, there can be characten who fail in al1 relevant senses to bring about any utility (who are thus 

amoral or antimoral), but who nonetheless are tolerated or even admired for the naturalness and 

authenticity of their behaviour. As Mill says, the utilitanan knows full well "that a right action docs 

not necessarily indicate a Mrtuous character, and actions which are blarneable often proceed fiom 

qualities entitled to praise" (1962, 271). Ideally, these three aspects of action and character would 

coincide so that actions taken as patterns of regulated conduct have a quality beyond their being more 

- being beautifil also, perbps. But the important point is that judgements about aesthetic and 

sympathetic qualities of character can Vary independently of the evaluation of actions as moral. 

The directions rnarked by these distinctions Mght appear to lave us to choose between an 

aesthetic concem for moral character and a utilitarian attention to consequences of actions. On the 

one han& the self-regulation of outward action results in stylistic activity that exhibits the sarne 

transparency with respect to motiva that romantic lyric poetry exhibits with respect to emotion. On 



the other hand, the tripartite analysis d e s  action an opaque medium for rcvealing character. By 

making moral reflection an cxplicit elernent of poetry, MiU aesthebicized a key part of moral rcflection. 

It is the aesthetic condition of.ityle that regulatcs instnunentai thinking as selfanscious moral action. 

The aesthetic conditioning of desire imparts a regulatory effect on action by strengthening 

the eapacity for feeling, which in tum generatcs the right habits and impulses. The picture of morality 

in 'ho-parts" consists of a reciprocating, interactive relation between sel f-CU ltivated feeling and 

action. But while we, as moral acton, tq to bring moral motivation in Iine with aesthetic form as 

embodied, expressed ernotional feeling, the interpretem of our actions can wrest them apart again in 

the three-fold analysis of action. On Our analysis of "theatricality" and unselfconscious "style" 

expression has an unavoidable public aspect (and not merely a "regutative" conditioning of outward 

action toward desired ends). The tripartite analysis, on the other hanci, reinstates a strict moral- 

aesthctic distinction, l e h g  Mill stuck not only with the unrwolved problem of self-interpretive 

ambiguity and plurality, but also unable to articulate the relation betweeii poetry and moral self- 

orientation ihat he onfi conhisediy grapcd. To give but one example, the condition of genuine 

expression is precisely the successfùl "eEort of voluntary abstraction" fiom Our "social" state (1 962, 

284). Such self-abstraction is a key element in private moral reflection. But it is no< clear how lhis 

solitary wntext of moral reflection regdates outward action. Moreover, the actual failure to achieve 

the requisite stance need not be understood as an abandonment of real feeling or "genuine private 

affections". WC have an extraordinary ability to occupy both a radically first-person stance and a 

tentative third-person stance at alternathg moments. To suggest that only a first-person stance 

pmmotes an appropriately regulated autonomy is to oversimplifi this extraorâinary fact with a 

troubling genuine/artificial distinction. This in tum reinforces the weakness in Mill's idea of pnvate 

moral reflection as monological . 

The tendency to think that there has to be one aim, or a harmony among aims of poetry tempts 

many who are cornmitted to its value to constnict simpliaic, comprehensive schemes, incfuding Mill 

(and, as 1 argue below, Rorty). One possible way the conflicts of Chapter Two rnight find resolution 
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would consist in consigning Wordsworthian poetry to the cultivation of moral character and 

Te~ysonian "scene" pœhy to solidarity and cornmunity making. The cultivation of character would 

remain a pnvatc pursuit; the composition of cornmunity-binding words of power, a public pursuit. 

This, in fàct, presents a fairly standard reading that neatly gels with Mill's mature thought and the 

Vidorian temper more generally. Mill's publidprivate distinction cornes about, 1 would argue, as an 

expression of the conflicting pressures he has inadvertcntly raised for an expressivist view of poctry. 

This he does in "On Bentham" (1 838) and in later works, notably, On Utilitananism. 

The driving idea in the prcvious chapter is the notion that moral agents becorne impovenshed 

if merely directcd so as to court the fkvour of others in elquent speech and action. Rather, Mill 

aspires to preserve a space of "genu ine"solitude, d é c t c d  b y the sel f-conscious awareness of others, 

a space of geauine self-expression. This imposes a radically anti-utilitarian element at the m e  of 

Mill's poetic theory. The idea is that some utterances and actions have to issue not as a response to 

othen or as a dl for others to respond to out desires. In other words, the meansend rationality of 

the everyâay, outward world is entirely subverted by Mill's notion of poetic expression. Mill would 

regard individuals as wone off for acting only with the awareness of others Ui mind. Such action 

would never be above suspicion since 'iraces of u>nsciousncss" bearing the evident stnicaire of sorne 

prior intent would potentially always be deteetable in one's behaviour. 

Yet, isn't tbis preserve of "solitude" itself shply given and merely contingent? In his mrly 

essays, Mill writes as though selfdirected poetic expression were not something that could be the 

object of hurnan aspiration, but something that we must contend with as a sheer matter of fact. For 

Mill, it is a fact about human nature that we have genuine moments of solitude, moments of 

welfconsciousnâs, sincere and effodess self-expression. But what is crucial here, and easy to lose 

sight oc is how this reflects a stronglywaluated stance for Mill. It is a normative orienting view. 

'This fàct is reflected in the very designation of individual expression as "poetic". We should not see 

this term c'poetry" as denoting a neutral domain for which Mill is search out the "essence" (as the title 

of his earliest essay, " f i t  is poetry?' misleadingly suggests). Rather, poetry is already heavily 
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invested with cultural and moral significance to which Mill attaches the aspiration (the strongly 

evaluated stance) for authentic individualism. 

Mill's thought represmts one early atternpt to raise individual authenticity to the status of a 

moral aspiration. The desire for authenticity is closely mwted  with evolving notions of individual 

autonorny. Mill prescrits an aspect of modem individualism that rernains a staple in modern thought: 

Creativity is entirely connected with authenticity, and Mill's procedure as we have traced it consists 

in linking the discourses of art to fa& about individuals. Yet, there is a trou bling sense in which 

authenticity for Mill is "antianvefsationaï' and thercfore at potential odds with fellow feling. The 

ad of poetic crcation is also the point of greatest tension with the utilibnan hopc for a hannonkation 

of mial  conversation, for a congruence of public and private interests and needs. The punuit of 

authcnticity (or, rnorc generally, thc cultivation of individual moral character) bars an ever-prcsent 

risk of becoming an anticonversaiid endeavour. It can be seen as a refusal to remain bound to the 

etemIIy impsed demand to perform in certain ways. For Mill, we are al1 acting, playing out a role 

before and arnong othcrs. Under such thorough-going instrumentalkd condit ions u tilitarianisrn 

represents, Mill makes his goal thc punuit of a naturally enacted mode of character, one that docsn't 

respond to or uncritically engage with socially Unposed and instrumentalized scripts. At the same time, 

authenticity, like sincerity and genuinely poctic expression, caruiot be made into its own perspicuous 

goal. In this respect, these qualities of character sharc the same predicarnent Mill dismvered of 

happiness. One cannot d e  it a selfdeclared ah;  for Mill, happincss (and authenticity) has to bc 

amiveci at "by the way," as an unselfconsciously aquired by-product of other pursuits. 

Authenticity, in becoming in some sense a goal, ideal, or aspiration, poses a delicate problem 

for the utilitarian fhmework. Ifthe above analysis is sound, Mill's self-confessional mode1 of ernotivc 

expression and creativity exceeds (or better, gets beneath) conversation. Either as a form of refusal, 

a raistance against the encrwhment upon the authentic self by social conversation (eluquent 

disaurse) or as an active suppression of our dialogical nature by willfully bracketing out the 

unavoidable presence of other voices in individual moral reflection, (viz., that "the eyes of others are 



upon us''), the result is a continual battle agak t  moral thinkuig as constituted by an interna1 dialogue 

involving other signifiant voices. 

The dialogical constitution of identity and moral reflection has received a great deal of 

attention in rccent philosophical thought. In the context of moral rcflection, dialogue refers to the 

structure of moral thinking as a conversation between Our egos and a host of other voices. On a b r d  

view of constitutive dialogid identity, it secms as  if moral reflection will always suffer the thrcat of 

never fully attaining the aspirations of authenticity and real solitude - at Ieast, on one inadequate 

formulation of moral refledion. As Mill frames thcm, these aspirations strive for a condition in which 

we are supposed to be in full possession of our own voice, d e c t e d  by othen. We have rcason to 

think that something is deeply wrong with Mill's modcl, predicated on an unredistic, monological 

mode1 of moral reflection. And there is a relate. concem. Though we can rightly question the 

adequacy of Mill's selfconfessional mdei  of expressive-poetic morality over a more realistic 

diaiogical and conversational rnodel, the hope of reaching a clearer sense of oneself via selfdirectal 

expression still has to contend with the unsettluig hct that the very process of cultivahg character (as 

Mill concçives it) in sentimental self-education can Eail(1962,284)]. That is, Mill anticipates Rorty's 

claim that the pursuit of autonomy (or prized ethical values generally) cames with it the risk of 

inflicting cruelty. How is this? 

Mill insists that "no trace of consciousness that any eyes are upon us must be visible in ihe 

work itseK" anâ, we may freely expand "*work" here to include stylistic acts and other forms of 

expressive behaviour, as well as poetic expression. What is required is an active disregard of those 

others who, out of are,  concem or pateml or intirnate love, or simply out of curiosity, boredom, or 

happemiance, choose tb fix their attention on us. Mill's seme of autonorny requircs this if genuine 

poetic expression is the ami. While not al1 of my actions can or should be reactions or manipulations 

via othen, and while autonomy in a fundamental sense requires acting for oneself, there is no sense 

for Mill in which I have access to important aspects of my identity where someone else's voice (or rny 

dialoguing with it) makes this access possible. nia t  is, without such other voices, we lack the means 



to access what is latent in us. Autonomy is in at least this crucial sense mi dialogiwlly feasible for 

Mill. 'Ihe pursuit of selfexpressed authenticity might be seen as indulgent and self-absorbed, as an 

irresponsible abandonment or withdrawai fiom life and duties to others. 

Moreover, Mill's sense of authenticity demands a revolt or turning away fiom convention in 

some manner. So the threat of standing defeat of the ideal has to be cornpared with the anxiety that 

attends achieving the ideal, sincc the punuit of Millian expressive authenticity means dropping out 

of the wider conversation (Le. Shelley, again), or possibly des tab i l i~g  or offending the participants 

in the conversation through radical acts of selfexpression." Thirdly, in addition to anti- 

convcntionalism and the antiumversational nature of creative moral reflection, Mill's sensc of the 

solitude cf king abandoned by the conversation of h u d t y  reflects a fact about language that 

sharply brings out the risks associated with building ethical relations on creative principles. The 

punuit of autonomy via the creative power of language raises the risk thai our self-sening purposes 

may implicate others by their vcry exclusion (abandonment) âorn Our purposes. There is always 

something left out of refined and polished language. Making something more radiant and brilliant in 

linguistic innovation usually (if not n&ly) meam rnaking other things and people more recessive 

in the process. Mill's anaiysis of Tennyson's "Mariana" was cirihg at something like this: That 

wc al1 at thcs f e l  excluded fkom some language gamcs or social facets of language; that in their 

punuit of radiant and beautifùl language, othea will p a s  over us, or see through us, or forget us, or 

fail to sec Our ne& - fâil, in short, to recognize us. Mill clearly identified this feeling of solitude as 

something that al1 modem individuals experience to sorne degree. As Mill's Victorian successor, 

1 me ev ly  Mill d m ,  in Tact, have the cesources to respond to this aincern which draw fkom his 
model of artistic creation. We can haPatd the following: Cmtivity for Mill does not follow aftcr any 
determinate model; yct it must "harmonize" with somc shared féeling (1962, 127). Mill's bnef account of 
artistic creativity has the provocative implication that creativity, but not n e d l y  e-qression pet se, is 
aiways oddressed. Creativity is on Mill's early view a fundamentally conversational p r o a s ,  aiming in 
creation to hamionize with the outward warld of others, but expression does not neLessarily s k  in thk. 
lfthis is amed, then Mill has to hold that "harmonizing" is not the same as desiring to "work on the 
rnind of another" in the sense that would render utterana and other f o m  of expressive behaviour as 
me= eloquenœ. The notion of gearing a creative work into a harmonious relation with one's social 
setting somehow has to be construed difïerently h m  an instnunentalist conception of manipulation of the 
wiil of others. 
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Ma- Arnold would say, "we mortal Milions live done" (in Stone 1997, 107). R e b g  our moral 

feelings thus always ciuries the risk of imparting hurt upon others who fall outside the ncccssarily 

partial range of our linguistic fbcus. 

Now this is one of the acknowledged hallmarks of Rorty's aestheticized ethic, modelled on 

metaphor as a growing point of tanpage and irony as thc aesthetic attitude appropriatc to moral 

reflection. Rorty 's vision of how autonomy is flexed through innovative language begets a dialectic 

of succas and fàilure: The winning over to liberal autonomy in what he calls the "aesthetic life" is 

always amrnpanied by the perpchial falle~ess of such a condition owing to the fact that aesthetic 

self-transformation nocessarily excludes attention to othcr people. Moral failure in what one 

cornmentata calls Rorty's "minimalist ethic", aptured in the injunction to "avoid cruelty", is woven 

into the fabnc of our moral world (cf. Furrow, 127). The conditions of'postmodem redemptive 

aestheticism are exactly the conditions for falle~ess in Rorty's libcral utopia. Thus, hc docs more 

than impart the lesson that idiosyncratic personal ideals leading to a quest for perfection c m  

hemselves lx a source of moral blindness. He infises a new kind of original sin into our achievernents 

in individual autonomy. 



Chapter Four: Rorty's Postmodern Ethics - the aesthetic life. 

The juxtaposition of Mill's early poetic theory and Rorty's postrnodcm acsthetics helps 

organire several interco~ected issues. 'T'here is a rich, if largely tacit, dialogue which continues 

bctween post-romantic Victorians and post-modem conternporaries in the common search to integrate 

art and morality. Mill anticipates Rorty's strategy on several levels, not least of which is thc tendency 

to intcrpret changes in artistic form as moral progress. For Mill, the overthrow of nço-Classicisrn in, 

for instance, Wordsworthian expressivism raises the tenor of protest against 18& century raiionalism 

while redefuwig its version of the moral subject now conceived as  expressivist. Similarly, Rorty 

interprets the modemist reaction to the hurnanist and c'unironical" art and criticism of the Victorian 

pnod as instituthg decentred moral subjectivity and fùrther establishing a new textualist moral 

agenda defined by modemism's revolutio~ry style. A certain assumption Iinking innovative artistic 

form with progressive politics is eonveyed in Rorty's recumng conjunction of the "political 

revolutionary" and the "poet" (see 1989, .3-4). Both Mill and Rorty illustrate this tendency, as they 

both demonstrate how a movemcnt of putative protest can wind up culluding with w h t  it originally 

sought to overtake. 

Mill's meditations on poetr) as soliloquy and its contrast with strategic elocpence anticipate 

Rorty's attempt to aestheticize private moral reflection with the self&ected aims of the "curious 

ironist" and the "strong-poet". More specificaily, the Victorian background of Mill casts light on 

two positions Rorty has drafted for a conjunction of art and ethics: namely, his "textualist" position 

and his "liberal-utopian" position. These two views raise compelling parallels betwecn Rorty's and 

Mill's efforts to forge a language for aesthetic hdividualism. In conclusion, 1 want to sumrnarize thesc 

observations and indiate what they cm tell us about how li terary art cames over into moral agency. 

Rorty's Mew of the relationship between disenchantment and irony is a striking inversion of 

a pattern of Victorian thought represented in figures such as Mill, Matthew Arnold, Walter Pater, and 



other~. '~ They responded to the u n d c d n g  of traditional sources of moral authority by positivisrn 

by reconstituting these sources in private consciousness and personal experience. Detennined to 

m a t e  a morality that stands to Arnold, Pater, Yeats, and secularized Victorian Iiberalism generally, 

as they themselves s t d  in relation to the eighteenthcentury traditionai belief, Rorty discovers a 

profound moral purpose in the mdeniist overthrow of 'hincteenth cenhiry literary genres" (1980, 

180). This ' 4 s u c c e ~ ~ f ~  spirit is quite telling. Some of his more memonble slogans are statcd as tacit 

negations of their pre-modemkt counterparts. For example, Rorty stakes out his anti-theory polemic 

around the negation of W. B. Yeats's hope of holding "justice and reality in a single vision" (1992, 

143, 147). Philosophy cannot provide such an Archimedean view. Variations on this phrase fead 

Rorty to take issue 4th  any m p t  of holding "self<reation and justice, private perfection and human 

solidarity, in a single vision" (1989, xiv). The objection Rorty raises is similarly expressed as a 

negation of Matthew Arnold's injunction to " s e  things d y  and to see them whole" (1 99 1 b, 152). 

Moral perception for Rorty is bcst captureci in metaphon that express a partial and shifhg perception, 

in place of older metaphors of wholeness and stability. 

Happily, it is a Millian perspective that follows from these modcmist leaps out of the old, 

secular, liberal existence of the nineteenth century, for "[tlhe closest we will corne to joUiUig 

~ustice/reality/selfsrcatiodsoli&nty] is to see the aim of a just and fiee society as lening its citizcns 

be as privatistic, 'irrationalist', and aatheticist as they please so long as they do it on tbeir own 

time ..." (1989, xiv). This is, as we know, the only remainiog maxim Rorty will countenance once we 

give up trying to unite social responsibility and self-creation in a single, steady vision (cf 199 1 b, 75). 

1 argued that Mill teaches us quite a lot about îhe "partiality" of our vision on thmg. Shifting 

first and third-person perspectives made it dificult for Mill to characterite where in moral life the 

poetic was to insinuate itseIf, given its undisputai importance. Because Mill, like Rorty, views the 

1 'My rcading is infomed principally by Abrams (1 97 1). Richard Schustcrman (1 992) likewise 
draws on these figures in his amunt of pragmatist aesthetics. Michael fi. Levenson (1984, Part I) 
provides excellent background to the Victorian temper that preccdes modemkm. See also Kcmode 
(1% 1) and Schwartz (1985). Incidentally, Schwartz's book began from his dissertation which was co- 
S U ~ M S ~ ~  by Rorty. Many of these rcferenœs are cited in Taylor (1989). 



poetic not as a genre but as a fonn of experience, the role of such experience in self-interpretation 

muid not be trivial. And likc Rorty, Mill had trouble deciding whether the poetic belonged mainly to 

private self-intcrpretation or to identificatory, community- building "WC" interpretation. This 

ambiguity for Mill is followed by an ambiguity conccming "morality" itself. 

As we saw in the last chapter, one side of Mill emphasizes morality as divided into two 

intercomccted parts. Rorty's statement of his own view also coincides with Mill on this matter. 

Morality "GUI mean eithcr the attempt to be just in one's trmtrnent of others or the search for 

perfection in oncself. The fonner k public morality, d i  fiable in statutes and rnaxims. Thc latter is 

private morality, the development of character" (Rorty 199 1 b, 153). Sincc we are mainly concemed 

with what Rorty has to say about private morality, we may be comparatively bief with the "public" 

part. Mill's statanait of his own view sharply captures the tenor of Rorty's stance. In cvaluating the 

legislative, difying, and rnaxirn-rnaking tendencies of Bentham, Mill s u m n z e d  his reservations: 

"A moralist on Bentham's principles may get as far as t h ,  that he ought not to slay, burn, or steal," 

but what are we to say about the ethical dimension, the "nicer shades of human behaviour" ? He 

continues by asking how the jurispmdential inciifference of public rnaxims to individual differences can 

spcak to ethical conduct in those matten ' W c h  tend to influence the depths of character ..." (Mill 

18% in 1962, 104). Both Mill and Rorty want an ethical view that will round out the "relatively 

simple and obvious side of rnorality". Hence, Rorty's conception of private morality, the domain of 

the "aesthetic Life". My reading shows how two opposing tendencies bcfame apparent as Miil set out 

to correct the one-sidedness of a legislative view of morality. Here, 1 want to examine the sarne 

phenornenon in Rorty's like-rrided effort. 

Rorty has been praised for giving us an "alternative conception of moral agency," cne that 

promises not only to lift us out of standard difficulties of moral theay, but contributes "in the process 

... to our understanding of how literature enhances moral reflection" (Furrow 1995, p. IO5 and C h 3  

passim). Rorty is described as making important contributions "on the ethical role of literature" 



(Schustennan 1992, Ur)? The recent re-readings of Rorty descnbc hirn as succeeding in locating the 

''tragic dimcnsion to moral life," developing insights that the old hurnanist views cannot contend wih. 

These insights appreciate the ethical role tbat literature and the creative imagination play for an ethics 

poised as an aestfieticist reaction to contingency. 

in Chapter One 1 r a i d  one important region of indeterminacy in Rorty's recent thought. On 

tbe one hand, there is the notion of art and literature as an aid to moral reflcction, as something that 

provokes and enhances moral reflection. This leaves us with the thought that moral reflection itself 

might be governed by non-artistic and non-aesthetic categories. On the d e r  hanci, private moral li fe 

is guideû by a more substantive notion of the "poetic". On this vicw, poetry is not an aid to moral 

reflection; rather moral rekt ion  is radically poetic. Poetry is less a genre whose best examples cany 

over into the moral reah; rather, pœûy is a form - indeed the preeminent fom - of the private moral 

experience of individual lives. Before broaching this topic, we need to examine some key tenets of 

Rorty's Mirror of Nature, beginning with anti-foundationalism. 

A good point of enûy into Rorty's histoncist deconstruction of epistcmological foundaiions 

might well be Mill's claim that "the capacity for strong feeling" is the "material out of which all 

motives are made" - especially "the motives ... which lead human beings to the pursuit of truth" 

(1965ii, 128). Rorty rejects the humanist notion that tmth is beyond reproach as a value of inquiry 

or that it should be life's highest aim; for daims to tmth are not necessarily progressive and liberating 

as Edightenment humanism supposes, but can be the source of dogrnatic exclusions su ffered b y those 

wbo do aot reach the desired conclusions. Claims to truth privilege the claimant and subordinate other 

penpecûves. Perhaps even more ferventiy, Rorty has also denied that "strong-feling" should be the 

bais for anythuig, especially foundational truthclaims. 

Behind the idea of the 'Youndations of knowledge" is an essentially pre- or non-rational 

element bound up in the notion of unmediated, brute "contact" with reality. In his Mirror of Nature, 

l6 1 acknowledge that both Schustemian and Funow take issue with Rorty on various spocifics. 
but the overriding conviction that his pragmatism moves us forward in the current effort to work out the 
relation between ethics and fiterature is priecisely what ne& to be challenged md rethought. 



Rorty takes this mythc kind of unmediate. contact as the cornmon thread co~ecting Plato to Kant 

(though he recognizes that Kant intemalid this rnind-world relation in a unique way by denying that 

we are aquainted with or can know the "thing-in-itself' of hard-hitting realiiy; but differences are not 

his main focus). In Plato, Descartes, Lockc, and Kant, Rorty discerns a postdate in the fom of an 

experiential dimension that is not part of an argument whose premises are publically available in the 

"logical spacc of reasons" but which are mher a matter of pre-linguistic and therefore pre- 

argurnentative States of feling. Such states of feeling require of thenwlves no argument, yet they 

are called on to ground argument. (1979, 159). Rorty pathologizes this feature of philosophy as an 

"urge" and a "cornpu~sion" to view knowledge as a privileged co~ection to reality which in turn 

rcveals the esscntial relations behveen knowers and objects of knowledge. Such pathos over the history 

of philosophy arc attempts to take us "behind reaMns to wuses, beyond argument to compulsion from 

the object known, to a situation in which argument would not just be siiiy but impossible, for anyone 

gripped by the object in the required way will be unable to doubt or see an alternative" (1979, 159). 

ûvercoming the epistemological tradition requires giving up this crippling urge, comrnon from Plato 

to Kant and beyond. For Rorty, the foundationalist wish for head-on confrontation with reality cannot 

form the basis, or excuse, for circumvcnting cultural conversation by rcndering argument strictiy 

UMeceSSSVy. 

It is this perceiveû non-rationality of the Given in what we ul tiznately conEront îhat concerns 

Rorty. His anti-Kantian arguments efficctively make al1 awareness a linguistic affair and thus airn for 

the "demystification" of experience at the sarne t h e .  By taking al1 expenences-under-adescription 

within what W i l W  Sellars calls the "logical spafe of reasons," Rorty feels assured of the rationality 

of different, incompatible accounts of experience. Cases of irrationality cm be then explained by 

reference to a background of shared rationdity. A result of this stance is that there is or can be no 

incongmity between experience and expressions of experience in language. We can rest assured, Rorty 

daims, that we are never "out of phase" with reality (199 1% 8 1). Mer  Kant, there is no way to 

separate our describing activity from the role played by the rest ofthe world in accounting for the tmth 
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of our beliefs. This is the basic outcome of ditching the "third dogrna of empiricisrn", the 

schemhntent distinction. 

The conclusion Rorty draws fiom his historicist deconstruction of foundations is that feeling, 

or experience, is uscless as an epistemologid concept. Attcmpts by phenomenologists and 

hermeneuticians to resunect a workable account of subjective feeling are doomed to Failurc. The 

attempt to orient oncself with reason is seen as futile, prompting an new direction for moral 

questioning. Since feeling is no sign or guide to truth, Reason does not provide any orienting potential 

for modern moral subjectivity. Rorty in effect has tried to expose a tacit appeal to an ungroundable 

d e t i c s  (unargued states of feling) lurking behhd the very notion of Reason. 

There is, then, one possibly misleadhg way in which Rorty 's ethical views may bc seen as 

"aestheticizcd". This is the sense in which the aesthetic refcrs to subjedve, pre-linguistic expericnce. 

Rorty wants to draw the decisive wnclusion in Minor that therc is no argumentative basis to be found 

in non-propositional (or propositionalized) experience. Inemblefieling simply cannot be assignai 

a role in mental life, for to do so is to conceptualize it, and therefore, to render it no longer part of an 

ineffable remainder. There is, therefore, no such thing as a uniquely appreciable r eah  of "aesthetic 

experience" as such. The very idea of aesthetic experience smacks of the various Kantian and 

empincist dualisms that Rorty rejecb: h w m  receptivity and sponianeity, between organizing scheme 

and expenential content, the "given" in experience and its "expression" in language. For Rorty, "al1 

awareness," including what commaily &Ils under the headuig of aesthetic sensibility, "is l iny istic," 

and so aesthetic experience as such cannot be seen as a distinctive mode of the subject's access to 

reality. (One might be led to suppose that "linguistic awareness" in Rorty's sense does not feel like 

anything. But, as we sM1 smn sec, Rorty will go on to argue that linguistic ability is an awaorne 

power that eornrnands Our delight and fiacination). 

Nevertheless, there are some fàirly standard and familiar threads typically associated with the 

aesthetic that characteriz for Rorty aspects of our ubiquitous linguistic awareness. A more adequate 

characterintion might put it that the aesthetic for Rorty mnsists in a particular kind of attitude toward 



our exclusively linguistic awarmess. In fkct, therc is a discemable Iogic to this attitude that 1s evident 

in Rorty's account of how the subject is brought to recognizc its contingency. 

For Kant, aesthctic appreciation is essentially disinferesfed. But for Rorty, the values of the 

aesthetic appreciation of knguage depend on adopting a decisive stance with respect to language, aii 

a h  wtùch is made possible by the disenchantment, or as Rorty puts it, 'de-diWiization7 of world and 

self (l989,39). In an extreme and fùlly disenchanted context, neithçr world nor self have anythmg to 

express. As Rorty sees it, this stark realization is supposed to galvanize our attention fully toward 

"language" as such itself. Free and unencurnbered by tules, Our airns tum to creating "an e x p a n h g  

repertoire of alternative descriptions" (1989,39-40). By adopting prolifcrate linguistic expansionism 

as a goal, we gain an aesthetic sense of "the power of redescription, the power of language to makc 

new and different things possible and important" (39). In other words, raw ineffable experience 

renims after its rcjection in Minor, oniy now as raw, the brute, affective "power" of language itself. 

For Rorty, sheer delight in the power of language brings a sense of "playfù lness" and "irony " (3 9). l 7  

This incvitable slidc back into not just the language of experience. but experience itself, is 

evident in Rorty's view of metaphor. Metaphor cornes to be the Iynchpin to Rorty's overecming of 

the scientism of the philosophical tradition. lnstead of a scientistic conception of logical space as 

rigidi y detennined, Rorty em phasizes rnebphor as a "growing point of language". Linguistic 

innovation via fiesh metaphors guarantees the open-endedness of logical space and thus motivates a 

rejection of the scientistic attitude. But when we examine Rorty's language on metaphor, the 

metaphorics of experience loorn large. For exarnple: 

A metaphor is, so to speak, a voice fiom outside logical space, rather than an empirical filling 
up of a portion of that space, or a logical philosophical clarification of the structure of that 
space. It is a cal1 to change one's language and one's life, rather than a proposa1 about how 

"sec Rorty's statement in "The Contingency of Selfhood" (1989): "This Iplayfulness/irony] is 
the product of their [se. Nieizsche, Freud, Proust, Heidegger, Wittgenstein, and James] shared ability to 
appreciate the powcr of redescribing, the power of language to make new and ddferent things possible and 
important - an appreciation which becomes possible only when one's aim becomes an expanding 
rcpertoire of alternative descriptions ... Such a shift in aim is possible only to the extent that both the 
world and the self have been de-divinized." (3940). This nicdy sets out the conditions of possibility 
building up the link Rorty draws between disenchantmcnt and irony. 



Logical space is underdetemiined by inspiration, not sirnpl y &y perception and inference. Metaphors 

are a motive - a "call" - to change our beliefs. This inspirational view of language change is another 

way in wtiich experience reappears after its epistemological banishmcnt as an unwarranted device of 

foundationalism. 

Aside fiom smuggling brute "faling" back into the game, the most striking aspect of the 

ubiquity and power of language is the role that disenchantment of world and self plays. On Rorty's 

view, fascination with the power of redescription occurs only afler drafting radically ncw and 

important purposes for aurselves. But these new aims issue fiom the pnor thougbt that the world and 

sclf have no essential centra, no intrinsic purposes, and no intrinsically right language. hdeed, ihis 

thought gives the project of articulating new, nonesscntialist airns its impetus and urgency. To bring 

oneself to this point is to believe that the sclf s pnsumed centre is expressively dead. It is to caiclude 

that there is nothing ontologicaily interesting about the self. From this apparently despairing and 

mctaphysically discomfôrting stance (sornetimes referred to as a stance of 'Kumiliation") that the self s 

reconstitution takes aim for (and feels that it needs) increased alternative descriptions. Once WC 

formulate new airns, the power of redescription itself becornes the source of aesthetic delight. The 

aesthetic attitude toward language, then, is a result of having reformulated for ourselva new aims and 

a new sense of purpose despite, or in the face of, self-infiicted disenchantment. 

Here, then, are the chah of Uiferences Rorty rnakes: The symbolic suicide of the centred-self 

begets new purposes and aims, rather than, say, aimiessness or defeat; the self s reconstitution in a 

proliferation of altemative redescriptions b ~ g s  the contingently self-constihited self bcfore the power 

of language; aesthetic appreciation of the power of language brings with it the attitudes of playfulness 

and irony. This, I daim, is the basic logic to the aesthetic aîtitude Rorty enjoins us to adopt. Irony 

is derived from disenchantment and becomcs a strategy for attaining moral goals suited to posmMdern 

culture. But should we take on a moral goal derived fiom an unexamined supposition? 

It should now be more obvious why Rorty wants to abandon the "moral-aesthetic" 



distinction." Defining the aesthetic as an attitude to the ubiquity and power of language also 

cstablishes the self s moral aims. For Rorty, to see ourselvcs as "tissues of contingencies" is at the 

same t h e  to recognize a moral imperative to selfcreation. The self has no choice but to choose its 

vocabularies and alternative descriptions. With this strange mix of choice and compulsion, the self 

rnight just as well make a beautifùl collage of various alternative redescriptions as a means of asserting 

its freedom. Thus, private aesthaic deiight in the power of redescription sets up the "radically poetic 

character" of individuals, and stakes out individual moral aims. The aesthetic plcasures of irony and 

plafilness have a relevance to our sense of what we should do with ourselves once we have 

abandoned the essentialist conception of human nature or of selves. This is the poetic conjunction of 

d e t i c s  and ethics. 

There are, of course, competing ideals as to what art brings to moral reflection. We have 

raiscd in Chapter Two the idea that an can be seen as a key means of self-formation and moral 

sensitivity. Thc contrary thesis, illustrated by Hulme and Eliot, holds that art can be a seffkbptive 

substitute, a holdover ftom humanist ideals that can leave us morally savage in becorning aesthetically 

refined. Rorty 's rnanner of addressing these conflicting views consists in adopting a shi fting allegiancc 

to borh. 

Toward the end of his Minor of Nature, Rorty speculated that the historicist cntique of 

foundations would help institute a new image of philosophy and inquiry as a "voice in the 

conversation" of humanity. Shortly aAer that work (1979), Rorty set out an account of pragmatism 

that understood its aims as reaW in nodernist 1 iterature and criticism. Pragmatism is philosophy 

in the style of modemist cnticism (1 982, 143). Accordhg to Rorty, "philosophy has already been 

displaced by literary criticism in its principal cultural nuiction - as a source for youth's self- 

description of its own ciifference from the past" (1979, 168n.6). Literary modernism held out the 

promise of a radical stylistic individualism that aimed to satisfy more rigorous demands for merence 

lasec Rorty, 1989, 142n.2, where he objccu to Habermas's classification of modem 
consciousness into the autonomous sphetes of ihe aesthetic, the moral, and the scientific. 



and distinction. At the same time, modemist cnticism appeared to offer a mdel of inquiry that 

embodied the communal image of a ''wnversation" of humankind. in Rorty's estimation, modernist 

artists and cri tics demonstrate a willingness to accept "the contingency of shrting points, " thereb y 

mustering the means to ape without conventional ne& for foundational agreement. The process of 

holding up different texts for contrast and cornparison fiourished in the literary cntical arts, while 

neighbouring philosophy (at least in the analytic tradition) remained stecped in scientisrn. Whercas 

rnodemisrn in the arts could abandon shibborn metaphysical doctrines, such as Baudelaire's 

"corrcspondences", philosophy in the analytic Stream became an insulatd and vain effort to "mirror 

nature" and, as a result, bccame an even more defective mirror of the ac&l cultural battlcs waged in 

neighbouring non-scientific fields. 

Underpinning senous philosophy is the belief "that therc is some way of brcaking out of 

language in ordcr to compare it with something else. But there is no way to think about either the 

world or our purposes except by using our language" (1 982, xix). Rorty's thesis on the "ubiquity of 

language", then, establishes his notion of philosophy as just another "kind of writing". Rorty rejects 

the idea that philosophy can somehow find the privileged links that portend to discover a real unity 

amidst apparent variety. Philosophy may be just another kind of writing, but it is particularly ill- 

suited for ~ e ~ k h i o n i n g .  Just as Mill came to think of poetry as "the better part of all art whatever, 

and of real life too" (1965, 103), Rorty fin& poetiy best suitcd for "rnere human self-fashioning." 

Poetry is not a "part" of life, nor a mere literary fom; rather, poetry is a form of lived experience 

itself. Philosophy, not art, is a self-indulgent retreat fiom life and a vain effort to escape tirne and 

chance. As a new source of moral cwciousness, aesthetic modemism's disniptive Mpact on received 

notions of rnorality brought Rorty into a stniggle between his conversational ide& together with the 

need to institutiodize expressed freedorn and his valorisation of avant-guardist innovation and 

provocation with al1 its subversive drive. Charles B. Guignon has examuiecl Rorty's more recent work 

with the observation tbat "Rorty's pragmatisrn is woven togekr from two central but not always 

hannonious strands ...Y On the one hand, there is his ''cornmunitarian confidence" in a stable 



background of n o m 1  moral discourse and rationality; on the other hand, thcre is his "existentialist 

strand that follows fiom Rorty's textualism" (Guignon 199 1,9 1). The existentialist strand foregrounds 

the "poetic" side of moral consciousness, that side which is idiosyncratic, individualizing, and not 

suited to intersubjective agreement. 

We have already seen how, in Mill's case, a combination of these existentialist 

(Wordsworthian) and cornmunitaJian (Te~ysonian) strands makes for a rhetorically effective doctrine 

integrating cuiturally innovative poetidinguistic expression into general intellectual and cultural life 

without upsetting the stability of the latter. We saw how Mill tUok a correspunding turn by invoking 

the Te~ysonian poet as one who couid rcctify the possible alienation from common moral 

consciousness that radical innovators sometimes Face. The main point 1 want to emphasize is the very 

stnicturc of Rorty's coordinates that Mill in fact obviates. 

For Rorty, the ethico-political tenor of pragmatism is succinctly expressed in the hopes and 

aspirations of MilI.I9 Nancy Fraser has astutely fixed on Rorty's affiliation witb Mill's On Liberty, 

arguing that it is Rorty's "mnantic impulse" that problematises his efforts at articulating a workable 

anti-foundationalist ethic (Fraser 1990). Fraser observes that the textualist-romantic drive for 

individual distinction, and the liberal desire for conversational harmony are at oâds with each other. 

Each takes prionty over the other at different stages in Rorty's thought, but neither perspective 

succeds in generating the sîability Rorty needs for his utopian vision to gain credibility. Fraser's 

diagnosis identifies three distinct positions a u p i e d  by Rorty at different stages and ber analysis 

parallels the pattern we have witnessed in Mill's W o r d s w o ~ e m y s o n  dialectic. niese two 

contradictory tendencies present a difficulty for the liberal framework and its ideology of the 

individual. It is not surprishg that Rorty's postmodern liberalisrn nmalis enmeshed in these tensions. 

' b e  main ciifference behveen Habermas and Rorty can be dcarly seen in this contea about 
liberai hopc. For Habermas, modernity has largely failed hilly io institute the democratic promise of the 
Enlightenment, whereas for Rorty modcrnity is just the succssful development of that promisc. For both 
the formation of Enlightenment reason and its development (or lack thereof) assumes that the history of 
the conflict bctween public and pnvate interests in Western capitalist Europe is the sum total of what 
modernity is. 
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Accordmg to Fraser, Rorty understands the romantic temper to be perfectly compatible with 

p@sm and textualism; but then, Rorty recognizes the rornanticist impulse as a source of danger 

in the fonn of a potential confusion betwan creative ficedom and cruclty. The success of the strong 

poet in achieving individual distinction has no necessary connection with progressive social change. 

Rorty says a lot to suggest that merely by breahg the "crust of convention" in and of itself, the 

literary artist provokes a step toward social Unprovernent (eg., 1489, 167). Indeed, creative 

innovations associated with radical purnits of autonomy rnay be emancipatory; but they rnay not be. 

There is no necessity linking cultural innovation and social justice. ï h s  hisifounds the othenvise 

upbeat spirit of Rorty's programme, so that, finally, hc settles for a compromise position, aiming for 

the comprehensivc affirmation of both rornanticism and instrumentalist pragnatism by apportioning 

each to the private and public dornains of modem life respectively. Rorty pairs up p-m with 

public ntionality and rornanticisrn with private, individual fantasy. So long as private fantasies 

rernain private, thcn the valorization of mrnantic self-creation should swing free of cmel consequences. 

Roriy thus altemates between exercising irony on the one hand, and hophg for solidarity on the other. 

He declares that the "urge7' to hold irony and solidarity, self-creation and intersubjective justice in a 

"single vision" is fiindamentally askew. Rorty 's fhmework consists simply in splitting the urge for 

a "single vision" into a publidprivate divide, mapping the terrain of liberal moral tife into two 

discursive regions. 

Rorty's conjunction of art and ethics takes two attemating lines of response to the recognition 

of contingency. The textuakt response is modelled on the polylogical practica of modernist criticism, 

a wiilingness to forego "grounâing" the ternis of creation and criticism and innead to engage in 

redescriptive, retextualiring practices. The emphasis on opensndedness, lack of closure, and textual 

juxtaposition promotes techniques of self-creation not founded on ahistorical moral categories, but on 

mutable conceptual change and renewal. The positive thnist Rorty ascnba to textualism is its 

inherent ability to downplay practices - such as science - which attempt to arrest the open-ended 

nature of languagc or to reduce other vocabuknes to itself. As a result, textualism has an inhcrently 



antidogmatic strcak, and a natural preference for plurality and difiscness in vocabularies. The 

virtue of iroaic modernism is its standing as a practice that promota cultural rennval by continually 

undeminhg the power of a vocabulary to finalire aspects of moral and political culture. 

Textualism has a recognizable downside, however. Too strong a cornmitment to radically 

individual distinction in a textualist spirit may be the unwitting source of the s u f f c ~ g  and humiliation 

of others who are implicated in Our practices of reûescription. Cruelty, we Mght say, is textualisrn's 

redity principle; cruelty is not a textual problem for which creative reicxting is an answer. indeed, 

Rorty cornes to recognize the romantic impulse to self-creation through ironic texhialisrn as a 

permanently potential part of the problem, an obstacle to moral and social progress. 

ifthe textualist response leads to moral diversity by dint of continual ironic juxtaposition and 

its rcfûsal to settle on final t e m  of moral discourse, the utopian political response aims for moral 

synonymy between diverse contexts, a common currency that can "pay its way" through stylistic 

diversity. Textualism is d y  motivated by the hope for autonomy and individuai distinction; utopian 

politics is mainly about expressive unity in the form what Rorty calls "solidanty". 

The political perspective of pragmatism prioritizes the vocabulary of the "social democratic 

future". It is an attempt to calibrate the ternis by which the future will descnbe us. Since such 

semantic dictation of the fiture is not entirely under Our control, Rorty'~ liberal utopianism adopts 

the anitude of "social hope". This ccnjunction of perspectives on lan y age and ethics is here anchored 

to a political attitude hedged by Arnerican tradition. The prior foregrounding of radically subjective 

choice is here subsumed under a more comprehensive perspective of liberal utopianism. This itself 

is govemed by Roity's historicist conviction that liberalism needs nofirther wnceptual innovation. 

His "hunch" is that political thought undenvent its last conceptual revolution, s m e d  up in @ 

Libem yielding a culture that already has a workable vocabulary of liberation and refonn. 

While the political-utopian perspective repudiates the aim of holding reality or selfsreation 

with intersubjective justice in a "single vision'', the view fiom this utopia is surpnsingly complete, and 

strangely "final" in a way that confoiands the spirit of textualism. It closely resembles what 



Dostoevsky dubbed "schillerizing", a form of imaginative narration of hurnariity's progressive 

development as the realiation of our creative capacities (cf. Eldridge 1996, 180). Our late twentieth 

century perspective &or& a more complex picture of modemism, including its sensc of historical 

exceptionalism and the deeply filt n d  to reject the vocabulary of bourgeois liberalisrn - sometimes 

with disastrous consequences. nie positive romanticist valuation ofexpressive individualism can gear 

itself into reactionary, even fascistic rnovements. Rorty is at times quite anxious to record this thrcat 

rising from the combinai tendencies of pragmatisrn and romanticism ( 199 1 b, 196). In short, modemist 

renewal came with the nsks and cos& associateci with conceptual revolution; poetic innovation in and 

of itself does not secure nonnativity. Textualisrn's promise to secure normative content through shecr 

contextual change fails without the ultimate recourse to the vocabularies modernism sought to displacc 

- the vocabularies, for instance, of liberalism and individualism. 

Rorty's "solution" amounts to little elsc îhan a rciteration of the publidprivate distinction h t  

Mill formulated in the last century. His arategy arnounts to reentrenching the Victorian concept of 

private affection and public solidarity as a rnatter of historicist fiat: It just so happens that we employ 

a simple, non-thmretical public discourse that splits culture dom the middlc, dividing it into public 

and pnvate regions. Similarl y, it just happens to be the case that, according to Rorty, Our concepts 

of progres, fieedom, utility and the like are "final" in the sense that there is no further appeal to their 

moral normativity than the fàct that we happen to live by them. 

As Fraser reminds us, formulations of this distinction are notoriously unsbble. Moreover, 

Mill's distinction between pnvate, self-regarding actions and public, other-regarding actions in - 
Liberhr came with no £inai means for daiding in advance how an action's ramifications would 

distribute across the publidprivate divide. And we have seen how Mill's expressivism problematises 

any static antithesis between public and private. 

Mill's reflections on poetic solitude cast light on how Rorty deploys his concept of "cruelty". 

Poetic solitude is a condition of genuine expression, but it may also bring about unintended moral 

fhilure reflected in a disjunction between aesthetic evaluation of character and moral estimation of 



action. Mill, in short, frames a moral point of view that is compatible with the notion that good moral 

character might be a source of moral fhilure. There is a stnking homology between Rorty and Mill 

at this point. 

For Rom, cruelty is ai once linguistic and nonluigwstic. The view that "cruelty is the worst 

thing we do" sums up the liberal point of view while the view that sudi a daim neither h d s  nor needs 

a "noncircular theoretical backup" defuies the ironist perspective (1989, xv). Moral progress is a 

process of coming to be sensitized to the expcrience of pain suffered by others. That procas - 

sentimental ducation - is for Rorty a rnatter of broadening our empathetic projection of the first- 

person plural. Sentimental moral education in a cultural liberal utopia explicitly "recognizes" the 

replacement of theory by forms of narrative ris the vehicles of moral progress. Incrcasing our 

sensitivity to the particular details of others' suffering and pain is not a task for thmry, according to 

Rom, but 'for genres such as ethnography, the joumalist's report, the comic book, the docudrama, 

and especially the novel." (1989, xvi)? Clear-cut distinctions between normal and abnormal 

discourses lose their point as fàr as moral progress is ccncemed. More importantly, a strangely anti- 

pragrnaîic fature of this opposition to moral theory becomes evident. The power of the novcl lies in 

making the anecdotal details trigger the right sensithion and bring us to nobce çocial situations and 

~nfiguratons that ordinarily escape us. But how does this power becorne dissociated from the aims 

of social and moral theory? One response might pick up Rorty's mdorical amunt of the difference 

between the theorkt and the novelist as a difference in taste. Theorists, he says, are nanirally ascetic, 

prefcrring the Mrtues of "sirnplicity, structure, abstraction, and essence" whercas the novelist prefers 

empathetic virtues of "narrative, detail, divenity, and accident" (1 99 lb, 73). Abstraction and empathy 

are thus two styles of apprehending contingent social and moral reality. Pragrnatically, they might 

''such a hoâge-podge of material for liberal sentimental cducation cuis acmss Rorty's distinction 
betwecn normal and abnormal discourse, which hc takes to generalize Kuhn's distinction berneen normal 
and rewolutionary science (1979, 320). For îhe pragmatist, there ought to be no clear distinction between 
taking normal vocabulanes to new cases and bringing new metaphors to redescribe old cases. Rorty 
apparently (hinks of novelistic creation as the valorisation of familiar descriptions in new ways for new 
cases. 



be construed on as two potes on a descriptive continuum. But this polarity miscorutrues their 

interaction. Sensitization as such may occur as a respowe to the barrage of novclistic mechanism 

that force us to take particular notic(=, detail by detail; but fiom the point of view of moral reflection, 

we organize details into patterns of likeness and delineatc types. 

The activity of linking descriptions is not then adequately captured by the characterisations 

Rorty d e s  of theory and narrative. F o m  of tragic literature of the sort Rorty fin& typified by 

Henty James and Nabokov can bring about a reflexive awareness of the various f o m  of cnielty that 

we are capable of, dwpite and often b u s e  of the prized ethical values and goods we punue. Again, 

it is difficult to imagine how sharpening our moral vision in these ways is antithetical to the aims of 

moral and social theory. For progras to obtain, empathetic details need to bc brought into alignrnent 

with the conventions goveming public morality - the process of I W g  descriptions that convert 

"hm" to "us". nit praess of dclheating such person-types is neither exactly a matter of narrative 

debil or theoretical abstraction. And this takes us to a reIated concem about liberal sentimental 

education. 

For Rorty, the novel is the premier genrc of democracy, the main vehicle of moral progress. 

Novels trade on our ability to be moved by details to notice configurations of likenesses we bad not 

previously noticed. They encourage as well assimilation of thae likenesses as redescnptions of the 

moral world. This process is an intersubjective and public process of argument pro and con. in this 

way, novels are "socially usefbl- [they] help us attend to the springs of cruelty in ourselves, as well 

as to the fact of its occurrence in areas where we had not noticed it" (1989,95). The focus on literary 

art as a contribution to public conversation rightly elevates perceptiveness and imagination alongside 

standardly theoretical modes of thinking. But this is to go no fu nher than to clairn that titerary art can 

help in moral reflection. That c l a h  is neither controversial nor novel. Rorty's more fontrovenial 

thesis makes moral reflection a substantively aesthetic enterprise. Given Rorty7s daim that al1 

reflection and al1 experience is a linguistic afTair, moral reflection on this view must itself be a form 

of literary art. Cruelty is the term that b ~ g s  unity ami& this vanety. 



Rorty's historicisrn forces the conclusion thaî, like eveiytlung else, what gets counted as cruel 

or hwniliating or painhil - is a matter of t h e ,  chance, and description. On the other hancl, the 

sufExing and infliction of cruelty has to do with what we may cal1 "semantic commanâ", the ordinary 

capcity of speakers to give linpistic expression to experience (1989, 94). To suffcr cruelty is to 

diminish the ability to put words together. uiarticulatc pain takcs the place of linguistic articulacy. 

In Mill's framework, alienation from the conversation is alienation from solidanty affordcd 

by shared language. The tentative and cautionary tone behind Mill's insight that the cultivation of 

character in quest for autonomy can be at odds with khgs of solidarity cornes to aquire a normative 

dimension with Rorty. In hct, he argues for a kùid af self-induced "solitude", a solitude forced upon 

oneself precisely in ordcr to assert one's private autonomy. We may be geared into al1 kinds of 

descriptions and vocabularics that identih us; but our moral identity does not stop here. ft so happens 

that our private ability to make up new descriptions exceedç al1 socially confened identities. Our 

identities are not exhausted by public description. 

In this, Mill and Rorty share the cornmon goal of autonomy. Mill's On Liber& , read in the 

tight of his early poetic theory, gives his thought an impressive edge over Rorty. Rorty undentands 

autonomy as the redescnptive potential agents passes independently of socially-conferreci aspects of 

identity. Such descriptive potential allows one to becorne a radical ironist and a strong poet. The 

embodiment of these vaiua is guided by a structure of intentions - to adopt a new vocabulary , for 

examplc. Mill, on the other hand, enables us to see that autmomy is not the pnor ability to flex a sct 

of intentions in choosing this or that vocabulary; rather, autonorny {s a result, or the byprduct, of 

hahg successfully embodied the values and cornmitments implied by a chosen vocabulary. 

Autonomy is a result, not a pnor cause, of "pursuing Our own good in our own way" (Mill, XVIII, 

226). Miil's defence of autonomy in On Libertv can be read through the paradox of hedonism central 

to Mill's poetic theory to his later valuation of autonomy. Autonorny, like happiness, cannot be 

regulated by holding it up as an explicit goal. It becornes selfdefeating. ' I lus  is al1 the more true if 

we overemphasise linguistic innovation as the leading trait of autonomy, as Rorty d m .  For this is to 



accomplish what Rorty rightly argues we cannot do: dictate the litcral terms by which others must 

descnbe us. In this sense, autonomy is judged in a li fe onl y retmrpatively. However, autonomy, like 

happiness, may be had '%y the way" - the result of successhlly "pursuing our own good in our own 

way". Individuais have, Mill says, the fieedom for such punuits. This bare fieedorn doesn't render 

autonomy an a priori given in a life. But autonomy as a capacity is achieved or made manifest as a 

by-produd of successfùl embodiment of the values and comrnitments that we adopt as "our good 

pursued in "our way"." 

If Mill and Rorty an contending with a cornmon stnicture consisting of "existcntialist" 

individuaiity and "cornmunitarian" expressive unity, we still might expect that the intervention of 

Freud and Nietzsche would render any fiirther similaritics illusory and far-fetched. Perhaps the 

unavoidable philosophical differences ineMtabl y centre h m .  For Rorty, these thinkers are as rnuch 

literary as they are scientific and philosophical, spearheading the intellechial roots behind a sucmsor 

moral orientation while dernotishing the pretensions of the liberal-moral discoune that Mill here 

represents (1 980, 18 1). indeed, fhe idca of an essential distinction betwcen the scientific and the 

literary has no purchase for Rorty. Arguing d o m  objectivity and tmih gives rise to a notion of science 

as that domain of inquiry which enjoys widespread agreement; whereas literary matters have only 

sporadic and quickly shifting agreement. Yet, given this, where do we place Freud? Does his widely 

shared vocabulary foster solidarity, once we accept that ternis like ''objectivity" and 'Ymih" do not 

apply as Freud thought? Or, as Rorty believes, does Freud's vocabulary only have a point in the 

individual search for autonorny - a rcah  which is necessarily pnvate and unsuited to argumentation 

and conversation? Here, Rorty might shift to the Nietzschean-ironic stance and daim that Freud's 

innovative language may indeed becorne extinct in the near finire, or that it make no difference what 

stahis his vocabulary has for us. Rom is neutral on the matter, claiming bat Freud neither helps nor 

hinders the public sphere. 

21~korupski (1989, ch. 10) distinguishes between autonomy as freedorn and as capacity. The 
distinction is not Mill's. 



ROW'S appreciation of literary tcxtualist modernism combines Freudian naturalism and 

Nietzschean ironism. in a cnicial stage in the fiaming of his aesthetic conception of moral reflection, 

Rorty weds Davidson's holistic linguistic naturalism to a r&g of Freud that results not in the 

reduction of the self to inarticulate mechanisms, but to its decentring. The self s lack of centercdness 

thus challenges claims thaî the self is directed by authentic valuations of h desires in ternis of 

higherflower, admirablehase status. But the d c c e n t ~ g  of the self dispenses with this necessity and 

at the same t h e  accounts for (what else?) the selfdeceptive picture of an authentic self standing in 

judgement over its de tact0 desires. Nietzsche provides Rorty with the "ironkt" creed togethet 4th 

a valorization of art, rather than science, as the most noble human activity . An acstheticized ethics 

for Rorty, then, pits his nuhtralist-ironism against the unironical notion of a work as potentially 

morally growiâing or orienting for a seif Rathcr than taking concrete art works as vehicles for moral 

wnsciousness, Rorty's ethical orientation is aestheticist in converting irony h m  a device of literature 

and wit to an attitude al1 its own. Hence, the celebraicd figure he caris the 'ironist'. The ironist is 

able to recogniu: the "contingency and @il ity of their final vocabularies and thus of their selves" 

(1989,73). An ironist "b not think her vocabulary is closer to reality than others, that it is in touch 

with a power not herseIf" (1 989, 73). 

By adopting a FreudianMietzvhean Mhualism, Rorty extrapolates a normative understanding 

of the moral predicarnent of îhe subject in ternis of its creative surplus talents for linguistic innovation 

and reûescriptive powers. This view of creativity, however, reveals Rorty 's impoverished sense of our 

alternatives (between Cartesian selfcenteredness and Freudidietzschean self-dispersal). niis 

stance ofdecentredness, aithough it can surely alter Our way of describing ourselves, is not simply 

another "mere" alternative. The underlying assumption, according to Our reaâing, is that a 

fundamental stance is rquired, one that seems to swing kee o f  fortuitous redescription and yet 

underpios them. 1 hve tried to capture this stance with the notion of a "sy~nbolic suicide", committed 

when a language user is brought to see the self s utterly uninteresting, unexpressive and ontologically 

dead nature. Under such conditions, Rorty believes that a particular kind of fiscination with the power 
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of redescription galvanizes us back to life, now in a thorough-going picture of "self-reweaving webs 

of belief'. This takes us through akernathg moments of boredom or despair and ritualistic 

fascination; but it also l a v e s  us with a confusion that lingen in Rorty's work. He sometimes taiks 

as though the focus on self-reweaving across holistic webs of belief, and reweaving between sub- 

pcnonal 4Lquasi-agaits" comprised of alternative, but equually coherent sets of belief, is al1 brought 

about through simply adopting more "decentred talk" of our actual cornmon sense, first-person self- 

descriptions. O h ,  Rorty speaks of simply "dropping" one vocabulary and taking up a new one. But 

there is no way I can continually dcscnbe (or be "linguistically aware" of) my webs of bclief as 

weavhg their own way to centrelessncss. Frorn what perspective would 1 be able to do this? To be 

sure, this might be a sort of recreational exercise, one of the mmy modes of inwardncss modem art 

and literaturc have helpai rnake accessible. But why should this regional achievement be made into 

a global thesis about what humans esscntially are? Moreovcr, it would be surprishg if we wcre to 

sustain it as a chosen mode of aesthetically founded moral life. Since the very nature of Rorty's 

pichire of self-reweaving consists in replacing ordinary first-person Cartesian-like ta&, it would be 

remarkable if this could be donc without takhg lave altogether of ordinary life. It is precisely at this 

point where an unspoken ciifference behNeen linguistic awareness and aesthetic feeling asserts itself 

in Rorty's picture. 

Thmugh Mill, we are able to see how a public aspect inhera in the pnvate cultivation of 

mord character through poetic self-expression. Our analysis of Mill shows that his neeâ to attinn an 

aesthetic bais  to moral character in his expressive theory of poetry already provided enough resources 

for understanding at least one crucial way in which public and private blend into and implicate each 

other. Autonomy is evident as the embodiment of chosen values and commitments in a life. Such 

ernbodiment is a public manifestation, and subject to the interpretation of others and the constraint this 

places on identity. Mill's "cultivation of character" thmu& poetic self-expression, ive recall, cannot 

be exhaustively regulated by explicit and prior intentions. Instead, poetic character enacts the 

appropriate regulation on the instnimentalist means of achieving some p t i d  end - Say, happiness. 
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This is the relevance that Mill's early literary theory bean for his mature defence of individuality in 

On Libertv. Vanety in individual style indicates the widespread and plural realization of autonomy. 

If Mill's argument is read, as  Dan Burnstone suggests, as a "fervent defence of personal style", we can 

resist the tendency Mill is more commonly hown for, of reducing values to a single denominator. 

Despite his strict separation of morality into a "finn distinction" of privatc and public, Rorty 

sornetirncs achowledges this "regulatory" conception, where Our individual efforts at creating 

character in tum become material by which we can ''tinker with Our bchaviour" (1991b' 162). So 

aestheticist punuits of novel language and the curious ironist quest for evcr more descriptions does 

have an impact on public morality - the morality suited to argumentation and conversation. Yet Iike 

Mill, or at least one aspect of hm, Rorty ironically shows here how poeticized existence is not 

necessady a "fieer" or more liberated state but can rather become a form of strict, regimented, and 

impossible self-monitoring and disengagement. bdeod, the ironist's "radicai and continuhg doubt" 

conceming the final vocabulary of the &y is a mechanical operation, more so when it is not merely 

m o d  reflection that is at stake, but also the intentional manipulation of moral behaviour. The 

continual checking of moral refiection is meant to ensure that we are not merely aping somcone else's 

language of selfdescription, that we are not simply copying othea - that we are, in Rorty's ternis 

"strong", and for Mill, "grnuine" poets. 

Rorty's mode1 of moral agency involves going outside the ordinary first-person descriptive 

level and taking on board some global suppositions about how language works. The global 

supposition is the Davidsonian- W pired thesis that language is an undi ffercntiated hoüstic web that 

naturally tends to coherence and equilibriurn. lnstead of truxnplig experience with the "correct 

methoci" of classic epistemology, Rorty holL to this view of language as the basis for sidelining 

countervailing experience. Our Cartesian-sounding talk of centred selves is just an illusion; it can't 

be right because it conuadicts the view of interpretation that Rorty wants us to raolve to live by. His 

sense of the "radically and conthuing" effort to sustain the df-reweaving, selfenlarging picture 

supplies hun, moreover, 4th a moral equivalent to Cartesian dignity of rational ~e~mastery.  And 



as with Descartes, the disenchantment basic to thc standard reûuctive naturidistic views does not 

relinquish its original purpose when naturalism goes "non-reductivc". The point made in virtue of 

tahg disenchantment for granied is the same: It helps cstablish a framework wi thin which we can, 

for each and any case, give an ex ante answer about what knowledge claims have to be like. For 

Rortyy sinoc al1 we can know is interpretive, it follows that reality itself is based on interpretation. And 

this is the root of Charles Taylor's daim that the great legacy of the epistemological tradition, 

including recent attempts to negate it all together, is the willingncss to allow epistemology to dictate 

to ontology (Taylor 1975, Ch. 1; 1995, pp. 1- 19; and 1990). 

Once we decentre ourselves and no longer live in our cornmon sense descriptions, the self- 

adjusting nature of holistic webs of belief takes up the interpretive slack. Anydung can bc made to fit 

the picture of autopoietic reweaving, so Rorty's holism concludes that the subject is uncncumbcred by 

any special self-interpretive demands or !UN&. Since this view conflicts with ordinary conceptions of 

moral reflection, we may ask what ideals does Rorty draw from to compensate for the dcficit in 

common sense? Two such ideals are the drive for radical individual distinction through the novel and 

creative use of language and the communal ideal of inquiry as constrained only by the limits of 

conversation. And, as we saw in the example of Mill, the artificial sense of unity arnong these ideals 

points to its own undoing: The public feature of inquiry as social conversation provokes the view that 

textualist innovation could throw up so many ungrounded examplcs of moral agency by 

recontextualizing its various possible contexts in modemist literahire. But in fàct, modemism rcsultai 

in the underminhg of the consensus building raources neeûed for a sufficiently reliable social 

conversation. It has becorne less believable thai modemity's literature favoured conversation and 

conformity as its radical and fkquently hostile individualism became more evident (Levenson, 1984). 

Textualism, as Rorty had fiamed it, was forced to confiont a "moral objection" to the counter- 

conversational and elitist tendencies in modernkt acsthetic culture. The romantic exaltation of the 

'poet' ttueatais to alienate the textualist from common moral consciousncss. Its effects are confincd 

to the "private moral imagination" only by ewctùig too high a moral cost in "separation from . .. fellow 
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humans" (Rorty, 1982: 158). Rorty echoes Mill's anxiety about the unconstrained poetry of Shelley, 

which Mill thought, inevitably brings about alienation fiom others who could not undentand such 

highiy individualid manners of expression. For Rorty, the subject of expression is a conjwiction of 

boundless creative potential with Ianguage and an imperative to create oneself with uniqueness and 

novelty. Thc conception of autonomy as a purely private search cannot help much in grounding our 

the moral relation we have with othea. To accomplish that, Rorty thwght, would require "curnbining 

private fidfilment, self-realization, with public rnorality, a concern for justice" (1982, 158). Rorty's 

conviction that no such combination was possible or desirable is the bais for his contingency, irony, 

and solidarity programme. This approach marks a reaiignment of pragmatism now as a "political" 

(rather than merely tcxtualist) response to philosophy (1 99 1 b, 2 1). Thc political perspective 

encourages the priority of dernocracy over theory. Its political orientation differs from poetic- 

texhialism in its aîtitude toward the political attempt to secure "he greatest happiness of the greatest 

number7' (199 1 b, 20). in al1 other respects, textualisrn and political pragmatism are alike. In rejecting 

scientism, that is, the belief in a rigid determination of logical space, the political-liberal thread in 

pragmatism is the attempt to foreground the greatest happiness principle while textualism aims to 

subordinate that principle in fàvour of the sel f-regarding activity of redescri ption. 

Rorty's proposal splits the clifferences between textualism and pragMtism by prioritizing the 

preference for poetic self-redescription in matten relating to the privates sphere of interest, while 

endorsing the pragmatist emphasis on social utility insofàr as public interesîs are concemed. That 

proposai is too n;urowly foaissed on the personal and the idiosyncratic. Read through his theories of 

poetic language, Mill's defence of Uidividualism, on the other band. gives a more promishg picture 

of how private moral reflection acquires a public aspect in exemplarary stylistic agency. 

Other problems beset Rorty's aesthcticist mode1 of moral reflectiou based on his 

understanding of decentred subjectivity. Consider the role that Freud and Davidson conjointly play 

in Rorty's narrative, with the rnodel of the Unconscious as "rational conversation partner". The basic 

theme is a staple of romantic thought: that we have a plurality of voices, of differing degrees of 



articulacy and significance, is the sin qua non of the romantic temperament (Freud himself 

acknowiodges as much). Yet we needn't get ernbroiled in a priority dispute about who (the romantics 

or Rorty) owns this insight: after afl, the ancient Egyptians postulatcd seven souk, each with its own 

mode and character and severally subjected to the intrigue and sornetimes treachery of the oihers. So 

the "plural voices" thesis is nothing m. Rorty's innovation seems to be (i) the definition of "person" 

in t e m  of linguistic cohcrmce within a web of beliefs and; (ii) that, for any such web, it must exhibit 

rationality. Now (ii) conflicts with the rornanticia conception of an inarticulate, and therefore 

apparçntly irrational remairider exceeding al1 efforts at rational articulacy. The dialogue between 

Rorty's "person-ana1ogua"dcparts in this important sense from its r o m t i c  ongins: that the dialogue, 

by fiat and without effort, is a rational one, where every belief-set deserves a hearing beause, for 

Davidsonian reasoris, any web of belief will share so much with othcr, differing and contending web- 

sets as to be never completel y "out of phase Hith reali ty  " (1 99 1 a, 86). This sounds cornforthg if you 

are predisposed to believe that reality is never treacherous or the setting for deception and danger. But 

if mord reality is at times treacherous and &ngenws, which of the penon-analogues in your corporal 

frame is to be tnisted? Rorty does not arrive at such considerations, largely because his notion of 

person-analogues arc devoid of character and penonality. Person-analogues cannot be more honest, 

or kind, or vain, or deceptive than other person-analogues because each are, in Rorty's prekrred ternis, 

"random assemblages of contingent idiosyncratic needs". Penon-analogues, in short, have no 

personality. 

The romantic imagination, on the other hand, exists within a frame that is in part set by a 

horizon of unintelligibiliîy and which mua be brought into ever more linguistic articulacy, though 

never with full success. This romantic tenet actually resists the implication that Rorty seems to want 

to draw out, viz., that dinerences among different ùelief-sets reflect as much or as Littie reality as any 

other one of the parts (belief-sets, person-analogues) between which differences anse. Thus, any 

vocabulary is as connected or disc~~ected as any other with respect to reality. Differences, where 

they emerge, are worked out according to stock pragmatist and instrumentalist criteria, according to 
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Rorty. But rornantic thought locates the warrant for belief or assent (as far as Rortyan-type 

vocabularies go) in the receding rernainder that always lies beyond the bounds of any linguistic Msta. 

The autorationality of belieVvOcabuiary, understood in its proper holistic sense, leaves us with 

no account for why in hct we do not give qua1 hearing to any vocabulary whatever. We wuiot be 

pressured into "democratizing" vocabularies as an ethos unless we havegood reasons to scmtinize and 

hold up to doubt exactly why it is that we do not in fact givc credence to any and every vocabulary, 

but instead fuid ounclves having to choose (often painfully) behveen them. Rorty cannot appeal to 

irrational impulses or impersonal forces &O explain why it is that we are forevcr disregarding, losing 

interest in, rejecting, rehiting, and otherwise "dropping" vocabularies. "Because it helps us get more 

of what we want" @ragmatism), or "because we are constitutionally deficient in attention - we can 

only hold so m y  vocabularies in view at once", or "human finitude": None of these are good rcwons 

for picking up one rather than another vocabulary; nor are they g d  explanations for why WC choose, 

or find ourselva choosing, to focus on some things and not others. The orientation that romanticism 

supplies would have it that our activity ofappreciating, assessing, choosing, and creating vocabularies 

de pends on bringing into view (and not exhaustive1 y or exhaustive1 y with 1 inguistic focus) some reality 

that lies outside our range of articulacy. On this view, there is sornething that makes our focus on this, 

rather than thut vocabulary better warranted and lessdeluding; in short, more tmff i l  and tmth- 

tracking. Rorty's way of making persons into "incarnate vocabularies" is not as simply a solution as 

it sounds for the purposes of explaining how we actually live and act. From the perspective of 

romantic-expressivism, it mattcrs little how many "quasi-voices" or "person-analogues" we inevitably 

have to contend with in our single corporeal frame, and navigate through in moral reflection; what 

matten is the feeling of amuiement or grounduig that cornes with harmonizing our embodiment (with 

its always recessive, inarticulate rernainder) with a measure of articulacy, clarity, orientation, and 

mobility. Let a single body be as crowded with distinct vocabularia as you like: the rornantic sight 

is not set on which One Vocabulary is True, nor which of them give us more of what we really want 

(and we'd surely pay to know what that is). Rather, the romantic question is: Which arnong 



vocabukries helps me corne to be what 1 have it in me to be? What vocabularies put me in touch with 

more of the world, more of the moral universe? 

Moreover, it is not clear how biographical transitions are to be made out on Rorty's model. 

One only begins a conversation with oneself(as Mill likened his "self-confessional" model, or, as with 

Rorty, a conversation among "quasi-selves*') because some feelings do have a highly signifiant role 

in orienting the self. On Rorty's model, the body plays no role: It is al1 a matter of the coherence of 

belief, never of the force, style, grace, skilI, or radiance of the self s action. Furthemore, the 

domirunce of one over another quasi-self has to be able to justi fy  the changcs it issues in rational self- 

m d o n  as changes for the b e r ,  not merely as fortuitous change. In other words, therc is no role 

for a selfcritical aspect to moral reflection on Rorty's mode1. The aesthetic goal of "self-eniargement" 

cannot replace selfclarification as a central a h  of moral reflection unless Rorty is willing to defend 

it as a good that exerts its appeai in contrast to someihing l e s  noble or fulfilling. If Rorty does thhk 

thaî self-clarity (wbat he calls "Platonic purity') is Icss noble, he is already cxp:oiting a qualitative 

contrast hcre. We would want critical conversation with quasi-selves because they are subject to 

critique. The rçason they are is because their contrasting stances are stronglyevaluated. The 

movement fiom one language or self to another is therefore explicable on the basis of reasons. To 

achowledge this is to mach one IUNt of contingency . 

Rorty's clah that we have only causal and not semantic ties to the world guarantees an 

insularity of language that threatens to cut us off fiom reality (cf. McDowell 1994). Worse stiil, the 

epistemological conclusion Rorty proposes dictates rn ontological denial that only dogrnatic daims 

to the full-reign of linguistic and semantic autonomy vis-a-vis its world-like content can uphold. 

Countervailing expeneotx is too abundant to wanant upholdhg this thesis. Mill's thought, on the 

other hana can be seen as an attempt to work out the nwisequences of expressivism as a union behveen 

emotional and sanantic rneaning. But there are other more pertinent considerations, related to moral 

experience that can be manhalleci against the picture Rorty is advocating. Consider his clah that 

'pain' is the only non-linguistic co~ection we have to the world (and whai we share with animais). 



Suffiring, either in a Millian-Temysonian sense of being abandoned by human conversation, or in a 

later Wittgensteinian sense of 'inarticulate groaning', is a loss of semantic command. If so, then 

scrnantic authority does and rnust tie us in to the world as well. And, on the expressivist view, cries 

of pain are expressed meanings. 

This last argument raises an issue about which Rorty is decply W a r  - the failure to relate 

one descriptive language ta another. A cry of pain places an observer in the field-linguist's position: 

Does the cry m m  "pain in tooth", "pain in chest" or somethlig else? Perhaps the cry was from an 

actor, or delivered in jest? This failure to nail expressions down to the fact of the rnatter poses no 

issues amenable to truth or reason, for Rorty. Indeed, irreconcilable descriptions pose no intercsting 

problems at all. We chwse among cornpethg descriptions for contingent social or pragnatic reasons, 

not because one description approximates The World's Own Langage. The World does not dccidc 

between irreconcilable descriptions. The lesson Rorty draws from this assertion is that conceptual 

change procceb blindly, without argument. Since there is for Rorty no relation of making-true 

bctween non-beliefs or non-sentences, subsisting in a physical reah of causes, and beliefs and 

sentences circulating in the logical space of reasons, our "causal" tie to the world is ernpty and trivial 

(Rorty, 1994b, 29-30). 

It is Rorty who is trappeû in a genuinely discreditable Kantian picture, only now it is a 

materialist version of transcendental rnetaphysics (cf. Putmm 1994, p.287). We are trappcd in 

language, and there is no back r d  fiom experience to language via attempts at "grounduig" lan y age 

to rcality. Roriy's materialist stance cheerfully accepts the sirnultanmus loss of the world. The 

LLworId" becornes the trivial, but transcendent idea of an inarticulable space of causality that at the 

same t h e  mirrors Kant's 'ihing-in-itself' by remaining forever out of reach. n u s ,  Rorty's account 

of the self and world cannot be as transparent as he supposes. 



Conclusion: Art and mordity in Victorian and postmodern liberalism 

In the 1s t  chapter, we have seen how Rorty's postmodern rhctoric of wntingency and irony, 

together with his Freudian naturalistic de-centring of the rnotai df, aims for an aesthetics of selfinade 

existence. in Rorty's fiamework, we are fundamentally self-making; but chis is distinct h m  Our 

outward practice and action (199 1 b, 193). i n d d ,  when we are not consciously aware of the language 

tbat we are mindlessly gearing into social use, we may discover that some of our vocabularia, cven 

under the best of social-liberal conditions, may play "into the han& of the bureaucrats" ( 1 99 1 a, 1 75). 

Morally reflcctive subjects who recognize their own contingency rnay still be unaware of these 

unexpected outEomes brought on by a kind moral blindness that the notion ofUplaying-into" invokcs. 

Rorty accepts that while publically regulated vocabdaries do contribute to defining identity, they do 

not exhaust our resourca for self-making. There is also private moral reflection based on capacities 

for self-maicing that exceed the public organiration of identity (199 1 b, 196). 

It is not at al1 clear, however, that the distinction between public and pnvate can sustain itself 

when brought before various strands in modern art. In Chapter One, we noted how T.S. Eliot's poem 

problematised the ternis Rorty favoun and took as its point the shortcomings of strictly dividing 

oneself up in the rnanner Rorty proposes. Moreover, the poem nianages to convey the ambiguities 

between Rorty's doctrine of the redeerning power of art and the contrary doctrine of art's "m~mlly 

savage" and self-indulgent retreat fkom the "vulgar, ordinary" world. In a related but quite different 

manwr, we saw in Chapter lhree how Tennyson's "Mariana" indicates that the aesthetic life need not 

uphold radically individudistic, avant-guardist originality as its highest achievement. lhere is no 

reason why fieedom gained through creativity must preclude s h a ~ g  a great deal with other people. 

Moreover, "Mariana" is built upon old references and themes and thus defies Rorty's ethic of forging 

n w  languages which ''the past never hew". Agam, take Rorty's language of "quasi-selves", which 

paraltels the fom of the modem novel which breaks up a single narrative into several stones told at 

once. n i e  language of quasi-selves speaks to a concem that we have witnessed in Mill, namely the 



intuition that we are not fully transparent to our selves in moral reflection; that there is a basic opacity 

to private moral reflection. Mill also raises. though only dimly grasps, the fàct of intcrpretive 

ambiguity : Actions and utterances have a surplus of meaning which, moreover, al temate betwm third- 

penon observer and first-person self-interpretive standpoints. Mill works through with only partial 

success the implications of his own early poetic theory, but it is clear from Our analysis that the 

Victorian notions of public and private could not withstand the insights Mill continucd to dcvelop. In 

a fuial gesture that crowns our cornparison of Mill as Rorty's Victorian contemporary, Mill abandons 

h is  earlier aesthetic researches, declaring later in li fe that as far as social h o p  and human im provernent 

is concemeci, ''the shortest way is best" in contrast to "public Art". Rorty too, fnistnted by the 

instability his simplistic imposition of public and private ont0 his quest for an acstheticized ethic, 

reigns in considerably the possibility of art's role in a progressive and pragmatic liberal intellectual 

culture: Not art, but joumalidc reportage is the appropriate genrc for Our tirnes. Once again. &er 

striving to uinjoin perspectives on art and ethics w i t h  a naturalistic Edightenment liberal framework, 

"the shortest way" - in other words, a means not suited to acsthetic creation, is deerned in the end as 

the most appropriate stance to adopt in order to meet with the inescapable demands of morality. 

If the public-private distinction fails to hold water when the airns of morality and aesthetics 

arc combined, neiher will the t e m  comprornising the distinction stand on their own. Not only does 

private moral reflection, on either Mill's or Rorty's view of it, fail to remain stnctly private, but the 

proasses respeetively envisaged in the publidpnvate h e w o r k  do not withstand scmtiny . We saw 

how with Mill, the intrinsically dialogical nature of moral refiection could not be sustained on accuunt 

of his valuation of an unrealistic notion of pure expression, the value of which could be safeguarded 

to the extent that it neither callcd forîh, nor responded, to the wlgar, outward world. But moral 

reflection is constitutively dialogical, a call-response to others' voices by whom we feel challenge4 or 

ernpowercd by. Charles Taylor notes how we cany on the conversation with Our Ioved ones in 

moments of private moral reflection long after they have died. 

In Rorty's case, the plurality of quasi-agents does not help illuminate what private moral 



reflection involves, though it gains credibility in his quest for an aestheticized ethic of "self- 

enlargement" by virtue of the aesuietic means of much modem art which issues a challenge to the 

presumai unity of the self over linear time. The Freudian leveraging of naturaiism to "de-humanid' 

the springs of human action oniy gain a moral point, however, when these springs are once again 

humanizeû as quasi-persons, as "rational conversational partners" housed in a single body. Yet to 

emphasize contingency here rneans that the conversational partners cannot really assume character and 

personality too much, for that would make thern something we wwld have to recognize and possibly 

respect - as we would if we wanted to converse with actual persons. So the conversational mode1 of 

decentred, plural quasi-agents does not really capturc the dialogical nature of moral reflection either. 

Rorty's suggestion seem to be that we can undertake a metareflection of our ordinary 

language in ordcr to cvaluate the various uses it gets taken up in through art, literature and other 

gentes. Yct this implication cannot be made to fit 4 t h  the rest of his picture. This suggestion is 

tantamount to admitting a strong evaluator into the process; and, as we know, Rorty rejects h s  

possibility on account of its presumed transcendental stance. 

The assumption of masses of s h e d  belicf bctween différent vocabularies and the related 

claim that, as he puts it, 'k are never out of phase with reality" doa not chime well with other key 

aspects of his project. Rorty valorizes dramatic and tragic fiction precisely because it helps infuse 

moral reflection with a sense of danger and instability . Nabokov and Oiwell are sel& as examples 

of artists who help ''ciramatire the tension between privatc irony and liberal hopen (1989,142). Moral 

life is treacherous and often tragic and Rorty develops this category of "the literature of moral 

blindness" and of "cruelty" to show how aesthetic creations have moral relevance. The aim of these 

authon is not tirneless tnith, but the production of 'iingles" to fascinate our imaginations. For Rorty, 

the Literature of social cnticism and social hope addressa the unsettling fact that the unreflecting 

insertion of ourselves into the going languages of the public imagination can mask an unwillingness 

to see the unjust and cruel eEècts ofthat language (1 989, 14 1; xiv). in addition to the "deligbt" of 

Nabokov's or OnveU's ''imgies", the literaîure of social criticisrn and social hope aims to teach. This 
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genre is written by "insiders," "fellow citizens" who cndeavour to "make our institutions more just and 

less cruel" (1989, 141). It does not aim to replace the t e m s  of public moral discourse and is 

cssentially reformist; its effectiveness depenàs on emp hatically stressing thc moral cornmi tments that 

we already on reflection commit to. Sometima, our officia! cornmitments to social justice and the 

eradication of cruelty fail to "pay their way". 

The basic moral behind Rom's reflections on an ethics fashioned on aestbetic principles is 

that we can make "imaginative identifications" with strange people so as to see them as "fellow 

sufferers". Another leading idea that brings art into the moral realm is bat, through specific, detail- 

invoking works - particularly novels - we can recognize ourselves as victimizers first and moral 

victims second. Once we are persuaded that there is distant suRering and that we are victimizers, then 

we will curb our taste for autonomy. 

Yet has Rorty really made g d  on his claim that we have crawled out of classicist and 

Victorian genres? After all, he is basically adopting Sir Philip Sidney's pragmatisrn, wherc the aim 

of art is to teach and delight. More importantly, it is by no mcans clear that we have a radically new 

vocabulary for moral: reflection. In fact, we scçm to have farniliar and standard tems of moral 

discourse such as justice and cmelty. Retuming again to Mill, we might Say that Tennyson is an 

"insidcr" fellow-citizen, while Shelley is a wild outsider. While the former works by extcnding 

ordinary language to more consistent and widespread applications of justice and utility, the latter is 

insulateci fiom public, worldly rhetonc. Outsiders aim for what Rorty calls "private perfection" and 

"selfenlargement". 

It is by now clear how M e  we have ventureci beyond Mill's division of the public language 

of utility fiom the private language of poetic expression. The latter cultivates autonomy, while the 

former bas out relations with others in mind. Mill, however, is one who labours under what Rorty 

calls the "moral-aesthetic contra~f" (1989, 142). This contrast is rejected on account of its inability 

to contend with the real complexities arising between the demands of duties to oneself and duties to 

othen (14 1). But there is even reason to think that Rorty has not yet succeeùed in M y  collapshg this 



distinction. He does, after all, adopt Mill's division of moralw into two parts. As we saw in Chapter 

Three, Mill distinguishes the first part of rnorality into a self-training for which poetry and literature 

gain relevance for the cultivation of moral character, and an outward regdation of the selfs actions 

in public space, for whicb the languagc of utility is hdamental and final. 

To wrap up: nie early Mill allows us to see several interco~ecting themes: Authenticity as 

a moral aspiration realized in the exercise of human creativity; the aspiration for harmony betwcen 

socially integrated expression and individual autonomy, and awareness that social responsibility and 

individual vision may forever be in conflict; the simultmeous clarity and opacity of the creative 

imagination; the non-Cartesian transparency of self-interprctation and the role expression has for it. 

Mill wmte at a historical juncture, where the received canonical notions of art-as-mimesis gave way 

to expressivisrn. The individual art& and by extension the moral agent, cornes to be the index of art 

while individualism and authenticity as we now appreciate them are taken up as categorics of an. 

Since Mill 's tirne, the analogies between the increasingly su biler langages of art and of individualism 

bave vastly multiplied. 

Given this multiplication, we ought to question Rorty's radical over-simplification of 

modemism. Indeed, Rorty appçars to have achieved a perspective he denia to others in assuming a 

stance that summarily captures the essence of modem poetry, reducing its variety to so many examples 

of pragmatimi's playfulness and ironic style. Couched in his own behanourist terms, Rorty appean 

to merely be commenting on "our Uicreasing willingncss" to see pets in the senice of mere human 

self-farhioning. #en spealung in this voice, Rorty brings his historicism to a level of incredible 

generality, rnaking a sweeping moral point for which the particularity of the very subjects and agents 

of "change for the better" are themselves not exactly relevant. It would be pointless to pursue Rorty 

by trotting out various texts (such as Eliot's) to confiont his reading of modemism. This is not to say 

thd a different approach to philosophical historicism in the cvaluation of aesthetic modemism is 

irrelevant for addressing Rorty's most contentious daims, but it shows that we must also judge Roity's 

aestheticized ethcs on its own. 
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A consequence of Mill's early poetic thcory is the view of personal character as having a 

publicaily visible aspect which he calls "aesthetic". Mill dats not have the resources to articulatc the 

embodied nature of expression, but therc does remain for him a background of opacity within which 

we act in social contexts. This, 1 submit, is the Victorian idea that speaks most clearly to Rorty's 

c lah that Our attcmpts to reafize moral good sometirnes results in the unintended production of 

surplus effects th& lie beyond our attempts to bring everything into rational self-presencc. For Mill, 

this "amthetic" surplus can cause self-alienation or "abandonment" from social conversation so long 

as there are others who are unable to sympathiu: or relate to our efforts at authentic expression. Rorty 

41s  this the unintended "cmelty" that can attend Our scarch for languages of Our individualisrn. In 

our efforts to be bnth moral and beautifil in life, the fact that we sometimes end up cruel and ugly is 

the tragic dimension to moral life. The tragic is the meeting place of both moral life and art, cthics and 

aesthetics. The tragic signals the possibility that moral aspirations can themselves be a source of 

unwitting fàilurc. Mill's early effort to iive and articulate a philosophical stance helps us to recognize 

lhis insight. This fàct should give pause to any sense of exceptionalist vision. 

That Mill did stake out, howcver ambiguously, conclusions that could be rcdeerncd as 

progress bearing on why we are compelled to see f o m  of art and creative practice not simply as 

enhancers or moral pep-pills, but rather as potential modes of ethical existence, should cast daubt on 

the currcnt postmodern rhetoric of contingency and irony. He speaks to contemporary attempts to 

model our options for living a life that is no longer satisfied with strict distinctions behveen the moral 

and the aesthetic. in w age of exceptionalist historicist, speculative postmodemism, of interpretation 

and individual expression, the collapse of the moral-aesthetic distinction rnay not be distinctively 

modem or postmoàern. 



Appendix A 

Portrait of a Lady 

Thou hast committed - 
Fornication: but that was in another country, 
And besides, the wench is dead. 

The Jew of Malta 

Among the srnoke and fog of a December afkrnoon 
You have the scene arrange itseif- as it will seem to do - 
Wiih '1 have saved ths aftemoon for yod; 
And four was candles in the darkened room, 
Four Mgs of light u p n  the ceiling overhead, 
An atmosphere of lulict's tomb 
Prepared for al1 the things to be said, or Ief€ unsaid. 
We have been, let us say, to hear the fatest Pole 
Transmit the Preludes, through Us hair and fingertips. 
'So intimate, this Chopin, t h .  1 think his sou1 
Should be resunected only among fiiends 
Some two or three, who will not touch the bloorn 
That is rubbed and questioned in the concert m m . '  
- And so the conversation slips 
Among vellecities and carefully caught regrets 
Through attenuated tones of violins 
Mingled with remote cornets 
And begins. 

'You do not know how much they mean to me, my Wends, 
And how, how rarc and strange it is, to find 
In a life composecl so much, so rnuch of odds and ends, 
For indeed 1 do not love it ... you knew? you are not blind! 
How keen you are! 
To fuid a fiiend upon which friendship lives. 
How much it means that 1 Say this to you - 
Without these friendships - Me, what cauchemar!' 

Among the wllidings of the violins 
And the ariettes 
Of cracked cornets 
h i d e  my brain a du11 tom-tom begins 
Absurdly harnme~g a prelude of its own, 
Capricious monotone 



niat is at least one definite 'false note.' 
- Let us take the air, in a a b a c a  trame, 
Admire the monuments, 
Discuss the late evcnts, 
Correct our watches by the public clocks. 
Then sit for ha1 f an hou r and drink ou r bocks. 

Now that lilacs are in bloorn 
She has a bowl of lilacs in her room 
And twists one in her fingea while she taks. 
'Ah, my friend, you do aot know, you do not know 
What life is, you who hold it in your han&'; 
Slowly hÿisting the lilac stalks 
'You let it flow fiom you, you let it flow, 
And youth is cruel, and has no remorse 
And srniles at situations which it m o t  see.' 
I srnile, of course, 
And go on drinking tca. 
'Yet with these April sunscts, that somehow rccall 
My butid life, and Paris in the Spring, 
1 fee! immeasurably at peace, and find the world 
To be wondemil and youthful, after dl.' 

The voice retum like the insistent out-of-tune 
Of a brcken violin on an August atternoon: 
'I am always sure that you undentand 
M y  feelings, always sure that you fml, 
Sure tint across the p l f  you reach your hanci. 

You are invuinetable, you have no Achilles' heel. 
You wiU go on, and when you have prevailed 
You can say: at this point many a one has fiiled. 
But what have 1, but what have 1, my fnend, 
To give you, what can you reccive h m  me? 
Only the fiendship and the sympathy 
Of one about to reach her joumey's end. 

1 shall sit here, serving tea to fiienâs....' 

1 take my hat: how can 1 make a cowardly amends 
For what she has said to me? 
You will see me any morning in the park 
reading the comics and the sporting page. 
Particularly 1 remark 
An English countess goes upon the stage. 



A Greek was murdered at a Polish dance, 
Another bank defàulter has confessed. 
I keep my countenance, 
I remain self-possessed 
Except when a strcet-piano, mechanical and tired 
Reiteratcs some worn-out cornmon song 
With the me11 of hyacinths across the garden 
Recalling things that other people have dcsired. 
Are these things right or wrong? 

III 

The October night cornes dom; returning as before 
Except for a slight sensation of king il1 at ease 
1 mount the stairs and turn the handle of the door 
And feel as if 1 had mounted on my han& and knees. 
'And so you are going abroad; and when do you retum? 
But that's a usefess question. 
You hardly know when you are coming back, 
You will find so much to leam.' 
My smile falls heavily among the bric-a-brac. 

'Perhaps you can write to me. ' 
My self-possession flares up for a second; 
î%is is as 1 had reckoned. 
'1 have bcen w o n d e ~ g  fiequentiy of late 
(But our beguiniags never know Our ends!) 
Why we bave not developed into fnends.' 
I fa1 likc onc who smiles, a d  tuming s M 1  renurk 
Suddenly, his expressiai in a glass. 
My self-possession gutters; we are r d y  in the dark. 

'For everybody said so, al1 our friends, 
They al1 were sure our feelings would relate 
So closely! 1 myself can hardly understand. 
We must leave it now to fàte. 
You will write, at any rate. 
Perhaps it is not too late. 
1 shall sit here, serving tea to fiiends.' 

And 1 rnust borrow every changing shape 
To h d  expression . . . dance, dance 
Like a dancing bear, 
Ciy like a parrot, chatter like an ape. 
Let us take the air, in a tobacco t r a m  - 
Well! and what if she should die some afkrnoon, 



Aftemmn grey and smoky, evening yellow and rose; 
Should die and !cave me sitting pen in hand 
With the smoke coming d o m  above the housetops; 
Doubtfiil, for a while 
Not know whaî to feel or if I understand 
Or whether wise or fmlish, tardy or too soon.. . 
Would she not have the advantage, after all? 
This music is successfùl with a 'dying Ml' 
Now that we taik of dying - 
And should 1 have the right b smile? 



Appendix B 

WITX BLACKEST moss the flower-plots 
Were thickly crustead, one and all: 

The nisted nails fell fiom the knots 
That held the p to the gable-wall. 

Thc broken sheds look'd sad and strange: 
Unl iM was the clinking fatch; 
Weeded and wom the ancient thatch 

Upon the lonely moateû grange. 
Shc only said, "My life is dreary, 

He cumeth not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

I would that 1 were d d ! "  

Her tears fell with the dews at even; 
Her tears fell ere the dews were dned; 

Shc could not look on thc swect hcavcn, 
Either at mom or eventide. 

AAer the flitting of the bats, 
When thickest dark did m c e  the sky, 
She drew her casementcurtain by, 

And g l a n d  athwart the glooming flats. 
She only said, "My life is dreary, 

He cometh not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

I would that I were: dead!" 

Upon the rniddle of the night, 
Wakhg she heard the night-fowl crow: 

The cock Sung out an hour ere light: 
From the dark fen the oxen's low 

Came to her: without hope of change, 
In sleep she seern'd to wak forlom, 
Till cold winds woke the grayqed mom 

About the lonely muated grange. 
She only said, "The day is dreaq, 

He cometh not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary aweary, 

1 would that 1 were dead!" 

About a stonc-cast from the wall 
A sluice with blacken'd waters slept, 

And o'er it many, round and small, 
The cluster'd marish-mosses crept. 



Hard by a poplar shook alway, 
Al1 silver-green with gnarled bark: 
For leagucs no othcr tree did mark 

The level waste, the rounding gray. 
She only said, "My life is dreary, 

He cometh not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

1 would that 1 were dead!" 

And ever when the moon was low, 
And the shdl winds were up and away 

In the white curtain, to and fio, 
She saw the gusty shadow sway. 

But wtien the moon was very low, 
And wild winds bound within their ceIl, 
The shadow of the poplar fell 

Upon her bed, across her brow. 
She only said, "The night is dreiuy, 

He corneth not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

1 would that 1 were dead!" 

Al1 day within the dreamy house, 
nie doors upon their hinges creak'd; 

The blue fly Sung in the pane; the mouse 
Behind the mouldering wainscot shriek'd, 

Or fiom the crevice peeN about. 
Old &ces glimmef d thro' the doors, 
OId footsteps trod the upper floon, 

OId voices call'd her fiom without. 
She only said, "My life is dreary, 

He cometh not," she said; 
She said, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

1 would that 1 were dead!" 

The sparrow's chimp on the roof, 
'Ihe slow clock ticking, and the sound 

Which ta the wooing wind aimf 
The poplar made, did ail confwnd 

Her sense; but most she loath'd the hour 
When the thick-moted sunbeam lay 
Athwart the chambers, and the &y 

Was sloping toward his western bower. 
Then, said she, "1 am very dreary, 

He will not corne," she said; 
She wept, "1 am aweary, aweary, 

O God, that 1 were dead!" 
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